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DEFINITIONS 
As to better improve the understanding of the present document, hereinafter 

annexed a short definition of the most recurring and import words: 

Areas at risk Company areas and departments where 

there is the higher risk of committing an 
offence. 

CCNL The Contratto Collettivo Nazionale di Lavoro 

– National labour contract the company
complies with.

Code of Conduct The code of conduct implemented by the
Company and approved by the Board of
Directors.

External independent 
contractors 

Any contractor who is not employed by the
company: consultants, partners, suppliers.

Consultants Subjects operating on behalf and/or in the 

name of the Company thanks to mandate or 
any contractual professional relationship. 

Receivers The company employees and the external 
contractors. 

Employees People employed by the Company, including 
directors. 

Law decree 231/2001 or the 
Decree 

Law decree dating back to June 8, 2001 n. 
231 and following changes and 

amendments. 
Model or Models The organisation, management and control 

model or models forecast by the decree. 

Company The company in general (capital company, 
people company, organisations, consortia. 
etc.). 
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Company members Directors, partners and company 
employees. 

People liable for providing 
public services 

In compliance with art. 358 of the Italian 
Civil code “people liable for providing public 

services are people who at any level provide 
for a public service. A public service is a 

public activity governed by the same rules 
as a public company but missing the 
company powers and with the exception of 

possible order activities and merely material 
performances”.  

Company boards The board of directors (with its directors) 

and the Board of auditors. 

Supervisory board or O.d.V. The control board inside the company liable 
for the control on the operation and 

supervision on the Model as well as relating 
update. 

Representatives Inside the company, people playing a 

representative role, management or  
whosever manages and controls the 
company itself. 

Chairman The company legal representative and the 

chairman of the Board of directors 

Public officers According to art. 357 of the Italian civil 
code, “public officers are people carrying 

out a legislative, legal or administrative 
public activity. A public activity is governed 
by public law rules and by authoritative 

acts and it represents the willingness of the 
public administration or through 
authoritative or certification powers”. 

Offences or crimes Offences of crime which the discipline 

reported in Law decree 231/2001 on the 
company administration liability applies to. 

Company Azzini S.p.A. or in short Azzini. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

1 LAW DECREE DATING BACK TO JUNE 8, 2001, N. 231 

1.1 Administration liability of legal people, companies and associations 

Law Decree n. 231, enforced on July 4, 2001 whose title was “Discipline of 
thee administration liability of legal people, companies and associations with 
no legal personality” introduced for the first time in Italy a administration 
liability framework – mainly referring to criminal liability – to the companies 
in case of offences or administration crimes committed, in their interest or 
advantages by: 

 Physical people with representative, administration and management

offices within the companies or in a single operating company which
is financially and functionally independent, as well as people liable

for the management and control of companies (“officers”);

 Physical people managed or supervised by one of the previously

mentioned subjects.

The company liability is additional and not replacing the physical person 

liability who was really liable for the offence which is however governed by the 
common criminal law. 

A widening of the liability intends to affect, when repressing criminal offences, 

the companies profiting from the offence or whose benefit the offence was 
committed to. 

The Decree intended therefore to put forward a company liability model 
compliant with the general protective principles, but preventive as well: in fact 
through the forecast of a de facto illegal liability directly on the company, the 

regulation intends to drive the company to organise its structures, facilities 
and activities as to provide for suitable protection conditions of the criminally 

protected interests. 

1.2 Types of sentences imposed 

The sentences possibly imposed to the company violating the provisions in 

the decree are described in the following paragraphs. 

1.2.1 Financial sanctions 

The financial sanctions are administrative and they are always applicable in 

case the legal person mend any consequence depending on the crime. 

The determination of the sanction depends on a double criteria: 
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a) Determination of rates in a number lower than 100 and not higher
than 1000;

b) Assignment to each single rate of a value varying between a minimum
€ 258.22 to a maximum € 1,549.37 (according to the company

economic and equity conditions).

In other words, the financial sanctions could vary from a minimum amount 

accounting for € 25,822 (possibly reduced according to art. 12 of the Decree 
by a half), to a maximum amount accounting for € 1,549.370. 

What is more, art. 25-sexies of Law decree 231/01 forecast in case of a 

consistent product or profit for the company, that the sanction can be 
increased by ten times such a product or profit. 

The judge sets the number of rates considering: 

 The severity of the offence;

 The company liability level;

 The activity enforced to remove or reduce the real consequences and
to prevent further offences.

1.2.2 Prohibitive sanctions 

Sanctions to be supplemented to the financial sanctions, and intending to 
avoid the possibility to repeat the crime/offence. More precisely they 

include: 

 Debarment from performance any activity;

 Suspension or revocation of any authorisations, licences and

concessions functional to the crime/offence committed;

 Ban to come to agreements with the Public administration, with the
exception of the possibility  of getting a public service performances;

 Exclusion from facilities, financing, contributions and aids and

possible cancellation of any granted facility;

 Ban to advertise goods and services.

In case of different offences, the sanction forecast for the most severe 
offence applies. 

The prohibition and ban generally is temporary (from a minimum 2 months 
to maximum 2 years) with the exception of some cases, where the 

temporary interdiction is replace by a final ban. 
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1.2.3 Seizure 

It is a sanction applicable together with the condemnation sentence and it 
consists by the seizure by the Public administration of the price or profit 
the offence generated with the exception of the part of the price or profit 
returned to the offended party. If the product or offence profit can’t be 
seized, money, assets or other valuable utilities are seizes for a price or 
profit corresponding to the offence. 

1.2.4 Publication of the condemnation sentence 

The condemnation sentence is published when the company is applied a 

prohibitive sanction. The sentence is published (at the expense of the 
condemned legal person), once, in extract or in whole, in one of the gazettes 
specified by the judge in the sentence as well it can be displayed by the 

municipality where the company has its main registered office. 

1.3 Type of offences according to law decree 231/2001 

When drafting the present document, the offences forecast by Law decree 
231/01 are mainly: 

- Offences and crimes against the Public administration (articles 24 and

25 of the decree):

a. Embezzlement against the State (art. 316-bis of the Italian Criminal

Code);

b. Illegal distributions against the State (art. 316-ter of the Italian

Criminal Code);

c. Swindle or fraud (art. 640, paragraph 2, n. 1, of the Italian Criminal

Code);

d. Aggravated fraud to get public contributions (art. 640-bis of the

Italian Criminal Code);

e. IT fraud (art. 640-ter);

f. Corruption in exercising an office or any act contrary to the office

duties (articles 318, 319 and 319-bis of the Italian Criminal Code);

g. Corruption in legal acts (art. 319-ter of the Italian Criminal Code);

h. Illegal induction to give or promise utilities (art. 319-quater of the

Italian Criminal Code);

i. Corruption of the person liable for providing public services (art. 320

of the Italian Criminal Code);

j. Sanctions for the corruptor (art. 321 of the Italian Criminal Code);

k. Incitement to corruption (art. 322 of the Italian Criminal Code);

l. Concussion (art. 317 of the Italian Criminal Code);

m. Misappropriation, concussion, illegal provocation to give or

promise a utility, corruption and provocation to corruption of the
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members of the international criminal board or of the boards of the 

European Union and offices of the European union and foreign 

member states (art. 322-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 

- Forgery committed with money, public credit cards and stamps duties

(art. 25-bis of the Decree):

a. Counterfeiting of money, spending and introduction of counterfeited

money to the Italian State after agreement (art. 453 of the Italian

Criminal Code)

b. Counterfeiting of money (art. 454 of the Italian Criminal Code)

c. Spending and introduction of counterfeited money into the Italian

State with no agreement (art. 455 of the Italian Criminal Code)

d. Spending of counterfeited money received in good faith (art. 457 of

the Italian Criminal Code)

e. Counterfeiting of stamps, introduction in the State, purchase,

possession and circulation of counterfeited stamps (art. 459 of the

Italian Criminal Code)

f. Counterfeiting of watermarked paper used for manufacturing public

credit notes or stamps (art. 460 of the Italian Criminal Code)

g. Production and possession of watermark and tools destined to

counterfeit money, stamps and watermarked paper (art. 461 of the

Italian Criminal Code)

h. Use of counterfeited or modified stamps (art. 464 of the Italian

Criminal Code)

i. Counterfeiting or use of marks or distinctive signs or patents, models

or drawings (art. 473 of the Italian Criminal Code)

j. Introduction in the State and sales of products with false marks (art.

474 of the Italian Criminal Code)

- Company offences (art. 25-ter of the Decree):
a. False company communications (art. 2621 of the Italian Civil Code)

b. Not severe counterfeit (art. 2621-bis)

c. False social communications by listed companies (art. 2622 of the

Italian Civil Code)

d. Prevented control (art. 2625 of the Italian Civil Code)

e. Unfair return of contributions (art. 2626 of the Italian Civil Code)

f. Illegal division of profits and provisions (art. 2627 of the Italian Civil

Code)

g. Wrongful operations on company or controlled company stocks or

shareholdings (art. 2628 of the Italian Civil Code)

h. Operations against creditors (art. 2629 of the Italian Civil Code)
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i. Missing communication of conflicts of interests (art. 2629-bis of the 

Italian Civil Code) 

j. Artificial capital stock formation (art. 2632 of the Italian Civil Code) 

k. Illegal division of the company assets by liquidators (art. 2633 of the 

Italian Civil Code) 

l. Blackmailing among private customers (art. 2635 of the Italian Civil 

Code) 

m. Illegal influence on the company meeting (art. 2636 of the Italian 

Civil Code) 

n. Agiotage (art. 2637 of the Italian Civil Code) 

o. Prevented exercise of any function by the public supervisory 

authorities (art. 2638 of the Italian Civil Code) 

p. Misrepresentation in financial statements (art. 173-bis Law decree 

58/98) 

 

- Offences leading to terrorism acts or subversion of the democratic 

order forecast by the criminal code and by any special law and offences 
in violation of what forecast by article 2 of the international convention 
to control financing to terrorism drafted in New York on 9.12.1999 (art. 

25-quater of the Decree): 
a. Terrorism associations at the international level or subversion of the 

existing democratic order (art. 270-bis of the Italian Criminal Code); 

b. Assistance to members (art. 270-ter of the Italian Criminal Code); 

c. Recruitment for terrorism at the International level as well (art. 270-

quater of the Italian Criminal Code); 

d. Training to terrorism activities, at the International level as well (art. 

270-quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code); 

e. Behaviours leading to terrorism acts (art. 270-sexies of the Italian 

Criminal Code); 

f. Attack with terrorism or subversion goals (art. 280 of the Italian 

Criminal Code) 

g. Terrorism attack with explosive or lethal weapons (art. 280-bis of the 

Italian Criminal Code) 

h. Kidnapping with terrorism or subversion goals  (art. 289-bis of the 

Italian Criminal Code) 

i. Provocation to commit an offence included in the first and second 

paragraph (art. 302 of the Italian Criminal Code) 

 

- Offences against life and individual safety (art. 25-quater. 1 of the 
Decree): 

a. Practices of mutilation of the women genitals  (art. 583-bis of the 

Italian Criminal Code). 
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- Offences against people (art. 25-quinquies of the Decree): 
a. Reducing or maintaining in slavery (art. 600 of the Italian Criminal 

Code) 

b. Trafficking and prostitution (art. 600-bis of the Italian Criminal 

Code) 

c. Child pornography (art. 600-ter of the Italian Criminal Code) 

d. Possession of pornographic materials (art. 600-quater of the Italian 

Criminal Code) 

e. Virtual pornography (art. 600-quater.1 of the Italian Criminal 

Code) 

f. Tourism initiatives aiming exploiting child prostitution 

g.  (art. 600-quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code) 

h. Trafficking of people (art. 601 of the Italian Criminal Code) 

i. Purchase and alienation of slaves (art. 602 of the Italian Criminal 

Code) 

j. Solicitation of children (art. 609-undecies of the Italian Criminal 

Code) 

- Market abuse (art. 25-sexies of the Decree and art. 187-quinquies 
T.U.F): 

a. Abuse of privilege information (art. 184 T.U.F.) 

b. Manipulation of the market (art. 185 T.U.F.) 

c. Abuse of privilege information (art. 187-bis T.U.F.) 

d. Manipulation of the market (art. 187-ter T.U.F.) 

 

- Offences against the safety, security, hygiene and health of people (art. 

25-septies of the Decree): 
a. Manslaughter (art. 589 of the Italian Criminal Code) 

b. Personal severe o highly severe personal injuries (art. 590 paragraph 

3 of the Italian Criminal Code) 

 

- Transnational offences (art. 10 of the Law 146/2006): 

a. Criminal association (art. 416 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
b. Mafia-type criminal association (art. 416-bis of the Italian Criminal 

Code) 

c. Criminal association aiming at the foreign tobacco smuggling (art. 
291-quater PRESIDENTIAL DECREE 43/73) 

d. Criminal association aiming at the illicit smuggling of drugs or similar 

(art. 74 PRESIDENTIAL DECREE 309/90) 
e. Provisions against illegal immigration (art. 12, paragraphs 3, 3-bis, 

3-ter, 5 Law decree n. 286/98) 
f. Obstruction to the course of justice:  drive not to release declarations 

(art. 377-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 
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g. Obstruction to the course of justice: personal aiding (art. 378 of the
Italian Criminal Code)

- Money laundering and use of illegal money (Law decree 231/2007
introducing art. 25 octies of law decree):

a. Receiving (art. 648 of the Italian Criminal Code)

b. Use (art 648-bis of the Italian Criminal Code)

c. Use of money, goods or utility of illegal origin (art. 648-ter of the

Italian Criminal Code)

d. Self-laundering (art. 648-ter. 1)

- IT offences (art. 24-bis of the Decree):

a. IT documents (art. 491-bis of the Italian Criminal Code);

b. Abusive access to an IT or telematic system (art. 615-ter of the

Italian Criminal Code);

c. Abusive custody and diffusion of the access codes to IT or telematic

systems (art. 615-quater of the Italian Criminal Code);

d. Spreading of equipment, devices and direct IT programs leading to

damages or interruption of an IT or telematic system (art. 615-

quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code);

e. Illegal interception, hindrance or interruption of IT or telematic

communications (art. 617-quater of the Italian Criminal Code);

f. Installation of devices to be used to intercept, hinder or interrupt IT or

telematic communications (art. 617-quinquies of the Italian

Criminal Code);

g. Damages to information, data or IT programs (art. 635-bis of the

Italian Criminal Code);

h. Damages to information, data or IT programs used by the State or

other public entity or however public utility (art. 635-ter of the

Italian Criminal Code);

i. Damages to IT or telematic systems (art. 635-quater of the Italian

Criminal Code);

j. Damages to IT or telematic systems  belonging to a public utility (art.

635-quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code);

a. IT fraud of the subject offering services of electronic signature

certification (art. 640-quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code).

- Offences by organised crime (art. 24 ter of the Decree):

a. Criminal association aimed at reducing or keeping people slave, to the

trafficking of human beings, at purchasing and alienating slaves and

offences relating to the violation of any provision of illegal immigration
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according to art. 12 Law decree 286/1998 (art. 416, sixth paragraph 

of the Italian Criminal Code); 

b. Mafia-type criminal association, abroad as well (art. 416-bis of the

Italian Criminal Code);

c. Electoral exchange between politicians and mafia (art. 416-ter of the

Italian Criminal Code);

d. Kidnapping with the purpose of extortion (art. 630 of the Italian

Criminal Code);

e. Criminal association aimed at selling drugs (art. 74 PRESIDENTIAL

DECREE 309/90);

f. Criminal association (art. 416, with the exception of the sixth

paragraph, of the Italian Criminal Code);

g. Offences relating to the production and sales of war weapons,

explosives and illegal armaments (art. 407 paragraph 2 letter a)

number 5 of the Italian Criminal Code).

- Interference with the freedom of industry and trade (25-bis. 1 of the

Decree):

a. Interference with freedom of industry and trade (art. 513 of the

Italian Criminal Code);

b. Illegal competition with menace or violence (art. 513-bis of the

Italian Criminal Code);

c. Frauds against national industries (art. 514 of the Italian Criminal

Code);

d. Fraud in trading (art. 515 of the Italian Criminal Code);

e. Sale of non genuine food as genuine (art. 516 of the Italian Criminal

Code);

f. Sale of industrial products with wrong identification (art. 517 of the

Italian Criminal Code);

g. Production and sales of goods by encroaching of industrial property

rights (art. 517-ter of the Italian Criminal Code);

h. Counterfeiting on geographical names or name of food and farm

product origin (art. 517-quater of the Italian Criminal Code);

- Offences against the copyrights (art. 25-novies of the Decree):

a. The regulation includes a series of offences forecast by the Law

633/1941 protecting copyrights (and more precisely, article 171, first

paragraph, letter a-bis, and third paragraph, 171-bis, 171-ter, 171-

septies e 171-octies, 174-quinquies).
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- Offences against the environment (art. 25- undecies of the Decree): 

a. Environmental pollution (art. 452-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 
b. Environmental disaster (art. 452-quater of the Italian Criminal 

Code) 
c. Crimes committed against the environment (art. 452-quinquies of 

the Italian Criminal Code) 

d. Aggravating circumstances (art. 452-octies of the Italian Criminal 
Code) 

e. Traffic and abandon of highly radioactive material (art. 452-sexies of 
the Italian Criminal Code) 

f. Killing, destruction, capture, collection, imprisonment of protected 

animal or vegetal species (art. 727-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 
g. Destruction or deterioration inside a protected site (art. 733-bis of 

the Italian Criminal Code) 

h. Penal sanctions as for waste water discharges (art. 137 Law decree 
152/06) 

i. Crimes in terms of non authorised waste management (art. 256 Law 
decree 152/06) 

j. Crimes in terms of site reclamation (art. 257 Law decree 152/06) 

k. Violation of communication, log drafting and form duties (art. 258 
Law decree 152/06) 

l. Illegal waste traffic (art. 259 Law decree 152/06) 
m. Organised activities for the illegal waste traffic (art. 260 Law decree 

152/06) 

n. IT control system on the waste traceability (art. 260-bis Law decree 
152/06) 

o. Crimes in terms of protection of the air and reduction of discharges 

into the atmosphere (art. 279 Law decree 152/06) 
p. Crimes in terms of protection of extinguishing animal and vegetal 

species (articles 1 and 3-bis, 6 L. 150/92) 
q. Crimes in terms of ozone and atmosphere pollution (art. 3 L. 549/93) 
r. Intentional pollution provoked by ships (articles 8 and 9 Law decree 

202/07) 
 

- Preventing the course of justice (art. 25-decies of the Decree): 

a. Imposition not to render any statement or to real misrepresentation to 

the legal authority (art 377-bis of the Italian Criminal Code). 

- Use of developing country citizen with irregular permit (art. 25-

duodecies of the Decree). 

a. Open-term and fixed-term subordinate labour (art. 22 Law decree 

July 25, 1998, n. 286 and following changes, more precisely Law 

decree, July 16, 2012, n. 109) 
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b. Illegal brokerage and labour exploitation (art. 603-bis of the Italian

Criminal Code)

1.4 Attempt to commit an offence 

In case of an offence, attempts as well (according to art. 56, paragraph 1, of 
the Italian Criminal Code an attempt to commit an offence is “Whoever 
commits any direct act, unequivocal to commit an offence … if the action or 
the event does not take place”) according to what specified in Chapter I of 
law decree 231/2001 (articles from 24 to 25-novies), financial and 

prohibitive sanctions are reduced from one third to half while no 
sanction is applied in case the company voluntarily avoid 
committing any action or event (art. 26 of law decree 231/2001). The 

fact that no sanction is applied depends on the interruption of the 
relationship between the company and the subjects possibly 

operating on its name or behalf. 

1.5 Events modifying the company 

Law decree 231/2001 governs the company equity liability as for any 

internal events such as any change, merger, demerger or sale. According to 
art. 27, paragraph 1 of law decree 231/2001, the company should use its 

equity to pay any financial imposed sanctions. 

Articles 28-33 of law decree 231/2001 govern the incidence of the 
Company liabilities in case of events modifying the company related to 
changes, mergers, demergers or sales. 

In case of a change, art. 28 of law decree 231/2001 forecast (in line with 

the nature of the company including a simple company change, with 
no cancellation of the original legal subject), that the Company is 

still liable for any offence committed before the change. 

In case of merger, the Company resulting from the merger (in case of 
incorporation as well), is liable for any offence which the companies taking 

part to the merger were liable for beforehand (art. 29 of law decree 
231/2001).  The company resulting from the merger, in fact, is liable for 
any rights and duties fo the companies taking part to the merger itself (art. 

2504-bis, f irst paragraph, of the Italian Civil Code) and liable for any 
company activity, it is liable for any activity which lead to an 

offence as the companies taking part to the merger would have 
been liable for. 

Art. 30 of law decree 231/2001 forecast that in case of a partial 

demerger, the demerged company is liable for any offence 
committed before the demerger. 

The beneficiary companies from the demerger (total or partial as well) are 
jointly liable to pay any financial sanction due by the demerged company 
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for offences committed before the demerger date,  in the effective limit of the 
net equity of each single company. 

Articles 31 and 32 of law decree 231/2001 forecast shared provisions in 

case of merger and demerger relating to the sanction definition in case 
extraordinary operations arrived before the sentence and the relevance in 
terms of reiteration. 

As for sale and company contribution, a unitary discipline is forecast (art. 
33 of law decree 231/2001), shaped on the general prevision of  art. 2560 

of the Italian Civil Code; the transferee in case of transfer and sale of a 
company  committing a crime, is jointly liable to the financial sanction 
payment as the transferor, with the following limits: 

 No change to the preventive enforcement of the transferor;

 The transferee liability is limited to  sold company value and to the

financial sanctions coming from the company compulsory accounting
registers that is due for illegal administrative acts which it was

informed of.

Contrary the transferee extension is excluded from any prohibitive 

sanctions imposed on the transferor. 

1.6 Offences committed abroad 

According to art. 4 of law decree 231/2001, a company can be liable 
in Italy for offences –  included in Law decree 231/2001 committed 
abroad. The descriptive report in Law decree 231/2001 underlines the 

requirement to impose a sanction on a criminal offence 
frequently arriving, even as to avoid not enforcing any existing 
regulations in force. 

The assumptions (forecast by the regulation that is coming from law decree 
231/2001)  which the company liability of any offence committed abroad 

are: 

 The offence should be committed abroad by a subject who is directly

related to the company in compliance with art. 5, paragraph 1, of law
decree 231/2001;

 The company main registered office is to be located in Italy;

 The company is only liable for assumptions forecast by Law decree
231/01 and by the law 146/06 and in the cases and conditions

forecast by articles 7, 8, 9, 10 of the Italian Criminal Code.

 The State is not competent for the place where the offence was

committed.
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2. ORGANISATION, CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT MODELS
AND ENTREPRENEURS’ ASSOCIATION GUIDELINES

Art. 6 of law decree 231/01, when introducing the company 

administration liability, forecast a specific type of exemption of such 
liability in case the company is able to prove what follows: 

a) The company managing board effectively enforced before the offence

“organisation and management models” suitable to prevent any crime
similar to the reported offence;

b) The supervision activity on the operation and compliance with the
models as well as their updating depends on a “company board
independent in terms of initiative and control”.

c) People committing the offence were illegally cheating on the
mentioned organisation, management and control models;

d) No omitted or poor supervision was reported by the board according

to the previous letter b).

Law decree 231/2001 forecasts furthermore that the organisation and 

management models should comply with the following requirements: 
1. Identify the activities where it is possible than a illegal

offences is committed;

2. Forecast and implement specific protocols aiming at
programming training and enforcement of company
decisions in terms of offences to be prevented;

3. Identify any possible management mode of suitable
financial resources as to prevent illegal offences;

4. Forecast information obligations by the supervisory board
as to check the model operation and compliance;

5. Introduce an internal disciplinary system suitable to

sanction the missing compliance with measures agreed in
the model.

The main features reported in the Decree to build an organisation and 
management model refer, from any view point, to a typical company system 
to manage risks. 

Law decree 231/2001 finally forecasts that the organisation and 
management models could be enforced complying with the above-

mentioned requirements according to the code of conduct drafted by 
category associations (guidelines), forwarded to the Minister of Justice 

which in co-operation with the competent Ministries within thirty days can 
put forward a series of remarks on the model suitability to prevent offences. 

When drafting the present Model, the company was inspired by the 
Guidelines drafted by the Italian Entrepreneurs Association. 

The main elements  standing out as important in the guidelines when 
building the Model referred to the following activities: 
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 Identification of the sensitive activities, aiming at checking what

industrial area/sector offences were likely to being committed;

 Drafting of control system able to prevent risks through specific

procedures;

 Information obligations by the supervisory board.

The main preventive control system parts as to be released by any liability 
according to the Law decree 231/01 identified by the Italian Entrepreneurs 

association are: 

a) In case of intentional crimes:

 Enforcement of the code of conduct;

 Enforcement of an organisation  sufficiently formal and clear, mainly

in the definition and assignment of liabilities

 Existence of a series of manual and IT procedures as to govern any
enforced activity forecasting any possible control;

 The possibility to forecast the authorisation  and signature powers

granted coherently with the defined organisation and management
liabilities;

 Enforcement of a control system on the management able to provide

for a prompt information on the existence and appearance of general
and/or peculiar critical situations;

 Capillary communication to the staff, effective and authoritative as

well (that is issued at the correct level), clear, detailed and
periodically repeated.

 Any training activity of the staff involved in the main areas exposed to

risks of committing any possible offence.

b) Manslaughter and personal lesion offences committed in violation

of any regulation on the protection of safety, security, hygiene and 
health on the workplace: 

Besides what hereinbefore specified, the control system consists of what 
follows: 

 Suitable training activities on the different tasks any worker/operator
enforces;

 Communication and involvement of all the affected subjects as to be

constantly aware and committed at any level;

 Harmonization of the risk operating management for health and
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security on the workplace with the complex company processes; 

 Possible safety monitoring system enforced, whose modes and

liabilities are to be defined when the operating management modes
and liabilities are defined.

The above-mentioned activities are to be supplemented to a single complex 
system complying with the following control principles: 

 Control, supervision, documentation, coherence and consistency of
any operation and transaction;

 Enforcement of the function separation principle (“nobody can
independently manage the entire process");

 Documentation (through written reports as well) of any enforced

control.

3. COMPANY ACTIVITY

The company, AZZINI S.p.A. has been working on the market for 120 years, 
at the national and international level as well in the mechanical engineering 

sector, including processing of stainless steel (and other metals and their 
alloys as well), mainly leading to the production and sales of machines, 

machineries, mechanical constructions, thermal devices and food, 
chemical-pharmaceutical and industrial sector containers. 
The company plays a leading attention to the improvement of its Corporate 
Governance while doing its best as to constantly orient it to the highest 
ethical standards. Thus aiming at constantly improving the company 

organization, the company processes started to be tailored-made including 
the adoption of an organization, management and control model in 

compliance with law decree 231/01, after assessing any risk. 
As to constantly update its Governance tools, the company enforced a code 
of conduct 

4. THE MODEL

4.1 The Model function and scope 

The company is sensitive to the expectations of its shareholders and 

stakeholders, as it is well aware of the possible provided values from a 
suitable control internal system preventing offences by the company 
boards. 

The  adoption and effective enforcement of the Model improve the company 
Corporate Governance as they limit the risk of any committed offence while 

profiting from the exemptions forecast by  Law decree 231/01; therefore 
the present Model intends to set up a structured and organic system 
preventing, discouraging and controlling any activity aiming at reducing the 

risk of offences through the identification of sensitive activities and 
behaviour principles an receiver should comply with. 
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4.2 Model main features 

The main model features are efficacy, specificity and modernity. 

Efficacy 

The Model efficacy depends on its concrete possibility to put forward decision 
and control mechanisms getting rid – or at least significantly reducing – the 
liability risk area. Such a suitability is provided by the enforcement of control 

mechanisms suitable to identify system failures and prompt intervention 
tools as to effectively solve them. 

Specificity 

The model specificity leads to its efficacy: 

1. Specificity of the sensitive activities, according to art. 6, paragraph 2,

letter a), Law decree 231/01, imposing to  "map" the activity where
offences risk of being committed

2. Specificity of the decision processes of the company and process
enforcement in the case of “sensitive activities” according to art. 6,
paragraph 2, letter b), Law decree 231/01.

Modernity 

The Model is suitable to cut the offence risk only if constantly customised to 
the company structure and activities. Thus provisions in  art. 6, Law decree 

231/01 assigns the Supervisory board the task to constantly 
update the Model. 

Art. 7 of the Decree puts forward that it is necessary to carry out a 
periodical Model control as to more effectively enforce it. Similarly 
it is necessary to change the model in case of failures, violations 

or in case of changes to the company activity or organisation 
structure. 

4.3 Method followed to identify sensitive activities 

Before drafting the Model there was a series of preparatory activities divided 
in different phases as to set up a risk prevention and management system in 

line with provision in  Law decree 231/01. 

4.4 Document study and analysis 

During such a phase, the Company essentially concentrated on the 

collection and later on the relevant document analysis. 

4.5 Identification on the sensitive activities 

The activity was enforced through a company structural analysis, aiming at 
identifying the operating modes, the division of the competences and the 

existence or missing risk in each of the possible offences reported by the 
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law. 
 
As to identify the main company risk areas where an offence could be 

committed, in compliance with law decree 231/01, the managers of each 
area were interviewed and the results of the interviews documented and 
filed. 

 
At the end of such a phase, from the analysis of the answers to the 

interviewed, the risk profiles of committed possible offences came out as 
identified out through the law. 
 
4.6 Identification and analysis of the risk areas 
 
Such an activity aimed at identifying through interviews to the risk 
company area managers the operating production and the existing concrete 
and suitable controls to control the identified risk. The result of such an 

activity as well was documented and duly filed. 
 
 
4.7 Gap analysis 
 
Following the identification and the analysis of the present risk areas, the 

Company mainly concentrated on the confrontation between the risk situation 
and the existing controls with the requirements and needs imposed by Law 

decree 231/01, as to identify what was missing. 
 
4.8 Definition of procedures/specific procedural principles 
 
When the company areas effectively at risks were identified, for each of 

them, a definition of the procedures/procedural principles was enforced 
including the most suitable discipline to govern the identified risk profile: in 

other words, a series of rules coming from a detailed analysis of each single 
activity and the risk prevention system. 
 

4.9 Drafting and spreading of the organisation and management Model 
 
During the last phase, the company activity concentrated on the drafting of 

the organisation and management Model. 
 
4.10 How the model is structured 
 
The Model consists of the following single parts: 
 

1. a "General part", including the general Model rules and principles; 
 

2. and the  "Special parts", relating to possible crimes and offences 

forecast by Law decree 231/01 that is:  

 SPECIAL PART - A (art. 24 e 25 Law decree 231/01): Offence 

against the public administration 

 SPECIAL PART - B (art. 25-ter Law decree 231/01): Company 

offences 
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 SPECIAL PART - C (art. 25-septies Law decree 231/01): Offences
in terms of safety, security, hygiene and health on the

workplace against people

 SPECIAL PART - D (art. 25-octies Law decree 231/01): Money

laundering and use of illegal money

 SPECIAL PART - E (art. 24-bis Law decree 231/01): IT crimes

and illegal data processing

 SPECIAL PART - F (art. 25-bis 1 Law decree 231/01): Offences

against the industrial and trade sector

 SPECIAL PART - G (art. 25-novies Law decree 231/01): Crimes

in terms of violation of the copyrights

 SPECIAL PART - H (art. 25-undecies Law decree 231/01): Crimes

against the environment

 SPECIAL PART - I (art. 25-duodecies Law decree 231/01): Use of

citizens from developing country with no work permit

The above-mentioned special parts are structured as to prevent the risk of 
commission of an offence by the receivers of the present risk Model drafted 

according to Law decree 231/2001. The Law decree 231/2001 in reality 
holds a list of offences wider than what hereinbefore specified. Such 

offences are not applicable/compatible with Azzini S.p.A. activities (or 
better they are not relevant in terms of specific risks) and therefore they are 
not considered in the Model. 

5. TRAINING AND SPREADING OF THE MODEL

As for the Model to be effective, the Company aims at providing for its 

correct knowledge and at spreading the conduct rules among the receivers, 
present in the company or to be hired in future. The training and 
information level depends on the different involvement level of each 

receivers in the Sensitive activities. 

5.1 Spreading 

A copy of the Model is given to each employee and to each member of the 

different boards. The Employees, the company boards and the new hired 
people should then provide the company a signed statement where they 

prove that they received the Model and their commitment to comply with it. 

5.2 Training 

The training activity aiming at spreading the Model information is destined to 
any employee and social board, and wherever necessary or required it is 

different in terms of contents and supply according to the receiver 
qualifications, the risk area they work in and whether they do represent the 

company or not. 
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Such training programs share a minimum common content when providing 
information on the principles of law decree 231/01, the main Model 
constituents, single possible offences of crime, “supposed as well”, and 

sensitive behaviours in case of the commission of any offence. 

Supplementing the present common matrix, the training program will be 
changed as to supply any received the required tools to comply with what 

imposed by the Decree in terms of operation and activities of the program 
receivers. 

It is compulsory to take part to any organized training program and the 
Supervisory board should check the receiver real attendance. 

The non-justified missing attendance to the training programs will lead to a 
disciplinary sanction according to the rules defined in Chapter 6 of the 
present Model. 

All the employees who are managers or chief of company departments should 

report any failure or irregularity, violation or missing compliance with the 
principles in the present Model to the Supervisory board. 

Should an employee be a manager of a chief of  a company area and he/she 

does not comply with such obligations, he/she will be sanctioned according 
to his/her office inside the company in compliance with following chapter 6. 

6. SANCTION FRAMEWORK

6.1 Introduction 

An essential point in the definition of the organisation and management 
model, according to art. 6 Law decree 231/01, consists in the definition of 

a suitable sanction framework relating to any violation to the provisions 
forecast by the model as well a violations to the principles held in the Code 

of conduct. 

Considering the severity of the consequences for the Company, in case of 

illegal behaviours by the company employees, managers, directors and 
auditors, any non compliance with the Model and the Code of conduct leads 

to a violation of the diligence and loyalty duties and in the most severe 
cases it affects the confidence relationship with the Company. 

Violations to the Model and the Code of Conduct will be subjected to the 
forecast disciplinary sanctions notwithstanding the criminal liabilities or 
the final sentence. 

It goes without saying that the procedures, provisions and guarantees 

imposed by the Regulations and the Labour contract are complied with, 
whenever applicable, as for disciplinary measures. 
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In compliance with the mandatory character and the goal to understand 
forbidden behaviours, hereinafter specified the main violations in order of 
severity: 

1. Violation of the inspiring principles and behavioural criteria defined
in the Code of conduct;

2. Poor or missing co-operation with the Supervisory board and its
operating staff, through omissive behaviours or anyhow suitable to

hinder or affect its control and supervision functions;

3. Violation of rights and obligations specified in the Code of conduct or
violation or non compliance with the provisions specified in the
Model;

4. Poor or no control as for the provisions and procedures defined in the

Code of conduct and/or the Model by the supervisor on his/her staff
and/or violation of the reporting obligation to the Supervisory board
of any failures or missing compliance with the Model, as well as

possible critical issues reported relating to the activities in areas of
risk by the appointed subjects;

5. Any fact even though alleged considered offences by the law which

could lead to company liabilities according to the Decree.

When assessing the violation severity and therefore when defining the 
sanction measure to be enforced, the following criteria will be considered: 

1. Qualification and office of the person liable;

2. Intensity of the crime and misconduct severity;

3. Dangerous consequences after the illegal behaviour;

4. A general worker non compliant behaviour, as for mainly limits

imposed by the regulations in force and previous disciplinary
measures as well;

5. Possible event repetition.

When indicting an offence, the violation depending on the non compliance 

with the procedure regulations, defined by the law, regulations, orders and 
disciplines include in the procedure provisions of the Model are to be 
considered “severe” misconduct. 

Violations consisting in forbidden behaviours according to what specified in 
previous paragraph 5 ( any, even alleged, fact that the law considers 
offences which could lead to any company liability according to the decree) 

are to be considered “severe”. 

No change to the company right to ask for any damage compensation after 
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the Model violation by anybody duly considering what follows: 

 The employee liability and independence level, liable for the

disciplinary offence;

 Possible previous disciplinary measures imposed unless two years

elapsed from the previous disciplinary measures:

 Intentional degree of his/her behaviour;

 Severity of the event and its effects that is the risk level that

reasonably the Company is exposed to in compliance with law decree
231/01, following being subjected to sentence.

6.2 Sanction framework for the employees 

The violation by the employees subjects to the CCNL of the single 

behavioural rules according to the present Model is to be considered a 
disciplinary violation. 

6.2.1 Employees who are not directors 

In case of violation by the employees of the procedures forecast by the present 
Model or the adoption when carrying out any sensitive activity of a behaviour 
which is not compliant with the Model, the Company will enforce against any 

person liable the following sanctions: 

 verbal waning;

 written reprimand;

 fine;

 suspension

 firing.

6.2.2 Employees who are directors 

In case of violation by the directors, of the procedures forecast by the present 
Model or the adoption when carrying out any sensitive activity of a behaviour 
which is not compliant with the Model, the Company will enforce against any 

person liable the more suitable measures in compliance with what specified. 
The minimum sanction will consist in a verbal or written reprimand to the 

director. 

6.2.3 Procedure to enforce sanctions 

The sanction procedure is inspired by proportional and transparency 
principles and it complies with the principles of adversial system and 

representation. 
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The sanction procedure can be started on the request of the Supervisory 
board which in co-operation with the competent department will check 

possible liabilities and could be called to provide for an opinion on the 
adequacy of any justifications provided by the person liable, as well as  to put 
forward any sanction proposals. Anyhow the final decision in terms of 

sanctions is taken by the appointed company boards. 
 
The sanctions specified in  paragraphs 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 complies with art. 7 
of the law da t i ng  back  t o  May  20 ,  197 0  n. 300, according to what 
agreed in the applicable Labour Contract. 

The employer can’t enforce any disciplinary measure against the worker before 
arguing about the facts and asking for his/her defence. 

Except for the verbal warning, the objection of a crime should be in writing 
and the disciplinary measures should only be imposed after 5 days, when the 
worker should provide for his/her justifications. 

If the disciplinary measure is enforced within the 6 following days, the 
justification by the worker is considered not accepted. 
The worker should put forward his/her justification, verbally as well, with a 

possible support  of a representative of the trade unions he/she is a 
member of or of a member of the unitary trade union. 

The measure imposed just be justified and communicated in writing. 
The disciplinary measures could be challenged by the worker in front of the 
trade unions according to the labour contract regulations in terms of 

complaints. 
The firing for due case according to the paragraph A) and B) of art. 10 could 
be questioned according to the procedures forecast in art. 7 of the law n. 

604 dating back to July 15, 1966 confirmed by art. 18 of the law dating 
back to May 20, 1970 n. 300. 

No disciplinary measure will be considered after two years from the 
imposition of the sanctions. 
Measures specified in the Model and whose violation is to be sanctioned are 

to be informed by the receivers through the suitable information channels. 
 

6.2.4 Directors and auditors 
 
In case of a reported violation of provisions and behaviour rules in the 
Model and in the Code of conduct by the members of the Board of directors 
and the Board of auditors, the Supervisory board should be promptly 

inform the Board of directors and the Board of auditors about the event. 
The receivers of the information by the Supervisory board should enforce, 
according to what imposed by the bylaws, any required measure among 

which calling the company general meeting as to enforce all the suitable 
measures forecast by the regulations, including the cancellation of any 

possible delegation which the violation occurred for and in the most severe 
cases, the office revocation, no change to any possible request for damage 
compensation. 
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Whenever the Director is employed by the company, any previously 
reported sanction and disciplinary measure can be enforced. 

6.2.5 External contractors 

The violation by the external contractors of the provisions in Law decree 
231/01, will be subjected to what forecast in the specific contract 

provisions supplemented to the contracts. 

The non compliance with such provisions, being a severe and essential 

violation, would allow the Company to cancel the contract execution as well 
as to unilaterally cancel the contract and consider it solved, with the third 
party duty to compensate for the company damages 

. 

6.2.6 Members of the Supervisory board 

In case of violation of the present Model and/or Code of Conduct by the 
Supervisory board, any of the auditors or the directors will immediately inform 
the board of auditors and the board of directors: such board after notifying the 

charges and providing for the suitable defence tools, will enforce any required 
measure among which the mandate revocation of the Supervisory board 
violating the Model and later a new Supervisory board is appointed. 

7. THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

7.1 Identification of the supervisory board 

A Supervisory board is appointed to constantly check the operation, efficacy 
and compliance with the Model enforced by the Company. 

The Supervisory board should work independently with no conditioning. 

The Supervisory board directly refer to the company Board of directors and 
the Board of Auditors. 

7.2 Appointment and composition of the Supervisory board 

The Supervisory board, appointed with a resolution by the Board of directors 

should control the operation and compliance with the Model, it should 
suggest possible updates, changes or integration and has independent 

initiative and control powers. 

It is single person Supervisory board, with a external professional appointed 
and independent from the company.  

The member or members of the Supervisory board are selected among 
qualified and expert people in legal and control procedures and they should 

be honourable according to art. 148 Law decree dating back to February 
24, 1998, n. 58 and relating enforcement decrees, duly specifying that it is 
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not possible to appoint member of the Supervisory board people: 

 who are in the conditions forecast by art. 2382 of the Italian Civil

Code;

 were condemned, even though not finally, with an offence sentence

on the request of the parties (with conditional suspended sentence)
and duly taking the effects of rehabilitation into account, for one of
the offences reported in art. 24 ss of the Decree (or of the special laws

including the administrative liability of company in compliance with
the Decree) if committed in their own interest or in the interest of
people not belonging to the Company;

 were subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to one year, even
though with non final sentence, or application sentence on request of

the parties (with conditional suspended sentence as well) and duly
taking the effects of rehabilitation into account,  for one of the crimes

forecast in (i) Royal Decree dating back to March 16, 1993 n. 297; (ii)
regulations governing the bank, financial and insurance activity and
(iii) regulations on markets and financial tools, in terms of taxes and

payment tools.

The member/members of the Supervisory board are not to be related to any 

Company manager. 

The member appointed among the members of the Supervisory board 
should declare under his/her own liability, not to be in one of the 
mentioned ineligibility situations. 

As to provide for the Supervisory board independence, people outside and 

inside the company can be elected, on conditions that they do not have 
other operating activities to be enforced. 

When carrying out its vigilance and control activity, the Supervisory board 

besides profiting from the other company boards and the co-operation of 
the company offices and managers from time to time required, could be 
supported by a dedicated staff (part-time for specific activities and selected 

among the available resources inside the company). 

The Supervisory board is provide with financial and logistic means suitable 
for its operation. Thus the Board of auditors – every year – provides the 
Supervisory board with a suitable fund to be only used to cover costs and 

expenses which should be used by the board to carry out its activities. It 
can be supplemented through a motivated request by the Supervisory 

board to face any specific and urgent requirements. 

7.3 Duration in office, resignation, replacement and removal of the 

members of the Supervisory board. 

The Supervisory Board office duration was defined in the appointment 

mandate however it is never longer than three financial years and when 
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expired, the Board of directors appoints a new Supervisory board within 180 
days from the end of the financial year when the previous Supervisory board 
mandate expired. The mandate is renewed. 

The resignation from office by one of the members of the Supervisory board 
should be motivated and communicated to the Chairman of the Board of 
directors and the Chairman of the Board of auditors. 

When a member of the Supervisory board is failing in compliance with what 
hereinbefore specified and otherwise he/she would have not been appointed 

and does not resign in compliance with the previous paragraph, the Board 
of directors set a term, however never more than 30 days within which h 
the member should solve the issue, if possible. Otherwise the member 

mandate is to be considered revoked. 

In the previous cases, the Board of directors with no delay appoints a 
member whose office will expire together with the mandate of the other 

members. 

The mandate is to be considered revoked on a resolution by the Board of 

directors once heard the opinion of the Board of auditors, in one of the 
following cases: 

 a severe disability making the member no longer suitable to carry out
any supervisory activity or obliging him/her to ask for leaves higher

than 3 months;

 a severe impossibility to comply with its duties as defined in the
Model, including the violation of the confidentiality as specified in the

following paragraph 7.4.;

 a sentence condemning the Company according to the decree, after
the final judgment, that is in case of a criminal procedure concluded

through court settlement where it comes out a “missing or poor
vigilance” by the Supervisory board according to what forecast by art.
6, paragraph 1, letter d) of the Decree;

 adoption of personal precautionary or imprisonment measure.

In all the previous cases, the Board of directors once heard the Board of 

auditors instead of revoking the mandate can approve a temporary 
suspension of the affected member and the appointment of a substitute. At 

the end of the suspension period, whenever there are still reasons 
legitimating a removal, the Board of directors appoints a substitute whose 
office will expire with the other member offices. 
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7.4 Confidentiality obligations 
 
The Supervisory board members are obliged to comply with the 
confidentiality duty on information acquire during their office. 

 
The members of the Supervisory Board provide for the information 

confidentiality they receive – more precisely as for information received 
relating to possible or alleged violations to the Model – and they will never 
use such confidential information for different goals that the activities of 

the Supervisory board. 
 
Anyhow, any information the Supervisory board members receive is processed 
in compliance with the regulations in force and more precisely in compliance 

with Law decree 196/2003, (“Code protecting personal information and 
following amendments and integrations”). 
 
 
7.5 Functions and powers of the Supervisory board 
 
The Supervisory board is liable to carry out the following activities: 
 

 spread within the company of the information and references to the 
Model, through the co-operation of external consultant as well; 

 
 check the compliance with the Model inside the company; 

 

 collect, process and file any relevant information as to check the 
compliance with the Model, enforcing an effective information flow 

thus possibly easily reporting to the competent boards; 
 

 supervise and check the efficiency and efficacy in time of the Model, 
mainly referring to the behaviours reported within the company with 

reference to the formal procedures included in the Model, periodically 
checking risk areas/operations identified by the Model; 

 

 periodically check and control the risk areas/operations updating the 

Model in case it is required and/or necessary to enforce corrections 
and adjustments after the change in the company and/or legislation 

conditions or in case of significant violations of the Model; check and 
assess the disciplinary system suitability in compliance to law decree 
231/01; 

 
 promptly report to the subjects specified in paragraph 7.1. any 

possible significant violation to the Model, it was informed of during 

its inspection activities or simply because reported by third parties. 
The anonymous reporting and not in writing will be discretionally 

assessed by the Supervisory board according to the violation severity; 
 

 every six months transmit to the Board of directors or to the Board of 

auditors a report including what follows: 
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o activity carried out during the previous six months;
o activities which were not carried out because of time and/or

resource reasons;

o critical issues reported during the activities;
o required and/or necessary corrective measures and Model

improvements and their enforcement;

 identify, assess and suggest in terms of the signed contracts with

contractors with possible potentially relevant risk profiles according
to the decree, the opportunity to add any resolution provision and/or

penalties aiming at sanctioning the violation to the Code of conduct
and/or to the procedures forecast in the Model by the mentioned
subjects;

 offer any help to subjects who are institutionally destined to enforce

any sanction forecast in case of violation to the Model, co-operating
during the inquiry on liabilities and suggesting the most suitable

sanctions;

 suggest the Board of directors any change to be enforced to the

Model.

As to carry out any activity reported in the previous paragraph, the 
Supervisory board has the following powers: 

 in case it should carry out activities requiring specialisations not

available within the Company or however anytime it is required to
correctly carry out its activities, it could ask for the support of
external professionals to enforce any specific operation or technical

and/or legal assessment;

 the Supervisory board could access any time and with no notice or

authorisation required any company document important for its
activities;

 the Supervisory board could ask any company employee, manager or
external contractor to promptly supply any information, data and/or

statements required to identify any issue relating to the activities in
compliance with the Model and to check the real Model enforcement
within the company;

 prompt any appointed structure to enforce any disciplinary measure
in case of possible violations to the Models or its parts .

7.6 Information obligations to the supervisory board 

The Supervisory board is to be promptly and compulsory informed through 
reporting by the receivers of the Model in case of events which could lead to 

the Company liability in compliance with law decree 231/01. 
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The following general prescriptions apply: 

 The employee are obliged to transfer to the Supervisory board

possible reporting relating to the offence commission;

 The employees who are directors or manager of each company

department should promptly report to the Supervisory board any
possible violation of the Model and/or Code of conduct by the
employees and/or external contractors who they were informed of;

 The reporters in good faith should be protected against any
retaliation, discrimination or penalisation and anyhow their identity

should remain confidential unless any other prescription by the law
or protection of the company rights or people wrongly or deceitfully
accused.

 The employees should report to their direct supervisor which then
will report them to the Supervisory board. In case the information is

not transferred to the Supervisory board by the supervisor or anyhow
should the employee be not safe when reporting a similar event,

he/she can directly report to the Supervisory Board.

Reporting modes 

The reporting should be made in writing to the company registered office, to 
the attention of the Supervisory board or by e-mail at the following address 
odv@azzini.it 

The Supervisory board checks the received information, and possible 

measures to be enforced comply with what specified in chapter 6 (Sanction 
framework). 

Compulsory reporting 

Beside information reported relating to above-mentioned general violation, 

it is compulsory to report the Supervisory board, by e-mail, by the 
administration manager, the following information: 

 Measures and/or information coming from the Judicial police or any
other similar authority, including information on inquiry for crimes,

against unknown parties as well should such procedures involve the
company, its directors or boards;

 Request of legal assistance forwarded by employees in case of any

legal activity for offences;

 Reports drafted by  the managers of different company departments

during their control activity which could put forward events, facts,
acts or omissions with critical profile in term of the compliance with

law decree 231/01;

 Information on sanction procedures enforced and possible measures

implemented (including against employees), that is filing measures
with relating motivations connected to offences or violation of the
model behaviour principles and rules;

 Anomalies or critical issues reported by the company manager and
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control managers as for the control activities on the Model 
enforcement; 

 Information relating to any change to the company structure; 

 Updates relating to the delegation and company power system; 

 Acts and/or operations forecast inside the single special parts of the 
present Model. 

 
Should the employee or a member of the company board does not comply with 
the mentioned information duties, he/she will be sanctions according to the 

severity of his/her failure to comply with the mentioned obligations. 
 
7.7 Collection and filing of the information  
 
Any information, report and statement forecast in the present Model is 
stored by the Supervisory board in a specific database (IT and hard paper) 

for at least 10 years. 
 
Only people appointed by the Supervisory Board can access the database. 
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SPECIAL PART 

8. GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND STRUCTURE OF THE SPECIAL
PARTS

As for the words used in the present Special part, refer to the “Definitions” in 
the General part. 

The Model special parts have a different function and goals, including the 
different types of possible offences and the possible commission risk the 

company is potentially exposed to, relating control goals and behaviour 
principles, information flow and the risk area matrix. Thus, the first step 
Azzini S.p.A made was the identification of the “risks” the company is 

running that is the identification of offences (among what reported in law 
decree 231/2000 and following amendments) which could be committed 

within the main company activities. 
At the same time, following the present analysis, a mapping of the single 
company area affected by offence records was drafted. In other words a 

connection was made between the specific offences forecast in the decree 
and the sector and company employees which because of their activities, 
offices and granted power could commit an illegal offence or crime. 

Once the risks and the relating areas identified, a mapping fo the different 
practical enforcement modes will be drafted of the criminal offences in the 

mentioned areas. The list is not complete of any event which can be possibly 
arrive, but it will be updated from time to time, according to the rational in 
Law decree 231/2001 and the real experience on site. 

8.1 The function of the special parts 

The present special parts refer to the behaviour of the receivers among 
which the company employees, the members of the Azzini S.p.A social 

boards as well as external contractors and partners. 
The present Special parts aim at supporting any receiver in enforcing the 
conduct rules and behaviours compliant with the regulations in force, as to 

prevent possible offences reported in the decree. 
What is more the present Special part aims at: 

a) identify the behaviour principles the company receivers should comply

with as to correctly enforce the Model;
b) identify the control goals and supply the Supervisory board and the

managers of the different company departments cooperating with the
board the executive tools to carry out any control, monitoring and
supervision.

8.2 Mapping of the risk commission per type 
As previously put forward, Azzini S.p.A. mapped its typical activities, 
processing governing any operating modes, the company structure, the 

organisation provisions and the assigned liabilities. The result of the activity 
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in the different company departments allowed to identify risk 
areas/processes and the activities where possible offences according to Law 
decree 231/2001 (that is “sensitive activities”) could be committed. The 

result of the analysis is summarised in the annexed table where it is 
possible to understand the decree risk of some specific offences in each 
company area.  

8.3 Structure of the Special parts 

The following chapter, there is the analysis of the single possible offences as 

recalled in the rules specified in the Law decree 231/2001.  
The list of the offences will be updated according to the evolution of the 

reference regulations as well as any possible changes at the company 
organisation and business level. 
Some of the hereinafter listed special parts even though are integral to the 

present organisation model are not applicable and/or compatible with Azzini 
S.p.A. activities or anyhow they are not relevant. Therefore some of them are
only generally assessed.

The Special parts which the present Model consists of are:

 SPECIAL PART - A (art. 24 e 25 Law decree 231/01): Offence

against the public administration

 SPECIAL PART - B (art. 25-ter Law decree 231/01): Company

offences

 SPECIAL PART - C (art. 25-septies Law decree 231/01): Offences

in terms of safety, security, hygiene and health on the
workplace against people

 SPECIAL PART - D (art. 25-octies Law decree 231/01): Money
laundering and use of illegal money

 SPECIAL PART - E (art. 24-bis Law decree 231/01): IT crimes
and illegal data processing

 SPECIAL PART - F (art. 25-bis 1 Law decree 231/01): Offences
against the industrial and trade sector

 SPECIAL PART - G (art. 25-novies Law decree 231/01): Crimes
in terms of violation of the copyrights

 SPECIAL PART - H (art. 25-undecies Law decree 231/01): Crimes
against the environment

 SPECIAL PART - I (art. 25-duodecies Law decree 231/01): Use of
citizens from developing country with no work permit
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Offences against the public 
administration 

 

(art. 24 e 25 of law decree 231/2001) 
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A.1 THE OFFENCES OF CRIME

Definition of Public administration 
Offences against the Public administration are governed by Title II fo the 

Second Book of the Italian Criminal Code. 
The Decree identifies among the different offence of crimes, a series of 
corruption assumptions at different levels such as embezzlement to the 

detriment of the State and wrong perception of state contributions, to be 
supplemented by any fraud damaging the State and the IT fraud, according 

to articles  art. 640, II paragraph, n. 1, 640 bis and 640 ter of the Italian 
Criminal Code. 
The subject against which the offence is committed is the Public 

administration, defined as aggregation (according to what specified in the 
Ministerial report of the Italian Criminal Code) of all the entities which 
“carry out activity on behalf of the State and other Public institutions”, 

including the foreign states, the community boards and the foreign 
state institutions. 

As to spread out more information on the essential elements of the single 
offences of crime punishable with law decree 231/2001, hereinafter annexed 
a short description of crimes reported in art. 24 and 25 of law decree 

231/2001: 

a. Embezzlement against the State (art. 316-bis of the Italian

Criminal Code);

b. Illegal distributions against the State (art. 316-ter of the Italian

Criminal Code);

c. Swindle or fraud (art. 640, paragraph 2, n. 1, of the Italian Criminal

Code);

d. Aggravated fraud to get public contributions (art. 640-bis of the Italian

Criminal Code);

e. IT fraud (art. 640-ter);

f. Corruption in exercising an office or any act contrary to the office duties

(articles 318, 319 and 319-bis of the Italian Criminal Code);

g. Corruption in legal acts (art. 319-ter of the Italian Criminal Code);

h. Illegal induction to give or promise utilities (art. 319-quater of the

Italian Criminal Code);

i. Corruption of the person liable for providing public services (art. 320 of

the Italian Criminal Code);

j. Sanctions for the corruptor (art. 321 of the Italian Criminal Code);

k. Incitement corruption (art. 322 of the Italian Criminal Code);

l. Concussion (art. 317 of the Italian Criminal Code);

m. Misappropriation, concussion, illegal provocation to give or promise a

utility, corruption and provocation to corruption of the members of the

international criminal board or of the boards of the European Union and
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offices of the European union and foreign member states (art. 322-bis of 

the Italian Criminal Code) 

a. Embezzlement against the state (art. 316-bis of the Italian Criminal

Code) 

“Whoever not hired by the public administration getting from the State or other 
public entity or from the European community contributions, aids or financing 
destined to support any initiative aiming at building works or carrying out any 
public interest activity, does not use them for the mentioned goals, is 
subjected to a sentence from six month to four year imprisonment” 

The alleged offence is raised when the administration granted the agent a 

financing (in the wider meaning of the word) aiming at supporting 

initiatives to building works or carrying out public interest activities. 

As for the concepts connected to the same regulation, it is necessary to refer 

to the meaning coming from the administration law. 

Aids are free performances, periodical or una tantum, to carry out public 

utility activities (and therefore independently from their results).  

Awards are similarly free performances granted according to the results 

obtained by the beneficiary, which are previously assed by the P.A.  

Contributions are disbursements provided to some entrepreneurs for 

specific production goals (for example building new installations).  

Financing (strictly speaking) are real loans that the P.A. grants companies, 

sometimes through banks according to specific provisions by the law. The 

share element among the above-mentioned concepts is the incentive granted 

to the company activities: thus the public interest goal is to be considered in 

re ipsa. 

An offence consists in the missing or no allocation of the granted amount of 

money to the goals which it was granted for: the wide expression used by 

the legislator drives to think that only when the money is not used it should 

be considered an offence or in case it is used aliud pro alio. The 

jurisprudence comes to the same conclusion, according to which the 

considered offence is typical of the behaviour of whoever once obtained the 

financing or a contribution or an aid by the State to enforce a specific public 

goals, even partially, allocates the received money to different goals than the 

declared goals to get the money (Cass., VI, 25.11.2008). 
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For the company employees, the present offence is committed both when the 

aids are granted to the benefit of the company on condition that is directly 

profits from them and in the case the company takes part in the allocation 

process to the benefit of private receivers who will divert public funds and 

play a leading role with them. 

 

b. Illegal distributions against the State (art. 316-ter of the Italian 

Criminal Code) 

“Unless the fact represents a crime forecast by  art. 640 bis,  whoever through 
the use or the reporting of misstatements or false documents or documents 
which provides for false information or in case of omission of information due, 
illegally gets for himself and for the others contributions, financing, loan 
facilities and other aids however granted or allocated by the State, by other 
public entities or by the European communities, is subjected to a sentence 
from six month to three year imprisonment. 
When the amount illegally received is higher than Euro 3,999.96, the payment 
administration sanction applies only for an amount from €5,164 to €25,822. 
Such a sanction can’t be higher than three times the benefit acquired.”  
The offence of crime is committed when – through the use and presentation 

of misstatements or false documents or through the omission of due 
information it is possible to get, without being entitled to, contributions, 
financing, loan facilities and other similar aids granted or allocated by the 

State, by public institutions or by the European communities. 
 

Differently from the embezzlement against the state which aims at avoiding 
the illegal use of any contribution legally allocated, the present crime 
sanctions the illegal allocation of public contributions. 

 
Notwithstanding the use of the contributions, the offence is committed when 

illegally getting the financing. The offence can refer to contributions the 

company benefits from or in case the company simply takes part to the 

benefit of the customers providing for the misstatements or in co-operation 

with them. 

c. Swindle or fraud (art. 640, paragraph 2, n. 1, of the Italian Criminal 

Code) 

“Whoever with deceits or swindles, leading someone to a mistake, gets for 
himself or for other an illegal profit to the detriment of other is subjected to six 
month to three year imprisonment and to a fine from €51 to €1,032. The 
sentence from one to five year imprisonment and a fine from €309 to €1,549 
applies 1) if the fact was committed to the detriment of the state or to a 
different public entity or with the excuse to be discharged from the military 
service;...” 
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Such an offence of crime is present in case you get an illegal profit with 

deceits or swindles as to lead to a mistake or to damage the State or any 

other public entity. 

It is possible that the offence is committed in case when drafting any 

document or data to take part to tender, the Public Administration is 

provided information supported by faked documents as to win the tender. 

d. Aggravated fraud to get public contributions (art. 640-bis of the Italian

Criminal Code) 

“The sentence accounts for one to six year imprisonment and any procedure is 

enforced ex officio if the event according to article 640 refers to contributions, 
financing, loan facilities or other similar aids, in whatever currency, granted or 
supplied by the State, other public entities or by the European communities.” 

Such an alleged crime is evident in case of fraud to get illegal contributions 
by the State, other public entities or by the European communities. 

The mentioned crime main features are: in comparison to the general fraud 
(art. 640, paragraph 2, n. 1, of the Italian Criminal Code), the specific 
material object in the present case consists of getting public contributions in 

whatever currency, in comparison to the offence of illegal contributions 
granted (art. 316-ter of the Italian Criminal Code), swindles and deceits are 

required to cheat the granting entity. 

e. IT fraud (art. 640-ter)
“Whoever changing anyhow the operation of IT or telematic system or illegally 
intervening with any means on data, information and programs held in the IT 
or telematic system or connected gets for himself and the others are well an 
illegal benefit with damages to third parties, is subjected  to a sentence from 
six month to three years and fine from €51 to €1,032. The sentence from one 
to five year imprisonment and a fine from €309 to €1,549 applies in one of the 
events reported in 1) second paragraph of article 640 that is the committed 
offence with abuse of the quality of system operator. 
The sentence from two to six year imprisonment and a fine from €600 to €3,00 
applies only in case of robbery or illegal use of the digital identity to the 
detriment of one or more subjects.  

The offence is punished after law suit by the offended person, unless one of 
the events reported in the second and third paragraph or other aggravating 
circumstance arrives.”  

The IT fraud offence consists in changing the operation of the IT or telematic 

system or in illegally intervening on data and programs inside such systems, 

getting an illegal profit. It is important in terms of  law decree 231/2001, 

only in case it is committed against the State or a different public entity. 

It is important to clarify that the IT system consists of hardware (any part 
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the central processing system consists of) and the software (programs 
allowing the central processor to carry out any operation) as well any other 
part increasing the system functions and system utilities (printers, video, 

scanner, keyboards), thus allowing the data automated processing and the 
automatic information processing, while the telematic system is the series of 

objects, mutually connected, profiting from principles and technologies 
connected to the computer and the telecommunications and which implies 
the user access to the save databanks on a central processor (for example a 

telematic system consists of a compute connected to the phone line through 
a modem). 

The offence can be worsen for example when once obtained the financing, 

the IT system is violated as to add an amount relating to the financing which 
is higher that the legally awarded amount. 

An aggravating event is the “robbery and illegal use of the digital identity to 
the detriment of one or more subjects (article 640 ter, paragraph III, of the 
Italian Criminal Code, supplemented by art. 9, Law decree, Augusto 14, 

2013, n. 93, converted with changes to the law dating back to October 15, 
2013, n. 119): the personal identity refers to the use of a digital signature 
and according to some, other people certified e-mail box. 

f. Corruption in exercising an office or any act contrary to the office duties

(articles 318, 319 and 319-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 

Art. 318. Corruption when exercising an office: “The public officer who, 
when exercising his/her functions and poker, illegally receives for 
himself/herself, money or utilities or accepts its promises and he/she is 
subjected to a sentence from one to five years.” 1 

1 The Law n. 190 dating back to 2012 reshaped the corruption offence for a office deed as in 

article 318 of the Italian Criminal Code (improper corruption) listing it as “Corruption in a 

function exercise”. Such a change was enforced through the reduction the illegal behaviour 
of the original two paragraphs into one single paragraph, relating to the “The public officer 
who, when exercising his/her functions and powers, illegally receives for himself/herself, 

money or utilities or accepts its promises”  (in the previous framework the fact reported in 

the first paragraph was connected to a “fact in his/her office function” committed by the 

public officer leading to  a “compensation which was not due”: on the second paragraph, the 

paragraph referring to the public officer “receiving a compensation for an office activity which 
he/she already accomplished”. The most important change in the new “illegal corruption 

assumption” is represented by the cancellation of the necessary connection between the 

received utility and the promise with an act, to be enforced or already enforced. Thus the 

office assumption limits are extended,  even in the cases in which the exercise of a public 

function is not enforced through a specific act. The new framework furthermore forecasts as 

the object of the action received by the public officer, the wording “money or other utilities” 

instead of the previous wording “compensation”. In the new framework of the illegal 
corruption offence is no longer requested, due to the contextual change of article   320 of 

the Italian Criminal Code, that the officer providing for public services (as the author of the 

offence next to the public officer ) be  “a public clerk”. The office in fact can be committed by 

whoever is not playing any specific role of office.    
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The illegal behaviour by the public officer consists in the reception of a 
contribution that is the transfer and the promise of such contribution.  
 

It is a free offence, as the reception, acceptance, transfer and promise could 
be differently enforced, implicit as well or connected to willingly ambiguous 
practices: what matters in reality is that the behaviours of active subjects 

effectively meet in an agreement, that is a serious challenging and binding 
commitment. Furthermore, the legislator, differently from the real 

corruption,  openly use the word “compensation” as to better underline the 
bilateral nature between the two behaviours. 
 

Art. 319. Corruption for an act contrary to the office duties: “The public 
officer who, omitting or delaying or after omitting or delaying an act among 
his/her function, that is in case he/she committed and act contrary to his/her 
duties, gets for himself/herself or a third party money or other utilities or 
he/she accepts a promise, is subjected to sentence from four to eight years.”2  
 
As for the affected behaviours, they consist for the officer in receiving and 
accepting a promise of a utility and for the extraneus in granting the 

promising the same utility, being different from the offence the following act 
contrary to the office duties (and no matter what if it is missing). The real 

corruption is a free offence: the same remarks apply in the case of the 
improper corruption according to article 318 of the Italian Criminal Code. 

In the assumption of a real corruption, it is possible to make a difference, 
notwithstanding they were treated in a single provision and undergoing the 
same sentence, between the previous and the following corruptions if the 

behaviour comes before or after the act committed against the proper office duties. 
The active subject of the offence is first of all the public officer and according to the 
reference to  the art. 320 of the Italian Criminal Code – the person liable for 
providing  public services. 
 
Art. 319-bis. Aggravating circumstances: “The sanction is increased if the 
fact according to art. 319 refers to the granting of public offices or 
compensation or retirements or the execution of contracts affecting the 
administration the public officer belongs to.” 
 
 

While beforehand the legislator forecast an worsening of the sentence in 
case there was a granting of a job or a salary, at present a more general 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
2 The sentence was worsened after the legal framework change within the minimum (one 

year imprisonment) and maximum limits (five year imprisonment).  Even in the assumption 

of a real corruption, it is possible to make a difference, notwithstanding they are considered 

in the same provision and subjected to the same sanction and sentence, between the 
previous and the following corruptions if the behavior comes before or after the act 

committed against the proper office duties. The active subject of the offence is first of all the 

public officer and according to the reference to  the art. 320 of the Italian Criminal Code – 

the person liable for providing  public services. 
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formulation is used (if the fact is an Object). In other words, from the 
possible forecast crime aggravated by the event to a specific element 
supplemented to the offence as aggravating circumstance. The ratio of the 

present provision is to be considered the non acceptability of the illegal 
granting of jobs, salaries, etc. And in fact they are not due and therefore 

there is no aggravating circumstance when they are finally due 
(notwithstanding the illegal agreement). To duly take the aggravating event 
into account it is necessary that the effect represented by the job or salary 

granted is requested by the agents, as the material occurred event is not 
enough. 

g. Corruptions in legal acts (art. 319-ter of the Italian Criminal Code)
“If facts reported in articles 318 and 319 are committed as to support or 
damage a part in a civil, criminal or administration lawsuit, the subject is 
subjected to sentence from four to ten years. 
If the fact comes from the wrongful condemnation to imprisonment for no more 
than five years, the sentence becomes an imprisonment from five to twelve 
years. If it comes from the wrongful condemnation to imprisonment for more 
than five years or life sentence, the sentence becomes an imprisonment from 
six to twenty years.”3 

The objective element of the offence, in the case of references to facts in 
articles 318 and 319 of the Italian Criminal Code, it is the same in the 
regulations, simply adding the definition of a behaviour “supporting or 

damaging a party” in a lawsuit: it is important to underline that it is not 
necessary that the support or damage come true being simply enough to 

have a corruptive agreement in such a direction. Under such conditions as 
well, as in other corruption crimes, the active subjects are first of all the 
public officer (and not only the judge but the General prosecutor, the 

registrar, etc.) and the extraneus. There is however another required subject, 
that is the “party” of the criminal, civil or administration lawsuit destined to 

profit (or being damages) from the criminal behaviour. According to the 
legislation, the defendant is to be compared to the plaintiff but whoever is 
becoming such and as there is not reference in the regulation to a recall to 

article 319-ter, the active subject of the offence can’t be the person liable for 
providing public services. 

h. Illegal induction to grant or promise a utility (art. 319-quater of the
Italian Criminal Code) 

“Unless the fact is considered a severe offence, the public officer or the person 
liable for providing public services who abusing from his/her duties and 
power, entices anybody to illegally give or promise to him/her or to a third 
party money or other utilities is subjected to a sentence from three to eight 

3 The sentence was worsened after the legal framework change within the minimum (four 

year imprisonment) and maximum limits (ten year imprisonment) while the sentence in the 

second paragraph of the same article was increases from minimum four to five year 

imprisonment. 
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years.  
In the cases forecast in the first paragraph, whoever promises money or other 
utilities is subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to three years.” 
 
The original extortion and bribery of induction was connected as an 
independent alleged offence to the present formulation in art. 319-quater. 

The present crime is different from bribery, as on the one side the active 
subject including not only the public officer but also the person liable for 

providing public services and as on the other the modes followed to reach 
the result or the promise of a utility are only limited to the induction. A 
further significant different stands out as the possibility to sentence the 

subject giving or promising money or other utilities,  included as 
independent alleged offence in the second paragraph of  article 319-quater. 
As for the new questioned behaviours, reference can be made to criteria 

already put forward by the legislator when defining the limit between bribery 
and corruption. In fact not only the presence in the case of bribery, was 

considered important of the prevarication willingness of the public officer 
followed by the private party conditioning thus being subjected to the 
behaviour of the public officer, while in the case of corruption, the two 

subjects are more or less at the same level. The distinguishing element 
between the two offences was therefore identified in existing relationship 

between the willingness of the subjects which in the case of corruption is 
similar while in the case of bribery it expresses the coercitive or inductive 
willingness fo the public agent conditioning the free determination of the 

private party. 
 
i. Corruption of a person liable for providing public services (art. 320 of 

the Italian Criminal Code)  
“Provisions in articles 318 and 319 apply to the person liable for providing 
public services as well. However sentences are reduced to no more than one 
third.” 

In the new formulation of art. 320 of the Italian Criminal Code it is no longer 

requested that the person liable for providing public services (as possible 
author of the offence next to the public officer) is a “public employee”. The 

offence can be committed by anybody, even somebody who is not so 
qualified as the change to the regulation extended the application horizon to 
real and unreal corruption, with all the notes relating in terms of succession 

of criminal law that it implies. 
 
j. Sanctions for the corruptor (art. 321 of the Italian Criminal Code)  

“The sanctions defined in the first paragraph of article 318, article 319, article 
319-bis, and article 319-ter, as well as article 320 as for the assumptions put 
forward in article 318 and 319 apply even to whoever gives or promises a 
public officer or a person liable for providing public services money or a 
different utility.” 

The regulation forecasts an active corruption that is sanctions to the 
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corruptor. It is not an independent offence considering the different subjects 
involved. 

k. Incitement to corruption (art. 322 of the Italian Criminal Code)
“Whoever offers or promises money or other utilities which are not due to a 
public officer or to a person liable for providing  public services, as for its 
activities, duties or powers, is sentenced, should the offer or promise be not 
accepted to the sanction defined in the first paragraph of article 318, cut by 
one third.  
If the offer or promise is made to incite a public officer or a person liable for 
providing  public services to omit or delay a deed in his/her office or an act 
entirely against its duties, the culprit will be subjected in case the offer or the 
promise be not accepted, to the sentence defined in article 319, reduced by 
one third. The sentence defined in the first paragraph applies to a public 
officer or to a person liable for providing  public services soliciting or asking for 
a promise or transfer of money or other utilities to exercise his/her functions 
or powers.  
The sentence according to the second paragraph applies to the public officer or 
the person liable for providing  public services soliciting or asking for a 
promise or transfer of money or other utilities by a private citizen for the goals 
specified in article 319.” 4 

Such an offence is present when the private citizen has the same specified 
criminal behaviour in article 321 of Italian Criminal Code (that i she/she 

carries out a corruptive activity), but the public officer (or the person liable 
for providing public services) gives up to such an illegal offer. 

l. Bribery (art. 317 of the Italian Criminal Code)
“The public officer who abusing of its duties and powers, obliges somebody to 
illegally give or promise to him/her or to a third party money or other utilities 

4 Changes introduced by law n. 190 dating back to 2012 to article 318 of the Italian 

Criminal Code as for the new alleged corruption of offices, lead to the adjustment to the new 

offence framework of the prevision forecast in  art. 322 of the  Italian Criminal Code as for 

incitement to corruption, whose first paragraph was changed with reference to the wider 
application of offence. Thus in the new formulation, the private corruptor behavior includes 

the structural elements introduced for the office corruption (money or other utilities which 

are not due as the object of the offer or promise of a private citizen, the reference to the 

exercise of offices or powers by the public officers or the person liable for providing public 

servicess). 
Reference put forward by art. 321 of the Italian Criminal Code “to the first paragraph of 

article 318” was not changed and it refers to the single paragraph of the new corruption 

offence in terms of office exercise. The corruptor can be subjected to sentence, thanks to the 

recall to article 321 of the Italian Criminal Code, even in case of a following corruption. 

Under such a condition a new incrimination can be put forward which has not retroactive 

application. 
The third paragraph of art. 320 of the Italian Criminal Code forecasts that the same offence 

forecast for the private citizen applies also to the public officer or to the person liable for 

providing public services soliciting a promise or an action of money or other utilities to 

exercise his/her offices and powers. 
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is subjected to a sentence from six to twelve year imprisonment.”5 
The offence through an abuse consists in obliging or inducing somebody to 
do something. As for the first concept, it recalls the coarctation of 

willingness through violence or menaces, defined as relative psychical 
coarctaction that is able to entirely cancel the self-determination of the 
passive subject inducing him/her to a sort of passive co-operation, enforced 

fearing the agent prospected consequences. The constriction should be 
serious, that is objectively suitable to exercise a non-justified pressure on 

the passive subject and not to be concluded with a menace of the exercise of 
a right or the enforcement of the willing activity. As for the induction, the 
regulation recalls a general concept of induction, different from the mere 

induction to make a mistake, such as to involve (beside cheating) 
persuasion, exhortation, suggestion and possibly silent or omission 
behaviour. In fact it goes without saying that the offence is committed when 

the victim is aware to give or promise what he/she should not give or 
promise and therefore there is no mistake. 

m. Misappropriation, concussion, illegal provocation to give or promise

a utility, corruption and provocation to corruption of the members of 

the International criminal board or of the boards of the European Union 

and offices of the European union and foreign member states (art. 322-

bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 

“Provisions in articles 314, 316, from 317 to 320 and 322, third and fourth 
paragraph, also apply to: 

1) Members of the European Union Commission,  European Parliament,
Court of justice and Court of auditors of the European Union;

2) Officers and managers employed and contracted according to the officer
bylaws with the European Union or the framework applicable to the

5 With the law dating back to November 6, 2012, n. 190 a organic regulation was put 

forward to implement a preventive and repressive framework against corruption or 

illegalities by the public administration. Thus it was possible to solve the missing 

enforcement of the legislation of obligations coming from the UNO Convention against 

corruption dating back to October 31, 2003 (Merida Convention)  and the criminal 

Convention on the corruption of the Council of Europe dating back to January 27, 1999 
(Strasbourg Convention), already ratified respectively with the law dating back to August 3, 

2009, n. 116 and Law dating back to June 28, 2012, n. 110.  The regulation intervention 

reshaped bribery in two different offences (art. 317 and 319-quater), the original and 

unitary crime forecast in art. 317 of the Italian Criminal Code and including the 

constriction and induction behaviours (such as alternative modes to commit the crime).  
What is more the bribery, in the new formulation which forecast the simple constriction 

behaviour exclusively refers to the public officer  and no more to the person liable for 

providing  public services. Finally the legislator worsen the minimum sentence, set at six 

year imprisonment, forecasting milder sentences in the cases reported in article art. 319-

quater of the Italian Criminal Code. In the case of the constriction, the “metus “ consist in 

the fear of a menaced damage by the public officer and therefore of the private citizen 
willingness is repressed by the public officer preeminence positions to put forward open and 

explicit requests. The difference between bribery and illegal induction is based on the 

objective different in the private citizen behaviour in case of induction or coercion. 
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European union agents; 
3) People controlled by the Member states or by any public or public entity 

by the European Union exercising offices similar to the officers or agents 
of the European Union; 

4) Members and operators by entities set up through the Treaties the 
European Union was set up with; 

5) Whoever who inside the member states of the European Unione, carry 
out offices or activities similar to public officers or people liable for 
providing  public services; 

5-bis) judges,  general prosecutors, officers and agents of the International 
criminal court, people controlled by the member states part of the treaty 
signed to set up the international Criminal court exercising offices and 
functions similar to the Court officers and agents, members and 
workers of entities set up according to the institutional treaty of the 
international Criminal court.  

Provisions in articles 319-quater, second paragraph, 321 and 322, first and 
second paragraph, apply for money and other utilities which are given, offered 
or promised: 

1) To people in the first paragraph of the present article; 
2) To people exercising offices and activities similar to public officers or 

people liable for providing  public services within any foreign country or 
public international organizations if the crime is committed to get 
personal or other illegal advantage in international economic operations 
or as to get or keep and economic or financial activity. 

People mentioned in the first paragraph are similar to public officers should 
they carry out similar offices and to people liable for providing  public services 
in all the other cases.” 
 
The regulation was supplemented to extend the application of some offences 

against the public administration to member of the Commission, 
Parliament, Court of Justice and Court of Auditors of the European Union, 
as well as career offices and contracted agents, subjects controlled by the 

member states or by any other private or public entity by the European 
Union (on condition that they carry out similar offices to the officers and 

agents of the European Union) and finally to subjects who inside the 
member states of the European Union, carry out offices and activities 
similar to the public officers or the of the people liable for providing  public 

services. 
 
The public administration 

The present chapter aims at identifying the general criteria and put forward 
a list of the qualified subjects as “active subjects” in the offences reported in  

Law decree 231/2001 and object of the present analysis, whatever the 
qualification of such subjects who, with reference to the present first part, is 
required to supplement the offices of crimes forecast. 

There are three macro areas connected to the Public administration: 
Entities/institutions, Public officers and People liable for providing public 
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services. 
In general terms, as subjects of the Public administration it is possible to list 
the following entities or categories of entities: 

 Constitutional entities or with a constitutional relevance

(Presidency of the Republic, Prime Minister, Italian Senate, Chamber

of deputies, Ministers, Constitutional court, National council of

economics and work, Upper judge council, Supreme cassation court,

Council of state, Regional administration courts, Courts of auditors);

 Regions, Provinces, Municipalities;

 Army and Police (Stato Maggiore della Difesa, Stato Maggiore

dell’Esercito, Stato Maggiore della Marina, Stato Maggiore

dell’Aeronautica, Arma dei Carabinieri, Guardia di Finanza, Polizia di

Stato, Polizia Penitenziaria, Corpo Forestale dello Stato, Capitanerie di

Porto, SISDE – Servizio per le informazioni e la sicurezza democratica,

SISMI -Servizio per le informazioni e la sicurezza militare);

 Entities providing for the parliament election (AGCM –Autorità

Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato, Commissione di garanzia

sull’esercizio del diritto di sciopero, AGCOM Autorità per le Garanzie

nelle Comunicazioni, Autorità garante per la protezione dei dati

personali, Autorità per la vigilanza sui lavori pubblici);

 Authorities, Committees, Commissions (Autorità per l’Energia

Elettrica e il Gas, CONSOB Commissione nazionale per la società e la

borsa, IVASS Istituto di Vigilanza sulle Assicurazioni, Bank of Italy);

 Other entities/institutions (ACI Automobile Club d’Italia, Inland

revenue office, Agenzia del Demanio, Agenzia delle Dogane, Agenzia

del Territorio, Agenzie Regionali per la prevenzione e l’ambiente, ASI

Agenzia Spaziale italiana, ASL Aziende Sanitarie Locali, CNR Consiglio

Nazionale delle Ricerche, CONI Comitato Olimpico Nazionale, CRI

Croce Rossa Italiana, ENASARCO Ente Nazionale Assistenza Agenti e

Rappresentanti di Commercio, ENEA Ente per le nuove tecnologie,

l’energia e l’ambiente, ICE Istituto nazionale per il commercio estero,

INAIL Istituto nazionale assicurazioni infortuni sul lavoro, INPDAP

Istituto nazionale di previdenza per dipendenti dell’amministrazione

pubblica, INPS Istituto nazionale della previdenza sociale, INEA

Istituto nazionale di economia agraria, INFM Istituto nazionale per la

fisica della materia, INFN Istituto nazionale di fisica nucleare, ISS

Istituto superiore di sanità, ISAE Istituto di Studi e Analisi

Economica, ISTAT Istituto nazionale di statistica, IPZS Istituto

poligrafico e zecca dello stato, ISPESL Istituto superiore per la

prevenzione del lavoro e della sicurezza, State Monopolies, Civil

protection,  VVFF Fire brigade);

 Other institutions (Conferenza dei Presidenti delle Regioni e delle

Province autonome, ANCITEL Rete telematica dei Comuni d’Italia,

UPITEL Rete telematica delle Province italiane, Chambers of
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commerce, Public universities and research institutes, Italian 

embassies and consultates outside the Euroean Union), 

 Entities liable for providing  public services (public subjects 

exercising public services through concession, private subjects 

exercising design activities of public works,  members of the board of 

directors of the “Pension fund” of Bank institutes, subjects set up as 

companies limited by shares carrying out functional activities with a 

specific public interest thus appointed by the law, Municipal 

companies,  

 Aqueducts, Classification and certification entities (if working on 

behalf of public entities), 

 All the equivalents Entities of categories of entities belonging to 

foreign states. 

Considering that the hereinbefore mentioned public entities, it is important 
to underline that not all the physical people interacting in the framework 
and with reference to the mentioned entities are subjects which can commit 

offences according to Law Decree 231/2001. 
More precisely subjects which are important are only the Public officers and 

People liable for providing  public services. 
As for the first type in compliance with art. 357, first paragraph of the 
Italian Criminal code, a public officer for the “criminal law” is a person 

exercising a “public legislative, legal or administrative office”. 
As for the second type, the definition of “subjects liable for providing  public 

services” is not the same in the doctrine and in the jurisprudence. Trying to 
be more accurate on such a category of “subjects liable for providing  public 
services”, it is necessary to refer to the definition specified in the criminal 

code and to interpretations depending on the practical application. 
Thus art. 358 of the Italian Criminal Code specifies what follows: “people 
liable for providing public services are those who, at any title whatsoever, 

provide for public services. A public service is an activity governed by the 
same principles as a public office, but missing its typical  powers and with 

the exclusion of simple order activities and mere material works as well”. 
The “service” as to be defined public, is to be governed as the “public office” 
by public law regulations, however without certificating, authorizing and 

deliberating powers typical of a public function. What is more the regulation 
in force specifies that a “public service” can’t consist of “simple order tasks” 

or “material performances” as well. 
The jurisprudence furthermore identified a series of “identification indexes” 
relating to the public entity whose typical case records is a public 

shareholding company limited by shares. 
More precisely reference is made to the following indexes: 

a) The control by a supervision special authority as well as the power to 

appoint and revoke directors by the State or by the public entities; 
b) The presence of a convention/concession with the Public 

administration; 
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c) The financial contribution by the State; 
d) The presence of the public shareholding inside the economic activity. 

 

According to what hereinbefore specified, the discriminating factor to specify 
whether a subject can be liable or not for “providing public services” is 
represented not by the juridical entity status, but by the  offices granted to 

the subject which should be an accurate care for public interests and the 
compliance with general interest requirements.  

 
A. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

The following behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 
present Model who at any title whatsoever have relationships with the Public 
authority (including public officers, people liable for providing public 

services) on behalf and in the interest of Azzini S.p.A.. 
In general any subject is forbidden to enforce, co-operate and enforce any 
behaviour which individually or collectively considered supplement or 

possibly supplement, directly or indirectly the  offences of crime forecast by 
articles 24, 25 of law decree 231/2001. It is furthermore forbidden to have 

any behaviour which could be in conflict of interests with the representative 
of the Public administration. 
  

What is more it is forbidden to:  

 Promise or give contributions in money to the benefit of representatives 

of the Public administration, Italian or foreigner, for different goals than 
any institution scope or service and in violation of provision by the 

regulations in force and of the company procedures; 

 Offer gifts and presents non compliant with what forecast by the 

company specific procedures (that is any gift provided which is not 
compliant with the standard commercial or courtesy practices or 
anyhow aiming at getting favours when carrying out any company 

activity). In more precisely, any gift to Italian or foreign public offices is 
entirely forbidden (even in the countries where gifts and presents 
represent a standard practice) or to their relatives, which could affect 

their independent judgment or provide for a specific advantage to the 
company. The admitted gifts and presents are generally poor in value or 

aiming at promoting no profit or cultural activities or the company brand 
image; 

 Promise or grant any possible advantage (promises of employment), to 
the benefit of Public administration representatives, Italian or foreigners, 

which could affect their independent judgment or provide for a specific 
advantage to the company 

 Stand any non-justified representing cost or with different goals than 

the mere promotion of the company image or non compliant with the 
specific company procedures; 

 Enforce any performance or payments of salaries to contractors, 
suppliers, consultants, partners or third parties working on behalf of the 
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Company, which are not justified in the context of the existing 
contractual relationship; 

 Support in the purchasing process, contractors, suppliers, consultants 

or third parties as identified by the Public administration 
representatives, Italian or foreigners, as a demanded condition to carry 

out any following activity; 

 Supply or promise to issue confidential information and/or document; 

 Sign contracts or grant working or professional activities in the three 
years following the termination of any employment by the public 

administration by former public employees which according to what 
forecast by paragraph 16-ter of art. 53 of law decree March 30, 2001 n. 
165, in the last three years of office exercised authoritative or 

negotiating powers on behalf of the public administration according to 
art. 1 paragraph 2  of the same decree if the Company is the receiver of 

the public administration activity carried out through the same power.  
Starting for the enforcement of Law 190/2012, the contract signs and 
the granted tasks violating the present band are void and it is entirely 

forbidden to private subjects who got them to work with public 
administrations for the following three years with a consistent obligation 

to return any compensation possibly received or paid. 
 
The above-mentioned bans are extended to the indirect relationships 

(through relatives, friends or similar) with representatives of the Italian or 
foreigner public administration.  
 

What is more it is forbidden in respect of the Public administration, Italian 
or foreigner (on the occasion of visits or inspections as well), as well as in 

the case of private subjects to:  
 

 Present false or modified documents; 

 Have a deceptive behaviour which could make the Public administration 

to make mistakes in the technical-economic assessment of offered 
products/supplied services; 

 Omit information aiming at orienting to the own benefit any decision by 

the Public administration; 

 Supply misstatements and false information at to get authorizations, 

concessions, contributions, aids, subsidies or financing or to allocate 
public contributions, aids, subsidies or financing  to a different goal 

than the real scope they were granted for; 
The receivers of the present Model with relationships or managing 

information flows with the Public administration on behalf of the company  
should be granted demanded power with delegations for the employees and 
directors and with a specific contract indications as for consultants and 

partners. Whenever required a proxy will be granted to such subjects. 
As for the reimbursement of any cost borne by Employees or Partners, with 
reference of whoever has relationships with the Public administration, the 

company defines rules and criteria to be applied to the application request, 
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authorization and reimbursement payment through the defined company 
policies. 
Whoever asks for any reimbursement should provide for a cost evidence in 

good faith. 
The representative costs will be reimbursed only if justified, motivated, 
pertinent and in line with the enforced activity, proportional to the type of 

purchase, validly documented and only if borne in compliance with the 
regulations in force. 

 
As for the management of any technical-regulation compliance as to get 
authorisations, licenses, concessions or permits as well of the relationships 

with the entities in case of inspections, controls and complaints, the 
receivers of the present Model should enforce the required controls to 
provide for the best compliance with the following principles: 

 

 Check that all the information transferred to the reference entities 

orally, in writing or through the use of the IT or telematic systems are: 

- Drafted in compliance with the specific regulations governing 

the reference activity; 

- Suitably analysed and checked before being transmitted, by the 
appointed company operators; 

- Authorized and signed by the appointed company subjects; 

- Complete, true and correct; 

- Recontructible in terms of traceability of the information floes 

and of the reference data; 

- Suitably stored in compliance with the provisions of the different 
department managers; 

 Avoid omitting indications or information which if not provided, could 
lead to wrong representations or incorrect decision by the public 

counterparty; 

 Provide, with the required due diligence, that any formality required 

by the Reference entities, even though consequent any control and 
audit, are promptly and correctly complied with; 

 Promptly inform the supervisor in case for whatever reason the 

reported performances and compliance are delayed in terms of 
execution or changes in comparison with what forecast by the 

regulations in force or requested by the Entity; 

 Consequently agreed with the reference supervisor and the company 

management how to inform the entity of the possible delay/change; 

 In case of inspections, visits or audits, the Company identifies, 

according to the nature of the control and in compliance with the 
delegations in force, the internal reference for the inspection; 

 The reference and the relating managers who are possibly involved in 
the inspection should comply with the following rules: 

- Have an attitude based on transparency principles, correctness 
and professional, during the inspection; 
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- Guarantee that any provided information to the inspectors, 
orally or in writing is correct and true and it does not come from 
induction, interpretations or subjective assessments; 

- Never look for and/or implement, potentially as well, influence, 
interference or favour relationships suitable to condition, 
directly or indirectly, the result of the inspection; 

- Never refer, indirectly as well, to any parental or friendly 
relationship with subjects connected to the administration the 
inspectors come from or anyhow connected or connectable; 

- Never provide or promise gifts, presents and whatever utility 
even with no or poor value; 

- Never cheat thus leading the inspectors to make mistakes in 

assessment; 

- Never omit information demanded to orient the favourable result 
of an inspection. 

 
What is more the receivers of the present control protocols should avoid the 

following prescriptions: 
 

 In case of alleged bribery/illegal induction to give or promise a utility 

by a  public officer or in case of contact/menace by third parties 
aiming at hinder/condition a witness in front of the legal authority, 

the affected subject:  
o Should never accept the request; 

o Should promptly supply an information to his/her supervisor 
(in case of an Azzini S.p.A. employee) or to the internal reference 
(in case of third parties), and forward formal information to the 

Supervisory board; 

 in case of conflicts of interests that is an objective issue is reported in 

the relationships with the Public administration or with the Legal 
authority, the affected subject should promptly inform his/her 
supervisor (in case of an Azzini S.p.A. employee) or the internal 

reference (in case of third parties), and forward formal information to 
the Supervisory board; 

 in case of doubts on the correct enforcement of the ethical principles 
and behaviours on the operating activities, the affected subject should 

with no delay turn to his/her supervisor (in case of an Azzini S.p.A. 
employee) or the internal reference (in case of third parties), and 
forward formal information to the Supervisory board.  

 
Whereas the company promptly condemns the illegal use of the tool of 

charities, donations and sponsorships aiming at getting favours or 
concessions by the beneficiary subject, in the case of charities or donations 
to entities or sponsorships, the receivers of the present Model should 

enforce all the required controls to provide for the best compliance with the 
present principles: 
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 donations and sponsorships can’t be provided to physical people but 
only to the benefit of entities; 

 the decision power in case of similar initiatives depends on the 
appointed subjects; 

 in case of sponsorships or donations in currency, the Company will 
never pay them in cash or in similar transfer modes; 

 the Company will  check the legal natural of the beneficiaries, 
guaranteeing that any initiative will enforced to the benefit of the 

subjects who are credible and sound and orienting their management 
to ethics and transparency; 

 in case of sponsorships, the relationship should be based on the 

consistency principle among the relating performances and they are to 
be agreed through a signed contract. 

What is more the employee selection and management process or in case of 
negotiations with third parties (consultants, contractors, partners, 
suppliers, etc.), the involved parties in the more risky activities as for the 

mentioned offences or operating on behalf or in the interest of the company, 
should enforce the same protocols and standard implemented by the 

Company, or defined in wiring, holding the standard provisions or 
commitment statements  in compliance with law decree 231/2001, as well 
as provisions governing the consequences on the relationship in case of 

violation of the regulations forecast in the decree. 
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SPECIAL PART B 
 

Company offences 

(art. 25 ter of law decree 231/2001) 
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B.1 OFFENCES OF CRIME 
 
The art. 25-ter of law decree 231/2001 includes the great majority of the company 
offence and crime which at present represent the market abuses, the really 
economic offences which the company can be liable for and that as connected to 
the company specific activities, are to be considered general offences. 

Among the above-mentioned company offences, even though there can be different 
application fields according to the specific regulations, among which the balance 
sheet drafting, the external communications, some operations on stocks, the 
forbidden control and any obstacle to the supervision and vigilance functions, the 
Legislator is extremely interested in providing for transparency of the accounting 

documents and in the company management as well as in providing for correct 
information to third parties. 

Finally the Law dating back to May 27,  2015 n. 69 (Official gazette n .124 dating 
back to 30-5-2015), article 12, implemented a series of changes to the 
administration liability provisions of any entity as for the company offences, which 
includes the change and supplement of art. 25-ter of law decree 231/01, in force 
since June 15, 2015. 

Hereinafter annexed a list of the offences of crimes include in art. 25-te r  of Decree 

231/2001: 

q. False company communications (art. 2621 of the Italian Civil Code) 

r. Not severe counterfeit (art. 2621-bis) 

s. False social communications by listed companies (art. 2622 of the Italian 

Civil Code) 

t. Prevented control (art. 2625 of the Italian Civil Code) 

u. Unfair return of contributions (art. 2626 of the Italian Civil Code) 

v. Illegal division of profits and provisions (art. 2627 of the Italian Civil Code) 

w. Wrongful operations on company or controlled company stocks or 

shareholdings (art. 2628 of the Italian Civil Code) 

x. Operations against creditors (art. 2629 of the Italian Civil Code) 

y. Missing communication of conflicts of interests (art. 2629-bis of the Italian 

Civil Code) 

z. Artificial capital stock formation (art. 2632 of the Italian Civil Code) 

aa. Illegal division of the company assets by liquidators (art. 2633 of the 

Italian Civil Code) 

bb. Blackmailing among private customers (art. 2635 of the Italian Civil Code) 

cc. Illegal influence on the company meeting (art. 2636 of the Italian Civil 

Code) 

dd. Agiotage (art. 2637 of the Italian Civil Code) 

ee. Prevented exercise of any function by the public supervisory authorities (art. 

2638 of the Italian Civil Code) 

ff. Misrepresentation in financial statements (art. 173-bis Law decree 58/98) 
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a. False social communications (art. 2621 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“Outside cases forecast by  art. 2622, directors, general managers and officers liable 
for drafting the company accounting documents, accountants and liquidators, who as 
to get an incorrect profit for them or for others in the financial statements, in the 
reports or in other social communications to be forwarded to shareholders or to the 
public, as forecast by the law, willingly provide for relevant material facts which are 
not true or avoid relevant material facts whose communication is imposed by the 
regulations in force on the economic, equity or financial company or group situation, 
which the company belongs to, as to concretely allow people not to understand or to 
make mistakes, are subjected to a sentence from one to five year imprisonment. 
The same punishment is applied in case of false information or omission on assets 
belonging or managed by the company on behalf of third parties.” 
In compliance with 231, a monetary sanction is forecast between 200 and 400 

rates. 

 

b. Not server counterfeit (art. 2621-bis) 

“Unless they represent a severe offence, six months to three years of imprisonment 
apply if facts according to article 2621 are not severe, considering their nature, the 
company size and the behaviour modes and effects. 
Unless they represent a more sever offence, the same sentence applies according to 
the previous paragraph when the facts relating to article 2621 apply to companies 
not overcoming the limits imposed by second paragraph of article 1, of the Regal 
decree dating back to May 16, 1942 n. 267. Thus the offence will be a legal suit 
against the company, shareholders, creditors or other receivers of the social 
communication.” 
In compliance with 231, a monetary sanction will be applied for the entity from 100 

to 200 rates. 

 

c. False social communication by listed companies (art. 2622 of the 

Italian Civil Code) 

“Directors, general managers and officers liable for drafting the company accounting 
documents, accountants and liquidators of the companies issuing financial 
instruments admitted in the negotiations on the Italian regulated market or on any 
other European Union market, who as to get an incorrect profit for them or for others 
in the financial statements, in the reports or in other social communications to be 
forwarded to shareholders or to the public, as forecast by the law, willingly provide 
for relevant material facts which are not true or avoid relevant material facts whose 
communication is imposed by the regulations in force on the economic, equity or 
financial company or group situation, which the company belongs to, as to concretely 
allow people not to understand or to make mistakes, are subjected to a sentence from 
three to eight year imprisonment. 
The companies reported in the previous paragraph are similar to: 

1) Companies issuing financial instruments which applied for an admission to a 
negotiation on an Italian regulated market or to a different country belonging 
to the European Union 

2) The companies issuing financial instrument admitted to the negotiation in a 
multi-lateral negotiation Italian system; 

3) The companies controlling companies issuing financial istruments applied for 
an admission to a negotiation on an Italian regulated market or to a different 
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country belonging to the European Union 
4) The companies appealing to the public saving or that manage it.  

Provisions in the previous paragraphs  apply also to false declarations or omissions 
relating to assets belonging or managed by the company on behalf of third parties.” 
In compliance with 231, a monetary sanction will be applied for the entity from 400 

to 600 rates. 

 

d. Prevented control (art. 2625 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“Directors who, hiding documents or with other suitable tools, prevent or anyhow do 
not allow the control activity to be enforced legally depending on shareholders or to 
other social boards, are punished with a monetary sanction accounting for Euro 
10,329. 
If such a behaviour leads to damages to shareholders, they are subjected to a 
sentence of imprisonment up to one year after the lawsuit by the offended party. 
The sanction doubles if the company is listed on a regulated Italian market or on a 
different market of a country belonging to the European union or if it controls shares 
sold to the public in compliance with art. 116 of the Unique text according to law 
decree dating back to February 24, 1998, n. 58.” 
 
It is considered an offence in case the directors prevent or does not allow, when 
hiding documents or with other means, any control or supervisory activity to be 
enforced legally trusted on the shareholders, to any other company boards or to 
auditing companies. The sanction is more severe if the offence is against listed 
company or companies issuing financial istruments consistently sold to general 
public. The company is liable for the offence however only if the prevention or the 
simple obstacle really lead to damages against shareholders, making due reference 
to the second paragraph of such a provision, specified in Law decree 231/2001. 
 
 
e. Unfair return of contributions (art. 2626 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“Directors who, with the exception of cases of legitimate registered stock reduction, 
return, even under false pretences, contributions to shareholders or who release 
shareholders from any obligations, are subjected to a sentence of imprisonment for 
one year.” 
The “typical behaviour”, forecast, with the exception of case of legitimate registered 
stock reduction, the return, even though simulated, of contributions to 
shareholders or their release from any obligations. The active subjects under such 
article are the directors. 
 

 
f. Illegal divisions of profits or provision (art. 2627 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“Unless the crime is not to be considered a severe offence, the directors dividing 
profits or advanced payments or profits which are not real or legally to be destined to 
a provision or better directors dividing provisions, even though not consisting of 
profits, which can’t be spread out by law, are subjected to a sentence  from up to one 
year imprisoment. 
The profit distribution and the provision reconstitution before the term set for the 
financial statement approval, cancel the offence.” 
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Such a criminal behaviour consists in the division of profits or advance payments 
on profits which are not real or legally destined to a provision, that is the division of 
provisions which even though not consisting of profits, can’t be legally distributed. 
It is important to underline what follows: 

- The active subjects are the directors; 
- The crime is no longer considered an offence in case the profits are 

returned or the provision is reconstituted before the expire of the term set 
to approve the financial statements of the relating financial year. 

 
g. Wrongful operations on company or controlled company stocks or 

shareholdings (art. 2628 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“The directors who with the exception of the cases accepted by the regulations in 
force, buy or subscribe shares or company shareholdings, to the detriment of the 
integrity of the share capital or provisions which can’t be distributed according to the 
law, will be subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to one year. 
The same sanction applies to directors who, outside the cased accepted by the 
regulations in force, buy or subscribed share or company shareholdings of the 
holding company, to the detriment of the integrity of the share capital or provisions 
which can’t be distributed according to the law. If the share capital or the provisions 
are reconstituted before the term set to approve the financial statements relating to 
the financial year when the offence was committed, than the crime is not 
considered.” 
Such a crime includes the purchase or subscription, with the exception of the 
cases accepted by the regulations in force, of shares or shareholdings of the 
company or of the holding company to the detriment of the integrity of the share 
capital or provisions which can’t be distributed according to the regulations in 
force. 
It is important to underline what follows: 

- The active subjects are the directors; 

- The crime is no longer considered an offence in case the profits are 
returned or the provision is reconstituted before the expire of the term set 
to approve the financial statements of the relating financial year. 

 
h. Operations against creditors (art. 2629 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“The directors who, violating an provision imposed by the law to protect the creditors, 
enforce a share capital reduction, merger or demerger with other companies, leading 
to damages to the creditors, are punished, after the lawsuit by the offended party, 
with an imprisonment from six months to three years. 
The damage compensation to creditors before the judgments cancels the offence.” 
 
The present crime consists in violating the law provisions enforced to protect 
creditors, of reducing the share capital, merging or demerging with other 
companies, leading to damages to creditors. 
It is important to underline what follows: 

- The active subjects are the directors; 
- The crime is no longer considered an offence in case creditors are 

protected before the expire of the term set to approve the financial 
statements of the relating financial year. 
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i. Missing communication of conflicts of interests (art. 2629-b i s  of the 

Italian Civil Code) 

“The director or the members of the board of directors of a company listed on a 
regulated Italian market or  on any other market of a state of the European Union or 
consistently sold to the public in compliance with article 116 of the Unique text 
according to Law decree n. 58 dating back to February 24, 1998 and following 
changes and amendments, that is a subject undergoing a supervision in compliance 
with the unique text according to the law decree n. 385 dating back to September 1, 
1993 of the mentioned unique text according to law decree n. 58 dating back to 1998, 
law decree n. 209 dating back to September 7, 2005, law decree no. 124 dating back 
to April 21, 1993 violating obligations forecast in article 2391, first paragraph, will be  
subjected to a sentence from one to three year imprisonment if the violation lead to 
damages to the company or to third parties.” 
 
The office, introduced by art. 31 of the law n. 262/2005,  consists in the violation 
by the director or by a member of the board of directors of the communication 
obligations imposed by art. 2391, paragraph 1, of the Italian Civil Code, forecasting 
that information is provided to the directors and the board of auditors of the 
director behalf or on behalf of third parties, in a specific operation of the company if 
the violation leads to damages to the company or to third parties. The offence is 
however only sanctioned in compliance with  law decree n. 231/2001 when the 
company profited from the violation.  
It is a real offence: therefore only the company directors listed on the regulated 
Italian or community markets or whose stocks are consistently sold to the public 
(in compliance with art. 116 of the TUF), directors of credit institutions, financial 
companies, insurance companies, social security funds as well. The violation 
consist in the willingness by the director not to inform about his interest or third 
party interests in a company operation or not to inform about the nature, origin 
and importance of such interests or not avoiding taking part to the operation in 
case the director is the managing director or even more not to inform the company 
meeting if the operation is in the interest of the managing director. 
 
 

j. Artificial capital stock formation (art. 2632 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“The directors or the active shareholders, who, even partially, built up or artificially 
increase the company capital stock to share or shareholding assignment higher and 
more than the capital stock, mutually buying shares or shareholdings, over-evaluate 
contributions in kind or credits that is the company equity in case of any company 
change are to be  subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to one year.”  
The offence occurs when: artificially the company share capital was build-up 

through assigning shares or shareholdings higher than the real company share 
capital, when mutually shares or shareholding are assigned, when consistently the 
contributions in kind are excessively over-evaluated as well as credits or the 
company equity in case of any change. 
The active subjects in the present offences are directors and active shareholders. 
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k. Illegal division of the company assets by liquidators (art. 2633 of the 

Italian Civil Code) 

“Liquidators who, spreading out the company asset among the shareholders before 
paying social creditors or allocating necessary amount of money to pay any debt, 
lead to damages to creditors, will be punished after a lawsuit by the offended 
person, with six months to three year imprisonment. 
The damage compensation to creditors will cancel the offence.”  
 
The offence occurs when the social assets are distributed among the shareholders 
before paying any creditor or before allocating the demanded amount of money to 
pay any debt, leading to damages to creditors. 
It is important to underline what follows: 

- The active subjects are the directors; 

- The crime is no longer considered an offence in case damage 
compensation to creditors before the expire of the term set to approve the 
financial statements of the relating financial year. 

 
 
l. Blackmailing among private customers (art. 2635 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“Unless the offence is to be considered a more severe crime, directors, general 
managers, managers liable for drafting the company accounting documents, auditors 
and liquidators which following the transfer or the promise of money or other utilities, 
for themselves or for others carry out activities violating their obligations or loyalty 
obligations leading to damages for the company, will be subjected to a sentence from 
one to three year imprisonment. 
They will be imprisoned up to one year and six months if the offence was committed 
by a subject directed or controlled by one of the subjects mentioned in the first 
paragraph. 
Whoever provides or promises money to people mentioned in the first and second 
paragraph is punished according to the law. 
Sanctions and punishments forecast in the previous paragraphs are doubled in case 
of a company listed on the regulated Italian or community markets or consistently 
sold to the public according to article 116 of the unique text as for provision a for 
financial brokerage in compliance with law decree n. 58 dating back to February 28, 
1998 and following changes. 
A lawsuit by the offended person is put forward unless there is a distortion in 
concurrence as for the acquisition of the assets or services.” 
 
The regulation applies to directors, general managers, managers liable for drafting 
the company accounting documents, auditors and liquidators. The regulatory 

framework implies a damage to the company by the blackmailing person. 
Sanctions are doubles in case listed companies are involved. 
The regulation is to be applied to the company the blackmailing person is employed 
by. 
The money sanction varies from two hundred to four hundred rates. 
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m. Illegal influence on the company meeting (art. 2636 of the Italian Civil 

Code) 

“Whoever with simulated or fraudulent activities state the meeting majority aiming at 
its own or third party profits will be  subjected to a sentence from six month to three 
year imprisonment.” 
 
The “typical behaviour” is when with simulated activities or fraud, the general 
meeting majority is defined as to get an unlawful profit for yourself or third parties 
 
 
 
n. Agiotage (art. 2637 of the Italian Civil Code) 

“Whoever spread out false information or enforces faked operations or other activities 
aiming at concretely leading to a sensitive change of the financial tool prices or which 
no admission application was forwarded for to be admitted to the negotiations on a 
regulated market, or consistently affecting the confidence public has on a bank or 
bank group equity stability, is subjected to a sentence from one to five year 
imprisonment.” 
 
The offence includes avoiding spreading false information that is enforcing any 
faked operations or other tricks, which are effectively suitable to lead to a 
consistent change of the non listed financial tool prices or which no admission 
application was forwarded for to be admitted to the negotiations on a regulated 
markets or consistently affecting the confidence the public has on a bank o a bank 
groups equity stability. 
It is a common offence, that is an offence which can’t be committed by anybody 
 
 
o. Prevented exercise of any function by the public supervisory authorities 
(art. 2638 of the Italian Civil Code) 
“Directors, general managers,  officers liable for the company accounting document 
drafting, auditors and company liquidators or entities or other subjects which 
according to the law are controlled by public supervisory authorities or limited by 
obligations against such authorities, which in any communication to the mentioned 
authorities forecast according to the regulations in force, as to prevent any 
supervision activity, provide for material facts which are not true even though still 
being assessed, on the economic, equity and financial situation of the company being 
supervised, or aiming at the same goal, hide with any fraudulent means, partially or 
entirely facts which had to be communicated relating to the company, are subjected 
to a sentence from one to four year imprisonment. The punishment is extended in 
case the information refers to assets controlled or managed by the company on 
behalf of third parties. 
Directors, general managers,  officers liable for the company accounting document 
drafting, auditors and company liquidators or entities or other subjects which 
according to the law are controlled by public supervisory authorities or limited by 
obligations against such authorities, are subjected to the same sentence of 
imprisonment when omitting communications due to the mentioned authorities and 
willingly affecting their functions and operations. 
The sentence is doubled if it is a listed company on the Italian or European Union 
listed company o in case its shares are consistently sold to the public, in compliance 
with article 16 of the Unique text according to law decree n. 58 dating back to 
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February 24, 1998.” 
 

The crime is committed when through communications to the Supervision 
Authority forecast by the law, as to hinder its controls, of untrue material facts, 
even though still assessed, relating to the economic, equity and financial situations 
of the subjects to be assessed or hiding with any fraudulent means, partially or 
entirely facts which had to be communicated relating to the company. 
There is a real offence even when in any shape whatsoever due communications are 
omitted, as to intentionally hinder the Supervisory authority activity. 
It is important to underline what follows: 

- The active subjects are the Directors, general managers,  officers liable 
for the company accounting document drafting, auditors and company 
liquidators or entities or other subjects which according to the law are 
controlled by public supervisory authorities or liable against such 
authorities; 

- The involved subjects are liable in case the information refers to assets 
controlled or managed by the company on behalf of third parties. 

 
 
p. Misrepresentation in financial statements (art. 173-bis T.U.F.) 

Regulation 262/2005 (the so-called “law on savings”) repealed art. 2623 of the 

Italian Civil Code, relating to the  misrepresentation in financial statements, 

replacing it with a new offence supplemented to the Unique text as for financial 

brokerage according to law decree n 58 dating back to February 24, 1998 

(hereinafter, T.U.F.). 

The new art. 173-bis  of law decree 58/1998 punishes the behaviour of whoever 

provide for false information or hides data or information on financial statements 

demanded to ask for public saving or admitting to the listing on regulated markets 

or in documents to be published on the occasion of public purchase or exchange 

bids. 

To be considered an offence, it is required that the involved subject is willingly 

deceiving the financial statement receivers, as to get an unlawful profit, for himself 

or for third parties. It is furthermore necessary that the false or omitted information 

are suitable to cheat the receivers. 

As the Regulation on saving changed the text of  art. 25-ter of law decree 

231/2001, expressly changing the recall to  art. 2623 of the Italian Civil Code with 

art. 173-bis of the T.U.F., there will be serious doubts on the administration 

liability of any entity as for the new crime possibly included in the new offence. 
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B. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

The following general behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 
present Model who, at any title whatsoever, are involved in the “sensitive” activities 
in the case of company offences (in primis, the members of the company boards) 
 
In general, such subjects are requested to:  

 Correctly, transparently and co-operatively behave in compliance with the 
regulations in force and the internal company procedures, in the case of any 
activity aiming at drafting the financial statements and the other company 
communications, as to provide any member and third party a correct and 
true information on the economic, equity and financial company situation; 

 Rigorously comply with the regulations imposed by the law to protect the 
integrity and the company share capital, as not to affect the creditor and 
third party guarantees in general; 

 Provide for the correct company and its board operation, supporting any 
possible internal control on social management forecast by the regulations in 
force, as well as the correct and free enforcement of the general meeting 
willingness; 

 Promptly, correctly spread out any communication forecast by the law in 
good faith to the supervision authorities thus not hindering the control and 
supervision activities. 

 
As for the above-mentioned behaviours, it is absolutely forbidden to implement, 
enforce and co-operate in case of unfair behaviours which individually or 
collectively, directly or indirectly lead to criminal offences belonging to what 
hereinbefore specified (art. 25-ter of law decree 231/2001).  
 
The mentioned subjects are furthermore forbidden, whenever applicable to: 

 Enforce any simulated operation or spread out false information on the 
Company as well as its activities; 

 Represent or transmit the processing or representation of financial 
statements, reports or similar or other company communications, false data, 
missing information or anyhow untrue information on the economic, equity 
or financial company situation; 

 Hide data or information imposed by the regulations in force on the 
economic, equity and financial company situation; 

 Return contributions to shareholders or release them from any obligation, 
outside the requirement of a legitimate registered stock reduction; 

 Divide profits or advanced payments on profits which are not true or 

destined to the legal reserve; 

 Buy or subscribe company shares and/or belonging to its controlled 
companies, outside any possibility admitted by the regulations in force, thus 
affecting the integrity of the social capital share; 

 Cut the company registered stock, support mergers or demergers violating 
any regulation in force aiming at protecting creditors, thus suffering from 
damages; 

 Support any false increase of the company registered stock, selling shares at 
a lower value than their nominal value; 

 Enforce any behaviour materially affecting, hiding documents or through 
fraudulent means, or anyhow affecting the control and auditing activity of 
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the Auditing company or of the Board of auditors; 

 Support or affect the general meeting resolutions, with faked information or 
fraudulent activities aiming at changing the regular activity and resolution 
approval by the general meeting; 

 Avoid completely, accurately and promptly informing according to what 
forecast by the regulations in force the supervision authority the company is 
subject to, as well as to provide information and data forecast by the 
regulations and/or precisely requested by the authorities; 

 Provide in the communications or information provide information and data 
which is not true, that is hide relevant facts on the economic, equity and 
financial company conditions; 

 Enforce any activity hindering the supervision during inspection by public 
supervision authorities (expressed opposition, specious refusal and 
obstructive conduct or denied co-operation including delays in 
communications or availability of any document).  

 
 
The above-mentioned subjects, whenever possible, are obliged to comply and 
enforce any internal control model or process as to provide for correct company 
financial information 
 
In case of any doubt on the ethical conduct enforcement during the company 
operating activities, the affected subject should turn to his supervisor (in case of an 
Azzini S.p.A. employee) or internal manager (in case of third parties) and formally 
forward a request to the Supervisory authority.  
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SPECIAL PART C 

 

Offences in terms of safety, security, 
hygiene and health on the workplace 

of people 

(art. 25 septies of law decree 

231/2001) 
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C.1 THE OFFENCES OF CRIME 
 
The art. 25-septies Law decree 231/01 forecasts the administrative liability of 
companies in case of manslaughter or severe injuries depend on the violation of 
accident prevention regulations and on the protection of safety, security and health 
on the workplace. 

Law n. 123 dating back to August 3, 2007 supplemented to Law decree 231/2001 
art. 25-septies adding to the offences companies are liable for manslaughters and 
severe injuries if depending on the violation of accident prevention regulations and 

on the protection of safety, security and health on the workplace: it is a typical 
event arriving after a specific misconduct. 

In criminal law, a misconduct is defined as follows: 

 General misconduct: in case of negligence (omission of a demanded action), 

imprudence (non compliance with an absolute defence or defence to act under 

specific conditions) or malpractice (negligence or imprudence in activities 

demanded specific abilities, expertise or qualifications); 

 Specific misconduct: non compliance with the regulations in force (acts by the 

legislative power), rules (acts by the executive power), orders (acts by public 

authorities) or disciplines (acts approved by private people carrying out risky 

activities). 

The jurisprudence and doctrine underline that “any violation of accident prevention 
regulations and protection of the safety, security, hygiene and health on the 
workplace” deals with not only any rule and regulation supplemented to the 
specific accident prevention regulations, but also with regulations which directly or 
indirectly aims at avoiding accidents on the workplace or professional diseases and 
which in general tend to provide for safety on the workplace where any activity is to 
be enforced. Thus as mere example, Law decree dating back to April 9,  2008, n. 
816 protecting health and safety on the workplace; Law decree dating back to July 
25, 2006, n. 257 enforcing directive 2003/18/EC as for worker protection against 
risks depending on the asbestos exposure during their activities; Law decree dating 
back to April 10, 2006, n. 195 enforcing directive 2003/10/EC relating to the 
worker exposure to risks depending on physical agents (noise); Decree dating back 
to January 27, 2006 as for system, protection device and tool requirements used in 
a potentially explosive atmosphere; Law Decree dating back to July 8, 2003 n. 235 
Enforcement of directive 2001/45/EC relating to the minimum safety and health 
requirements on the use of operating tools by workers. 

More precisely art. 2087 of the Italian Civil Code supplements the specific accident 
prevention regulation which generally and additionally refers to the primary 
interest of the safety on the workplace. 

The safety duty is enforced as underline by the Italian Cassazione, not only 
through specific measures imposed by the law, but even with the use and adoption 
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of suitable means aiming at preventing and avoiding accidents thanks to the 
support of information and data coming from the common experience, prudence, 
diligence, predictability as for the enforced activity. 

Hereinafter annexed a short description of the mentioned offences, which any 
company is liable for in compliance with law decree 231/2001:  

c. Manslaughter (art. 589 of the Italian Criminal Code) 

d. Personal severe o highly severe injuries (art. 590 paragraph 3 of the Italian 

Criminal Code) 

 

a. Manslaughter  (art. 589 of the Italian Criminal Code) 

“Whoever through his/her misconduct provokes the death of a person is subjected to 
a sentence from six month to five year imprisonment. If the fact is committed violating 
the regulations on the road traffic or the accident prevention regulations on the 
workplace the sentence from two to seven year imprisonment. A sentence from three 
to ten years is applied if the manslaughter depends on the violation of the regulation 
of the road traffic by 1) a subject under the influence of alcohol in compliance with 
article 186, paragraph 2, letter c) of the law decree dating back to April 20, 1992, no. 
285 and later amendments; 2) a subject under the influence of any drug. In case of 
the death of more than one person or the death of one or more people the person 
liable will be subject to the most severe sentence increased by three times, anyhow 
such a sentences can’t be higher than fifteen years.” 
 

b. Personal severe or very severe injuries (art. 590 paragraph 3 of the Italian 

Criminal Code) 

“If the events, according to the second paragraph are committed  violating the 
regulations on the road traffic or the accident prevention regulations on the workplace 
the sentence for severe injuries varies from three months to one year imprisonment or 
a fine from €500 to €2000 and the sentence for very severe injuries varies from one 
to three year imprisonment. In case of violation of the road traffic regulations, if the 
subject was under the influence of alcohol in compliance with article 186 paragraph 
2, letter c) of Law decree dating back to April 30, 1992, n. 285, and following 
changes, or by a subject under the influence of any drug, the sentence for severe 
injuries varies from six months to two year imprisonment and in case of very severe 
injuries, it varies from one year and six months to four year imprisonment.” 

In compliance with art. 583 of the Italian Criminal Code, a personal injury is: 

 severe: 

- if the event leads to a disease affecting the life to the offended person or a disease 

or non capacity to carry out any daily activity for more than forty days; 

- if the event leads to the permanent weakening of a sense or an organ; 

 very severe if the event leads to: 

- a disease which is possibly or certainly not treatable; 

- the loss of a sense; 

- the loss of a limn, mutilation affecting the use of a limb, the loss o fan organ or 

the capacity to have children or a permanent or severe impairment in speaking; 

- deformation or permanent face deformity. 
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In compliance with the mentioned art. 25-septies of the Decree, both behaviours 

depends on the violation of any accident prevention regulations on the workplace or 

on the protection of hygiene, safety, security and health on the workplace. 

Supplementing the body of laws defined in the accident prevention measures 

imposed by the special regulations in force, there is the more general prevision 

according to art. 2087 of the Italian civil Code, according to which the employer 

should enforce measures which according to the type of activity, expertise and 

technique are required as to provide for the employee physical and moral integrity. 

Finally it is important to underline that the jurisprudence puts forward that the 

employer is liable for the mentioned crimes and offences in case the offended 
person is not a employee but an outsider, on condition that his/her presence on 
the workplace is not abnormal or exceptional as well. 

C. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

The following general behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 
present Model who, at any title whatsoever, are involved directly or indirectly in the 
“sensitive” activities in the case of company offences. 
It is furthermore specified that the behaviour principles in the present paragraph 
are enforced both ways: more precisely together with the principles that 
employees/operators are obliged to comply with, hereinafter annexed a series of 
preventive behaviours the Company is obliged to enforce as to provide for the its 
employees/operators safety and as a consequence to avoid that any event 
whatsoever could lead to any company liability according to law decree 231/01. 
 
In general the receivers of  the present Model  should:  
 

 rigorously comply with any regulations imposed by the law and the internal 
company procedures in terms of safety, security, hygiene and health o the 
workplace and more precisely exclusively referring to  Law decree 81/2008; 

 guarantee that the Responsabile del Servizio Protezione e Prevenzione 
(hereinafter the “RSPP – Protection and prevention manager) appointed by the 
company and the Supervisory board are informed about any information 
relating to accidents to employees when working which could affect the 
company liability according to Law decree 231/01, even thug such events did 
not arrived violating the Model, 

 guarantee that possible improvement areas and/or reported procedure gaps 
are promptly reported to the Supervisory Board whenever remarked on the 
workplace by subjects with codified liabilities in terms of safety (RSPP, RLSSA, 
Competent doctor, etc.) and by managers who were previously reported 
similar information by their employees; 

 never press the affected subjects (based on their office or management level 
inside the company) as to lead to behaviours which are not in compliance with 
reported protocols. The affected subjects are report to the O.d.V. any possible 
behaviour or malpractice observed.   
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Azzini S.p.A. is expressly obliged to: 

 comply with the safety rights and the worker rights as fundamental principles 
provided by the Italian constitution; 

 provide, inside a wider general company management system, a policy aiming 
at identifying risks for safety and health on the workplace (even in case of 
risks which can’t be avoided) with reference among others to the nature and 
incidence of any accident in comparison to the activities enforced and the 
company size; 

 provide for the compliance and take part to the enforcement of any measure 
forecast by Law decree 81/2008  and by any other specific legislation on 
safety, security, hygiene and health o the workplace (more precisely and 
mainly on the drafting and update of the risk assessment document, the 
respect of the job suitability for human beings, the attention paid to the 
technical evolution and possible wear of furnishing units, tools, equipment 
and more in general any machinery used to carry out whatever activity, to the 
programming of prevention activities in general, training and information of 
workers/operators, setting  of new document flows as forecast by the law), 
aiming on the one side to get risk of the identified risk source and on the 
other the appearance of new risks; 

 provide for the allocation of a correct budget to health and safety on the 
workplace to the appointed managers (or to appointed third parties as well), 
as to provide for the correct compliance with the regulations in force and for a 
prompt solution of any reported failure, 

 forecast, supplementing the technical-operating control by the Safety 
manager, a second-level control by the Supervisory board, aiming at 
monitoring the measures  enforced by the company in terms of safety, 
security, hygiene and health on the workplace; 

 forecast a double information flow between the Supervisory Board and the 
Safety manager, setting the information exchange modes and the rules 
suitable to provide for the confidentiality of people reporting such failures. 
 

In case of doubts as for the correct enforcement of ethical/behavioural principles, 
according to what hereinbefore specified, during the daily company activities, the 
affected subject must refer to his/her Supervisor (in case of an Azzini S.p.A. 
employee), or internal manager (in case of third parties) and formally forward an 
opinion request to the Supervisory board. 
 
The appointed subjects to manage important activities in terms of safety and health 
on the workplace should promptly inform the Supervisory board that it is 
impossible to enforce any forecast obligation, duly specifying any reason and any 

significant reported failure as well as any event which could possible affect the 
activity operation and efficacy. 
Any company department should provide for true, authentic and original 
documents and information relating to the activity it is liable for. 
 
Hereinafter annexed a non comprehensive list of the main regulation obligations 
defined in  Law decree 81/2008. 
The Employer:  

 appoints the Manager and the Prevention and Protection service operators 
according to the requirements imposed by  article 32 of law decree 81/2008; 
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 appoints or formally delegates a different qualified subject to appoint the 
Competent doctor liable for the healthcare controls according to the 
requirements imposed by  article  38 of law decree 81/2008; 

 carries out a risk assessment within the company in co-operation with the 
RSPP and the competent appointed doctor, after consulting the safety worker 
representative (RLS); 

 drafts a report on the risks for the safety, security and health (DVR) dated, 
duly specifying enforced criteria for the assessment, prevention and protection 
measures enforces and used individual protection devices, the schedule of any 
measure required to provide the improvement in tie of the safety levels, the 
identification of procedures to enforce such measures as well as roles and 
offices within the company to be forecast. The document furthermore specifies 
the name of the RSPP, of the RLS, of the competent doctor taking part to the 
risk assessment and identifies the main tasks and jobs workers are required 
to carry out which lead to specific risks and which therefore ask for a different 
professional qualification, specific experience or suitable training; 

 provides, directly or through an appointed subject, for the enforcement and 
update of any prevention measure in case of organisation or production 
changes affecting the safety, security, hygiene or health on the workplace or 
as for the technical evolution of prevention and protection, forecasting a 
suitable supervision procedure and system as to allow workers to comply with 
the enforced procedures and safety measures; 

 provides, directly or through an appointed subject, the suitable training to the 
workers in terms of safety when hired for the first time or in case of transfer to 
different departments. Anyhow there should be a suitable training on possible 
specific operating risk which the operator can run when carrying out a 
specific activity; 

 enforces, directly or through an appointed subject, any disciplinary measure 
in compliance with the contract or legislation provision, against any worker 
who does not comply with the existing prevention measure and safety 
procedures, thus affecting his/her or other worker safety. 

The prevention and protection department through its manager: 

 duly co-operates with the Employer as to identify and assess any risk factor 
as to put forward any safety and health measures on the workplace, in 
compliance with the regulations in force; 

 processes, as for what he/she is competent for, prevention and protection 
measures according to art. 28 of the Decree and of the control systems of 
such measures; 

 drafts all the safety procedures suitable for any company activity; 

 suggests worker information and training programs; 

 checks that the employees are correctly trained on the general and specific 
risks related to the company activity, on the first aid and fire protection 
measures, on the enforced prevention and protection measures. 

 
The competent Doctor: 

 co-operates with the Employer and the Prevention and protection department 
when drafting the health protection measures and the psycho-physical worker 
integrity; 
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 carries out any health control activity, through preventive and periodical 
visits, as forecast by the regulation in force and according to any set 
prevention program; 

 provides for a suitability/unsuitability judgement on the activity to be 
enforced;  

 co-operates to the worker information and training activities and to the first 
aid service setting. 

 
The worker representatives for safety: 

 access any workplace; 

 are preventively and promptly consulted as for the risk assessment and the 
identification, programming, enforcement and control of any safety measure; 

 are consulted in case of the appointment of the RSPP, ASPP, people liable for 
the enforcement of emergency and first aid measures; 

 are consulted in case of any training activity; 

 report directly to the Employer any risk reported or observed during their 
activity and support the drafting, identification and enforcement of any 
prevention measure as to protect the worker health and psycho-physical 
integrity; 

 can turn to any competent authority in case they do believe that the 
prevention and protection measures enforced by the Employer and the 
managers and the tools used are not suitable to provide for the operator and 
worker safety, security, hygiene and health. 

 
In compliance with what forecast by the regulations in force, it is furthermore 
requested: 

 to comply with the specified provision on the collective and individual 
protection; 

 to suitably use any collective or individual protection device available; 

 to correctly use any machine, equipment, tools while not removing or changing 
any safety device, signals or control and immediately informing the Employer 
and/or its appointed manager of any failure at any level or dangerous 
condition reported; 

 to undergo any forecast health control; 

 to take part to any training course on safety.  
The Company schedules and carries out auditing activities as to comply with 
procedures and operating instructions to workers, defining a system clearly 
identifying roles and liabilities as well as the key performance indicators of the 
safety, prevention and protection system. At the end of the monitoring activities, a 
report is drafted including failures and corrective actions to be enforced. 

 
Finally the company provides for the correct filing on paper or IT support, of 
documents relating to safety such as clinical records, accident log, risk assessment 
document, procedures. Thus, the employees are to be correctly informed about the 
enforcement of any safety measure through a hard copy or the publishing through 
the company intranet or a similar IT means. 
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SPECIAL PART D 

 

Money laundering and use of illegal 

money 

  

 (art. 25 octies of law decree 
231/2001) 
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D.1 THE OFFENCES OF CRIME 
 
Article 63 of law decree 21.11.2007 n. 231 introduces among the offences forecast 
by Law decree 231/2001 receiving, use and use of money, assets and utility of 
illegal original. Law dating back to December 15, 2014 n. 186, introduced art. 648 
ter 1 of the Italian Criminal Code titled “Self-laundering”, among the offences in  
article 25-octies of law decree 231/2001. 

Hereinafter annexed a short description of the offences included in art. 25-octies of 

law decree 231/2001:  

e. Receiving (art. 648 of the Italian Criminal Code) 

f. Use (art 648-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 

g. Use of money, goods or utility of illegal origin (art. 648-ter of the Italian 

Criminal Code) 

h. Self-laundering (art. 648-ter. 1) 

a. Receiving (art. 648 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Outside the cases of complicity in crime, whoever, willing to get profit from 
himself/herself or others, buys, receives or hides money or assets coming from a 
different offence or however plays a leading role in buying, receiving or hiding them, 
is subjected to a sentence from two to eight year imprisonment and a money fine 
from 516 up to 10,329. The sentence is increased when the fact concerns money or 
assets coming from a aggravated robbery in compliance with article 618, third 
paragraph, aggravated extortion according to article 625, first paragraph, n. 7-bis). 
The sentence the subject is subjected to sentence varying up to six year 
imprisonment and a fine up to €516, if the offence is severe. Provisions in the present 
article also apply when the author of the crime which the money and assets come 
from is not punishable that is it is impossible to prosecute the subject for the offence” 

A condition to commit the present offence is that beforehand a different offence was 
committed which the receiver did not take part to. The previous offence is to be 
considered a crime and not simply a violation and it should have been effectively 

reported and not simply speculated. 

The material fact consists in buying, receiving or hiding money or asset coming 
from any previous offence or play a role in having them bought, received or hidden. 
The psychological part of the offence consists in the specific crime, that is the 
awareness and willingness of the subject to commit the crime following by the 
awareness of committing a crime to get  a profit per se or for the others. 

b. Use (art 648-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Outside the cases of complicity in crime, whoever replaces or transfers money, 
assets or other utilities coming from a non-negligent offence, that is carries out 
different activities as to avoid their identification and criminal and illegal origin, is 
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subjected to a sentence from four to twelve year imprisonment and a money fine from 
€5000 to €25,000 (1). The sentence is increased when the offence is committed 
during a professional activity. The sentence is reduced is money, assets and other 
utilities coming from a crime whose sentence of imprisonment is lower than 5 years. 
The last paragraph of article 648 applies” 

A condition for the existence of the present crime is that before a different non-
negligent offence was committed which the receiver did not take part to in any 
possibility thus being considered an alleged participant and therefore not only 
materially but even assuming before the offence, his/her own receiving activity. 
 

There can be two different behaviours and more precisely: 

 Replacing or transfer ring money, assets and utilities coming from a non-

negligent offence; 

 Operation which in a way or another affect the identification or the illegal 

origin or money, assets and utilities. 

In the second case, any type of activity is punished such as the laundering of 
assets, black money and value with an illegal origin, activities leading to lose tracks 
of their illegal origin. 
The intention to be punished is general and consists in the consciousness and 
awareness of the agent to replace or transfer such assets or the “laundering” of the 
utilities with the awareness of the criminal intentional origin of money, assets or 
other utilities. 
 

c. Use of money, assets and utilities of illegal origin (art. 648-ter of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 
Whoever outside the cases of complicity in crime and in cases forecast by articles 648 
and 648bis, uses in economic or financial activities money, assets or other utilities 
coming from an offence, will be subjected to a sentence from four to twelve year 
imprisonment and a fine from €5,000 to €25,000. The sentence is increased when 
the offence is committed during a professional activity. The sentence is reduced in 
case the second paragraph of article 648 is supplemented by the last paragraph of 
article 648. 

Similarly to the two previous crimes (articles 648 and 648-bis), a supposed 
condition for such a crime is the present of the money offence or other utilities as 
well which the agent is provided. Under a subjective view point, the present offence 

as in the case of receiving, aims at loosing the illegal original, which however 
stands out as it can be reached using economic and financial resources when in 
the case of the general receiving offence, which only aims at the general profit. 

d. Self-laundering (art. 648-ter. 1 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“The subject is subjected to a sentence from two to eight year imprisonment and to a 
fine from €5,000 to ®25,000 when committing or taking part to a non-negligent crime 
uses, replaces, transfers in commercial, financial, entrepreneurial or speculative 
activities money, assets or other utilities coming from the crime, as to concretely hide 
their illegal origin. From one to four year imprisonment sentence and from €2,500 to 
€12,500 fine if money, assets and utilities from a non-negligent crime punished with 
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less than five year imprisonment. However any sentence forecast by the first 
paragraph applies if money, assets and utilities come from a crime committed under 
the conditions or for the goals forecast in article 7 of the Law decree dating back to 
May 13, 1991, n. 152, converted, with the due law modification in the law dating 
back to July 12, 1991 n. 203 and following changes. Outside any case records than 
the previous offences, no sentence forecast for offences when money, assets and 
utilities are simply personally used. The sentence is increased when the offence is 
committed during a banking or financial activity or other professional activity as well. 
The sentence is reduced up to half for whoever did its best to avoid that any similar 
behaviour could lead to further consequences and provided evidences of the offence 
and the identification of the assets, money and other utilities coming from the offence. 
The last paragraph of article 648 applies.” 

The self-laundering consists in the activity of hiding profits coming from real 
offences. It is common after some specific offences, such as tax evasion, corruption 
or embezzlement of social assets. 
Impacts on compliance according to Law decree 231/01: with the decree n. 231 
dating back to November 21, 2007, the legislator enforced directive  2005/60/EC of 
the European Parliament and Council relating to the prevention of the use of the 
financial system for profit laundering coming from offences and financing terrorism 
as well (c.d. III of the anti-money laundering directive) and directive 2006/70/EC of 
the Commission including execution measures. The regulation implies a change to 
the complex anti-money laundering regulation present in the Italian legislation, 
among other extending the administrative liability of the companies in case of 
receiving, use and use of money, assets and utilities of illegal origin. What is more 
it cancels paragraphs 5 and 6 of art. 10 of the law n. 146/2006, against the 
transnational organized crime forecasting against the company liabilities and 
penalties according to article 231 for receiving and use of money, assets and 
utilities of illegal origin (articles 648-bis e 648- ter of the Italian Criminal Code), if 
transnational according to the definition specified in  art. 3 of the same law 
146/2006.  
Therefore according to art. 25-octies, decree 231/2001, the company can be 
punished for receiving, use and use of illegal capitals if even on the National 
territory on condition that the company anyhow profits from it. 
The administration liability of the company for offences forecast by  articles 648, 
648-bis and 648-ter, of the Italian Criminal Code is limited to the assumptions that 
the office was committed in the interest or to the profit of the company. Considering 
that the present criminal offences can be committed by anybody, being common 
offences, it is to be considered that the objective interest or advantages is to be 
excluded any time there is no connection between the punished offence and the 

activity carried out by the company. Such a similarity could however be proved in 
case of purchased of production assets coming from a robbery, that is in case of 
use of illicit capitals to get a bid, etc. Vice versa, no company interest or advantage 
is reported in case the officer or the employee bought assets which are not 
connected to the company activity they are hired for. The same applies for the use 
of capital in economic or financial activities outside the company purpose. However 
in case the material object of receiving or use that is the economic or financial 
activity in case of an offence according to art. 648-ter of the Italian Criminal Code, 
is connected to the specific company activity, it is required that the judge materially 
ascertains the offence and comes to the conclusion of the real interest or advantage 
for the company. 
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D. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

 
The following general behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 
present Model who, at any title whatsoever, are involved directly or indirectly in the 
“sensitive” activities in the case of company offences. 
The following behaviour general principles apply to the receivers of the present 
Model, who, at any title whatsoever,  work with third parties during negotiations as 
well on behalf or to the benefit of the Company. 
In general, such subjects are forbidden to start, co-operate or enforce similar 
behaviours which if individually or collectively considered, supplement, directly or 
not, the offence of crime of receiving, use or use of money, assets and utilities with 
an illegal origin according to article 25-octies of law decree 231/2001.  

 
Any financial in or out flow from a company, relating to ordinary activities 
(payments and collections) and financial requirements as well (cash flow, short, 
medium and long term financings, risk coverage, etc.) or extraordinary operations 
(such as including but not limited to purchases or sales of shareholdings or 
company subsidiaries, liquidations, exchange of shareholding, liquidations, asset 
investments or sales, operations on the share capital, etc.) is to be legitimate and 
enforced according to the regulations in force, traced back, reconstructed ex post, 
sufficiently motivated, authorized and complying with the real company 
requirements. Similarly in suitable documents, acts or agreement, any relation or 
commercial or financial operations with third parties relating to financial in and 
outflows should be suitably formalized and traced back, as well as any activity or 
operation with shareholders. 
The receivers are entirely forbidden to enforce, co-operate or drive any behaviour 
aiming at use, replace or transfer within any company economic-entrepreneurial 
activities and relating financial flow any money, assets or other utilities coming 
from non-negligent offences as to concretely hinder the identification of their illegal 
origin. 
 
What is more the subjects are requested to: 

 Comply with what imposed by the regulation and the internal company 
procedures in force, during any activity aiming at management negotiation 
relationships with suppliers/customers/partners, from any foreign country 
as well and consequent accounting/administration activities as well; 

 Drive a correct behaviour, provide for the traceability of any financial 
transaction and operation aiming to comply with what forecast by the 
regulations in force and the internal company procedure sas well, in any 
activity aiming at drafting the financial statements, managing the cash flow 

and in general the financial flow and the treasury activities as well; 

 Avoid any commercial relationship with subjects (physical and legal.) 
knowing or assuming that they belong to criminal organization or anyhow 
illegally working, including but not limited to people connected to money 
laundering, illegal drug trade, usury; 

 Constantly monitor the company financial flows. 
 
As to correctly managed the mentioned activity, the Company: 
 

 Implements an internal procedure to manage its customers and suppliers 
(name/social name, invoicing address, good shipping address, IBAN bank 
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code, payment modes and correct accounting management of any company 
relation); 

 Guarantees that any company operation affecting the accounting system 
including the simple data entry, is based on a correct documentary evidence 
under the coordination and control of the Finance and Administration 
department. Such documentary evidence should allow to enforce an easy 
control and it will be registered, by the person authorized or recording the 
operation, on  compulsory log/accounting/fiscal register where the operation 
was noted/recorded, and consequently filed and stored according to the 
modes forecast by the mentioned log/register; 

 Implements procedures and information flows aiming at confirming that any 
company extraordinary operations (including but not limited to purchases 
and sales of company shareholdings or subsidiary companies, mergers, 

demergers, liquidations, shareholding exchange, etc.):  
- are carried out in compliance with the regulations in force, including but 
not limited to what forecast in the civil code and in the company bylaws; 
- forecast a consistent knowledge by the Company of the counterparties (in 
terms of sound fame as well), as well of profits, rationale, perspectives and 
strategic, economic and financial returns of the operations; 
- are managed offering the company and control boards (including but not 
limited to the Board of auditors), suitable financial information flows relating 
to the operation; 
- are approved by the appointed boards or subjects, according to what 
forecast by the law or by the company bylaws; 
- are enforced duly providing for the traceability of the relating financial 
flows. 

 Implements procedures and active information flows as to guarantee that the 
operations connected to the financial or cash flow covering, on the short, 
medium or long term as well, that is the risk coverage through financial 
instruments, mainly in case of operations not enforced through bank credit 
but through operations such as financing by shareholders or third parties, 
intercompany financing or cash pooling as well: 

o Are enforced in compliance with the regulations in force; 
o Are based on real financial requirements; 
o Forecasts a suitable and sufficient knowledge by the company of the 

counterparties (when the financing is not directed to the shareholders 
or are intercompany), 

o Are managed providing the company and control boards (including 
but not limited to the Board of auditors) a suitable information flows 
and supporting documents, 

o Are formalized through specific documents or contracts, comply with 
convenience and sustainability principles the operation should be 
based on, are authorized by the appointed boards; 

o Are enforced providing for the relating financial flow traceability.  
o The same principles apply in case of financing by the company to 

third parties or intercompany. 

 Implements procedures and information flows aiming at providing that any 
operation on capital (such as capital increased, through contributions as 
well), are enforced in compliance with the regulations and the company 
bylaws, are managed providing the company and control boards (including 
but not limited to the board of auditors), suitable information flows, 
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approved by the appointed body and enforced providing for the relating 
financial flow traceability; 

 Implements procedures and information flows aiming at providing  that any 
operation connected with investments, tangible and intangible asset 
purchase, through leasing and financial istruments as well: 

o Are enforced in compliance with the regulations in force; 
o Are enforces in compliance with the convenience and sustainability of 

the operation in compliance with the company strategic and operating 
requirements of the Company; 

o Forecasts a suitable and sufficient knowledge by the company of the 
counterparties (when the financing is not directed to the shareholders 
or are intercompany), 

o Are managed providing the company and control boards (including 

but not limited to the Board of auditors) a suitable information flows 
and supporting documents, 

o Are formalized through specific documents or contracts; 
o Are authorized by the appointed boards or subjects; 
o Are enforced providing for the relating financial flow traceability.  

 Implements a monitoring and control procedure of the good in- and outflows 
in general, and the correspondence between what invoiced and what paid; 

 Forecasts any mode to formalize and possibly authorized any change of the 
payment/collection of the bank references in comparison to what initially 
agree in the contract with the counterparty, that is in comparison with the 
previously used references; 

 Whenever it is necessary to check the commercial and professional supplier, 
customer and partner reliability (for example in the case of new relationships 
with unknown parties), it asks for information (chamber of commerce 
registration, among others) or checks specialized data banks; 

 Sign agreements with suppliers and partners whose registered office or 
residence is in countries not taking part to GAFI or in countries with 
favourable tax conditions (black lists published on the Bank of Italy website) 
only after checking their commercial and professional soundness and 
solidity of the counterparty and however always in compliance with what 
forecast by law decree n. 40/2010 converted into law n. 73/2010; 

 Carries out formal and substantial controls on the company financial in- 
and outflows. Such controls should consider the company registered offices 
(for example tax havens , countries under terrorism risks, etc.), registered 
offices of the banks they work with in case of transactions and the use of 
third companies; 

 Avoids doing or receiving payments in cash or other debt securities (cheques, 

post notes, deposit certificates, etc.) for total amounts higher than what set 
by Law decree 231/07 and following changes if not through brokers 
authorized by Law decree 231/2007, such as banks and Poste Italiane 
S.p.A.; 

 Implement an internal payment management method including a 
standardised authorisation procedure at a higher level in case the appointed 
staff reports a possible failure in comparison to what hereinbefore agreed; 

 Informs the Inland revenue office about any asset sale or service 
performance provided or received, recorded or subject to registration to any 
economic operator whose registered office, residence or domicile is in 
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country recorded on the  “black list” (refer to law decree n. 40/2010 changed 
into law n. 73/2010). 
 

The Supervisory board should received a summarised information flow any time a 
similar operation in terms of features, size or non ordinary nature is enforced if 
compared to the company operation, in line with the previous paragraphs of the 
present chapter such as: 

 Extraordinary company operations; 

 Financing by shareholders or third parties which are not coming from a 
bank; 

 Operations on capital (capital increases, through contributions as well); 

 Other operations or extraordinary financial flows; 

 Relevant investment operations. 
 
Once a year or any time it is required, the Supervisory board organizes a meeting 
with the Board of auditors (should it not be part of the supervisory board), to 
discuss according and in compliance with the supervisory duties assigned to the 
Board of auditors, in compliance with articles 2403 of the Italian Civil Code, even 
on the previously mentioned operations, topics in line with  Law decree 231/01 as 
specified in the present chapter.  
 
In case of doubts on the correct enforcement of the ethical and behavioural 
hereinbefore mentioned principles during the operating activities, the affected 
subject should turn to his/her supervisor (in case of a company employee) or an 
internal manager (in case of third parties) and formally ask for the Supervisory 
bord opinion. 
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SPECIAL PART E 

 

Computer crimes and illegal data 
processing 

(art. 24 bis of law decree 231/2001) 
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E.1 THE OFFENCES OF CRIME 
 

The law dating back to March 18, 2008, n. 48 “Ratification of the execution of the 
Convention of the Council of Europe on IT criminality , drafted in Budapest on 
November 23, 2001, and adjustment regulations of the internal law system” 
widened the offences of crime leading to company liabilities. 
Art. 7 of the measure in fact introduces in Law decree 231/01  art. 24-bis “It 
crimes and illegal data processing” as to introduce criminal liabilities for legal 
people as for the more severe IT crimes. 

It is, synthetically, the illegal, unintentional and with no right access to whole or 
part to the IT system, illegal interceptions and IT data interception, intentional and 
illegal as well, with technical means, during non public transmission, attempt to 

the data integrity (damage, cancellation, deterioration, change and cancellation of 
IT data), intentional and with no authorization, attack to the integrity of the 
systems leading to a severe hindrance to the operation of an IT system, 
intentionally enforced and with no right through a damage, cancellation, 
deterioration, communication or delivery through CD of IT viruses, intentional 
abuse and with no authorization of devices (that is production, sale, use, import, 
spread and availability), including IT programs, mainly designed to support the 
mentioned crimes as well as key words (passwords) or access codes or analogue 
systems allowing to entirely or partially access a IT system. Such a last offence 
leads to what can be defined a indirect danger crime as abusively getting the access 
codes, there is the danger of abusively be able to access the system or to spread out 
such codes to other people who on their turn could abusively access the system. 

Concretely the new crimes introduced in the administration liability discipline of a 
company by law L. n. 48/08 are: 

k. IT documents (art. 491-bis of the Italian Criminal Code); 

l. Abusive access to an IT or telematic system (art. 615-ter of the Italian 

Criminal Code);  

m. Abusive custody and diffusion of the access codes to IT or telematic systems 

(art. 615-quater of the Italian Criminal Code);  

n. Spreading of equipment, devices and direct IT programs leading to damages 

or interruption of an IT or telematic system (art. 615-quinquies of the 

Italian Criminal Code);  

o. Illegal interception, hindrance or interruption of IT or telematic 

communications (art. 617-quater of the Italian Criminal Code);  

p. Installation of devices to be used to intercept, hinder or interrupt IT or 

telematic communications (art. 617-quinquies of the Italian Criminal 

Code);  

q. Damages to information, data or IT programs (art. 635-bis of the Italian 

Criminal Code);  

r. Damages to information, data or IT programs used by the State or other 

public entity or however public utility (art. 635-ter of the Italian Criminal 

Code);  

s. Damages to IT or telematic systems (art. 635-quater of the Italian 

Criminal Code);  
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t. Damages to IT or telematic systems  belonging to a public utility (art. 635-

quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code);  

u. IT fraud of the subject offering services of electronic signature certification 

(art. 640-quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code). 

 
a. IT documents (art. 491 - bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“If some of the forgeries committed forecast in the present article concern a public or 
private IT document being considered an evidence, the provisions relating to public 
and private deeds apply.” 
The regulation provides for a criminal value to any forgery offence through the use 
of IT documents: the forgery crimes recalled are the following:  
- Material forgery committed by public officer in public deeds (art. 476 of the 
Italian Criminal Code) 
“The public officer who when working draft a partial or entire false deed or changes 
a real deed, he/she is subjected to a sentence from one to six year imprisonment.  
If the committed forgery concerns a deed or part of a deed, up to the legal proceeding 
for forgery, he/she is subjected to a sentence from three to ten year imprisonment.” 
- Material forgery committed by public officer on certificates or 
administrative authorisations (art. 477 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“The public officer who when working counterfeits or changes certificates or 
administrative authorisations or through counterfeiting or changes makes conditions 
appear as compliant he/she is subjected to a sentence from six month to three year 
imprisonment.  
- Material forgery committed by public officer on certified copies of public or 
private deeds and on certificates including deeds (art. 478 of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 
“The public officer who, when working, supposing there is a reference public or 
private deeds, simulates a copy and legally issue that is he/she provides for a copy 
of a public or private deed different from the original, he/she is subjected to a 
sentence from one to six year imprisonment.  
If the committed forgery concerns a deed or part of a deed, up to the legal proceeding 
for forgery, he/she is subjected to a sentence from three to eight year imprisonment.” 
If the forgery is committed by a public officer in a certification on the content of public 
or private deeds, the officer is subjected to a sentence from one to three year 
imprisonment.” 
- Ideological forgery committed by a public officer in public deeds (art. 479 of 
the Italian Criminal Code) 
“The public officer who receiving or drafting a deed when working, falsely certifies 
that he/she carried out an activity or something was concluded or carried out in front 
of him/her, o proves that he received declarations which in reality he/she did not 
receive, or he/she omits or changes received declaration or falsely proves facts which 
the deed is destined to proved, is subjected to the same sentences specified in article 
476.” 
- Ideological forgery committed by public officer in administrative certificates 
or authorisations (art. 480 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“The public officer who, when working, falsely puts forward in administrative 
certificates or authorizations facts which the deed is destined to prove, is subjected to 
a sentence from three months to two years.” 
- Ideological forgery on certificates committed by people liable for public 
utility services (art. 481 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Whoever, when working in the health care or legal sector, or in another public utility 
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service, falsely confirms in a certificate facts which the deed is destined to prove, is 
subjected to a sentence of imprisonment for one year or to a fine from €51 to 
€ 516.00.  
Both sentences apply if the fact was committed to the person benefit.” 
- Material forgery committed by a private citizen (art. 482 of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 
“If one of the facts specified in articles 476, 477 and 478 was committed by a private 
citizen or by a public officer not working as such, they are subjected to the same 
sentences specified in the articles, reduced by one third.” 
- Ideological forgery committed by a private citizen in a public deed(art. 483 
of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Whoever falsely declares to a public officer, in a public deed,  facts which the deed 
is destined to prove, is subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to two years. 
If these are false statements in a registry office deed, the subject is subjected to a 
sentence of imprisonment lower than three months.” 
- Forgery committed in registries and notifications (art. 484 of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 
“Whoever, being obliged by the law to make registrations subjected to public security 
authority inspection or to forward notifications to the same public authority on 
his/her own industrial, commercial or professional operators, writes or allows to 
write false statements is subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to six months or 
to a fine up to € 309.00.” 
- Forgery committed on a private deed (art. 485 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Whoever looking for his/her own or other benefits and advantages or to damage the 
others, draft, entirely or partially, a false private deed or changes a real private deed, 
is subjected, whether he/she uses the deed or not, to a sentence from six month to 
three year imprisonment. 
Any false supplement, addition or integration to a real deed are to be considered 
changes, when the deed was finally drafted.” 
- Forgery committed on a paper signed in blank. Private deed (art. 486 of the 
Italian Criminal Code) 
Whoever looking for his/her own or other benefits and advantages or to damage the 
others, abusing of paper signed in blank he/she received for any title including the 
obligation or faculty to fill, writes or asks to have a private deed written including 
legal effects, different from what he/she was obliged or authorized to make, is 
subjected, if the paper is used or if she/he allows it to be used by others, to sentence 
from six month to three year imprisonment.  
A paper signed in blank is a paper whose the undersigned left a blank space, 
destined to be legally filled.” 
- Forgery committed on a paper signed in blank. Private deed (art. 487 of the 

Italian Criminal Code) 
“The public officer who, abusing of a paper signed in blank, who she/he got due to 
his/her activity and received for any title including the obligation or faculty to fill,  
writes or asks to have a public deed written different from what he/she was obliged 
or authorized, is subjected to the sentences defined in articles 479 and 480.” 
- Other forgery committed on a paper signed in blank. Application of the 
provisions for material committed forgeries (art. 488 of the Italian Criminal 
Code) 
“In all the other cases of forgery committed on a paper signed in blank, different from 
what specified in the two previous articles, provisions specified in the case of 
material forgeries committed for public or private deeds apply.” 
- Use of a false deed (art. 489 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
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“Whoever even though not taking part to a committed forgery committed use a false 
deed is subjected to the same sentences defined in the previous articles, reduced by 
one third. 
Whenever these are private deeds, whoever commits the crime, is only subjected to a 
sentence if he/she decided to proceed as to get benefits for himself/herself or others 
or to damage others.” 
- Suppression, destruction or hiding or real deeds (art. 490 of the Italian 
Criminal Code)  
“Whoever, partially or entirely, destroys, cancels or hides a real public deed or a real 
private deed is subjected respectively to the same sentences defined in articles 476, 
477, 482 and 485, according to the specific cases.  
The same provision in the previous paragraph applies.” 
- Real copies replacing missing original documents(art. 492 of the Italian 
Criminal Code)  
“In compliance with the previous provisions, among “public” and “private” deeds 
original deeds and real copies are included, when replacing missing original 
documents.” 
- Forgery committed by public employees liable for providing public services 
(art. 493 of the Italian Criminal Code)  
“Provisions in the previous articles on the forgeries committed by public officers apply 
in case of State employees or employees of any other public institutions liable for 
providing public services relating to a deed they draft according to their authorities.” 
 
 
b. Abusive access to an IT or telematic system (art. 615-ter of the Italian 
Criminal Code)  
“Whoever abusively accesses a IT or telematic system protected with safety 
measures that is the accessi is against the expressed willingness of whoever has the 
right to exclude it, is subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to three years.  
The sentence he/she is subjected to a sentence from one to five year imprisonment:  
1) if the fact is committed by a public officer or a person liable for providing public 
services, with abuse of his/her poker or violation of any duty relating to his/her 
office or service, or by  whoever abusively works as private detective or through an 
abuse of the system operator qualification;  
2) if the person guilty of the fact uses violence on things or people that is he/she  
clearly has a weapon; 
3) if the fact leads to the destruction or damage to the system or total or partial 
interruption of its operation that is destruction or damage of data, information or 
programs. 
Whenever the facts according to the first and second paragraphs affect information or 
telematic systems with military interest or relating to public order or public safety or 
healthcare or civil protection or anyhow in case of public interest, the subject is 
subjected to a sentence from three to eight year imprisonment. 
In the case forecast in the first paragraph, the crime is subjected to legal proceedings 
by the offended person, in the other cases automatic legal action ensues.” 
 
 
c. Abusive custody and diffusion of the access codes to IT or telematic 
systems (art. 615-quater of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Whoever as to get his/her profits or other people’s profits or to damage other people, 
abusively gets, reproduces, spreads, informs about or delivers codes, key words or 
other suitable means to be able to access a IT or telematic system, protected by 
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safety measures, or anyhow provides for instructions or information aiming at such a 
goal, is subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to one year or to a fine up to 
€5,164.  
The sentence of imprisonment varies from one to two years and the fine from €5,164 
to €10,329 if no other event arrives reported in cases 1) and 2) of the fourth 
paragraph of article 617-quater.” 
Anybody can commit a similar crime or offence, and it consists of the fraudulent 
interception or hindrance or interruption of communications relating to an IT or 
telematic system connected to different systems. 
Unless it is considered a severe offence, the sentence is applied to anybody 
revealing, through any public information means, entirely or partially, the content 
of any communication reported in the first paragraph. 
 
c. Spreading of equipment, devices and direct IT programs leading to damages 
or interruption of an IT or telematic system  (art. 615-quinquies of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 
“Whoever illegally damages a IT or information system, information, data or 
programs held or to support and drive the total or partial interruption of the change of 
operation, gets, produces, reproduces, imports, spreads, informs, delivers or anyhow 
provides other equipment or IT programs is subjected to a sentence up to two year 
imprisonment and a fine up to €10,329.”. 
 
 
e. Illegal interception, hindrance or interruption of IT or telematic 
communications (art. 617-quater of the Italian Criminal Code);  
“Whoever wrongly intercepts communications relating to a IT or telematic system or 
among different systems that it he/she prevents such communications or interrupts 
them, is subjected to a sentence from six month to four year imprisonment. 
Unless the offence is to be considered a severe crime, anybody is subjected to the 
sentence, revealing through any public information means, totally or partially, the 
content of the communications according to the first paragraph. 
The offences according to first and second paragraphs are punished by a law suit by 
the offended person. 
However legal action is started and the subject is subjected to a sentence from one to 
five year imprisonment in case the offence is committed: 

1) Damaging the IT or telematic system used by the State or by any other public 
entity or company providing for public services or public utilities; 

2) By a public officer or a person liable for providing public services, abusing 
his/her power or violating his/her rights in terms of services or function, that 
is abusing his/her qualification as system operator; 

3) By whoever is abusively working as private detective.” 
 
The offence can be committed by anybody and it consists of the fraudulent 
interception or the hindrance or interruption of communications relating to the IT 
or telematic system or among different systems. 
Unless it is considered a severe offence, the subject is subjected to the sentence in 
case he/she reveals through any public communication means, partially or 
entirely, the content of any communication according to what put forward in the 
first paragraph. 
 
 
f. Installation of devices to be used to intercept, hinder or interrupt IT or 
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telematic communications (art. 617-quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Whoever outside any cases admitted by the regulations in force, installs equipment 
able and suitable to intercept, hinder or interrupt any communication relating to a IT 
or telematic system or between more systems is subjected to a sentence from one to 
four year imprisonment.  
The sentence of imprisonment from one to five years is forecast in cases included in 
the fourth paragraph of article 617-quater.” 
 
However anybody commits a crime, outside the cases admitted by the regulations 
in force, whenever installing devices aiming at intercepting, hindering or 
interrupting communications relating to the IT or telematic system or between 
different systems. 
 

g. Damages to information, data or IT programs (art. 635-bis of the Italian 

Criminal Code);  

“Unless it is considered a severe offence, whoever destroys, deteriorates, cancels, 
changes or removes information, data or IT programs is subjected after a law suit by 
the offended person with a sentence from six month to three year imprisonment.  
If the event belongs to what specified in number 1 of the second paragraph of article 
635 that is the fact is committed with an abuse of the quality as system operator, the 
sentence varies between one to four year and legal action ensues.” 
 
The offence, unless it is considered a severe crime, consists in the destruction, 
deterioration, cancellation, change or removal of information, data or IT programs 
belonging to third parties, by whoever is liable for it. 
 

 
h. Damages to information, data or IT programs used by the State or other 
public entity or however public utility (art. 635-ter of the Italian Criminal 
Code) 
“Unless it considered a severe offence, whoever destroys, deteriorates, cancels, 
changes or removes information, data or IT programs  used by the State or any other 
public entity or public utility, is subjected to a sentence from one to four year 
imprisonment. 
If the events leads to the destruction, deterioration, cancellation, change or removal of 
information, data or IT programs the subject is subjected to a sentence from three to 
eight year imprisonment. If the event belongs to what specified in number 1 of the 
second paragraph of article 635 that is the fact is committed with an abuse of the 
quality as system operator, the sentence is increased” 
 
The offence, which can be committed by anybody, consists, with the exception of 
being considered a severe crime, in a direct fact leading to the destruction, 
deterioration, cancellation, change or removal of information, data or IT programs 
used by the State or any other public entity or public utility. 
 
i. Damages to IT or telematic systems (art. 635-quater of the Italian Criminal 
Code);  
““Unless it is considered a severe offence whoever through behaviours reported in 
article 635-bis, that is through the introduction or transmission of data, information or 
programs, destroys, damages, makes entirely or partially unusable and IT or 
telematic system or severely prevents its operation is subjected to a sentence from 
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one to five year imprisonment. 
If the event belongs to what specified in number 1 of the second paragraph of article 
635 that is the fact is committed with an abuse of the quality as system operator, the 
sentence is increased.” 
 
The offence, unless considered a severe crime, can be committed by anybody, 
according to what specified in article 635 - bis of the Italian Criminal Code, that is 
through the introduction or transmission of data, information or programs he/she 
destroys, damages, makes unusable, partially or entirely the IT or telematic 
systems belonging to third parties or severely damages their operation. 
 
j. Damages to IT or telematic systems  belonging to a public utility (art. 635-
quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“If the fact according to what specified in article 635-quater aims at destroying, 
damaging, making unusable or severely hinder the operation, the sentence the culprit 
will be subjected with is from one to four year imprisonment.  
If the fact depends on the destruction or damaging of the IT or telematic system of a 
public utility or in case it is made partially or entirely unusable, the subject is 
subjected to one to eight year imprisonment.  
If the event belongs to what specified in number 1 of the second paragraph of article 
635 that is the fact is committed with an abuse of the quality as system operator, the 
sentence is increased.” 
 
The crime is committed according to what specified in article art. 635-quater of the 
Italian Criminal Code and it aims at destroying, damaging, making it partially or 
completely unusable the IT and telematic systems of public utilities and severely 
hindering the operation. 
 
k. IT fraud of the subject offering services of electronic signature certification 
(art. 640-quinquies of the Italian Criminal Code). 
“The subject offering electronic signature certification services, who, as to get for itself 
and or to get for others the incorrect profit or to damage anybody, violates the 
obligations provided by the law for the release of the qualified certification, is 
subjected to a sentence to imprisonment up to three years and with a fine from €51 
to €1,032” 
 
The crime is committed by the subject offering certification services for an 
electronic signature, who, as to get a incorrect profit or to damage, violates the 
obligations forecast by the law for the release of a qualified certification. 
 

E. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

 
The following general behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 
present Model who, at any title whatsoever, are involved directly or indirectly in the 
“sensitive” activities in the case of company IT offences and in the illegal data 
processing and more precisely, whoever is using information systems (mainly as for 
the data communication lines and servers) to carry out their working activity to the 
benefit of the company. 
 
In general the subjects are requested to: 

 Rigorously comply with regulations and internal company procedures as for 
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safety of the company information systems and processing of whatever 
personal information; 

 Avoid enforcing, co-operating or supporting and driving behaviours which 
could individually or collectively supplement, directly or indirectly the 
offences and the illegal data processing. 

 
What is more the mentioned subjects should:  

 Be committed to avoid making public any assigned information to use the IT 
resources and the access to data and systems (paying due attention to the 
username and password if though overcome but required to access the 
company systems); 

 Enable as much as possible the required system protection, avoiding third 
parties accessing the system in case you are not present by the workstation 
(exit from the system or block the access simply using a password); 

 Access the IT systems only through assigned identification codes to the 
single user and whenever expiring after being informed by the IT safety 
manager, periodically change the password; 

 Avoid any possible behaviour endangering confidentiality and/or company 
data integrity; 

 Never enforce any action leading to overcome protections on the company IT 
systems; 

 Never install any program even tough connected to the company activity 
before asking the IT safety manager; 

 Never use alternative connections against the company available connections 
provide by the company to the employees to carry out their activities; 

 Never access if not authorized to third party IT systems or change their 
operation, as to get and/or change unrightfully programs and information; 

 Never use the company IT systems to enforce any behaviour risking of 
leading to non-loyal competition offences against Azzini S.p.A. competitors 
and more in general any other physical/legal person. 

      
In case of doubts about the correct enforcement of any ethical-behaviour principles 
as hereinbefore specified, during the company operating activities, the subject is 
obliged to turn to his/her supervision (in case of an Azzini S.p.a. employee) or to an 
internal reference (in case of third parties) and formally forward an opinion request 
to the Supervisory Board.  
 
The company furthermore as to protect its IT systems and avoid, as far as possible 
taking part to any activities which could lead to IT crimes or illegal data processing, 
is committed to: 

 

 Forecast the possibility to access the systems only after the user logs in 
through his/her username and password, originally assigned by the 
company; 

 Define any mode required to change the password, following the first access, 
suggesting never to cyclically and repeatedly use the same password; 

 Schedule a periodical password change, according to its frequency of use 
and the critical data presence accessed through the password; 

 Constantly check the coincidence between powers assigned to the user 
profile and his/her activities inside the company, when a subject is destined 
to different activities, or in case he/she is about to conclude his/her 
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employment contract with Azzini S.p.A.; 

 Frequently and periodically monitor any access and the activities carried out 
on the company network; 

 Consistently train any subject on the behaviours to have as to provide for 
the highest possible safety of the IT systems and possible consequences, 
criminal as well, after a criminal offence. 
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SPECIAL PART F 

 

Interference with the freedom of 
industry and trade  

(art. 25 bis -1 of law decree 231/2001) 
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F.1 THE OFFENCES OF CRIME 

Art. 15 paragraph 7 of law 99 dating back to July 23, 2009 added a series of news 
to the law decree 231/2001 with the new art. 25-bis. 1. 
Art. 25-bis. 1, whose titles is “Offences to the industry and trade” punishes among 
others the fraud in the trading, the “food fraud” the geographical reference or origin 
name counterfeiting. It is to be remarked that the recalled assumptions refer to the 
sale and the simple introduction and spreading to get profits. 

As for the offences implying the entity administrative liability,  art. 25-bis. 1 of the 
decree includes the following offences: 

a. Interference with freedom of industry and trade (art. 513 of the 

Italian Criminal Code); 

b. Illegal competition with menace or violence (art. 513-bis of the 

Italian Criminal Code); 

c.  

d. Frauds against national industries (art. 514 of the Italian Criminal 

Code); 

e. Fraud in trading (art. 515 of the Italian Criminal Code); 

f. Sale of non genuine food as genuine (art. 516 of the Italian Criminal 

Code); 

g. Sale of industrial products with wrong identification (art. 517 of the 

Italian Criminal Code); 

h. Production and sales of goods by encroaching of industrial property 

rights (art. 517-ter of the Italian Criminal Code); 

i. Counterfeiting on geographical names or name of food and farm 

product origin (art. 517-quater of the Italian Criminal Code);  

  

a. Interference with freedom of industry and trade (art. 513 of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 
“Whoever violently affects things that is fraudulent means to avoid or hinder the 
industrial or trading activity is subjected , after a lawsuit by the offended person, if 
the fact is to be considered a severe offence, with a sentence of imprisonment up to 
two years and with a fine from €103 to €1,032.” 
 
The typical behaviour consists in violently shape the events or better to use 
fraudulent means to hinder or affect industrial or trading activities. 
With the definition affection, that is consistent obstacles placed, temporary or 
partial as well as to avoid any industrial or trading activity or if started it will be 
immediately stopped. There is an hindrance when the regular activity enforcement 
is affected which can consist in a suitable interference to compromise the company 
profitability or affect the long-awaited economic result. 
It is an offence asking for a subjected offence and which can be committed by 
anybody. 
The offence is punished, after a lawsuit by the offended person, if the fact does not 
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represent a severe offence, subjected to a sentence of imprisonment up to two years 
and a fine from €103 to €1,032 euro. 
 
The protected legal asset by the offence consists, first of all in the free exercise and 
normal industrial and trading activity, whose hindrance affects the public 
economy. It is furthermore to be added that art. 512 of the Italian Criminal Code 
generally tends to  guarantee the individual right to carry out the same activity 
without being affected, as concluded by the subordination of the lawsuit of the 
offended person. 
Alternative behaviours forecast by the present rule are two: 
- the use of violence on things, any time its destination is transformed, damaged or 
changed; 
- the use of fraudulent means which the doctrine identified with unfair competition 
according to art. 2598 of the Italian Civil Code, such as, including but not limited 
to false or libellous advertising, the use of registered trademarks. It is furthermore 
specified that, to have an offence, it is necessary that there is an etiological 
connection between the fraudulent means and the trading or industrial disruption. 
 
b. Illegal competition with menace or violence (art. 513-bis of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 
“Whoever when carrying out a trading, industrial or anyhow production activity 
carries out competition with violence or menaces is subjected to a sentence from two 
to six years. The sentence is increased if the competition acts affect entirely or 
partially the financial activity as well and anyhow by the State or other public 
entities.” 
 
The sentence is a punishment from two to six years in case of any behaviour by 
anybody in the exercise of a commercial, industrial or anyhow productive activity 
leading to competition with violence or menaces. 
The sentence is increased if the competition acts affect the financial activity, 
partially or completely or anyhow by the State o other public entities. 
The offence is present when during a commercial, industrial or production activity, 
competitions acts are enforced with violence or menaces. 
 
c. Frauds against national industries (art. 514 of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Whoever selling or spreading out on the national and foreign markets, industrial 
products with names, brands, or distinctive signs which are counterfeited or 
changes, leading to a damage to the national industry is subjected to a sentence from 
one to five year imprisonment and with a fine which is never lower than €516. If 
brands and distinctive signs comply with the internal regulations or international 
conventions on the protection of the intellectual property rights, the sentence is 
increased and provisions in articles 473 and 474 do not apply.” 
 
Whoever selling or spreading out on the national and foreign markets, industrial 
products with names, brands, or distinctive signs which are counterfeited or 
changes, leading to a damage to the national industry is subjected to a sentence 
from one to five year imprisonment and with a fine which is never lower than €516. 
If brands and distinctive signs comply with the internal regulations or international 
conventions on the protection of the intellectual property rights, the sentence is 
increased and provisions in articles 473 and 474 of the Italian Criminal Code do 
not apply. 
Such an offence is committed any time when selling or spreading out on the Italian 
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or International markets, industrial products with names, brands or distinctive 
signs which are counterfeited or change, the national industry is deeply affected. 

d. Fraud in trading (art. 515 of the Italian Criminal Code) 

“Whoever carrying out any commercial activity, that is outlet open to the public, 
delivery to the buyer of a wrong asset, or an asset whose origin, production, quality 
or quantity is different from what declared and agreed, is subjected, whenever the 
fact does not represent a severe offence, with a sentence of imprisonment up to two 
years and a fine up to € 2,065. If the products are valuable, the sentence of 
imprisonment accounts for up to three years and the fine is not lower than € 103.” 
 
The offence is sentenced, should it not be considered a severe offence, up to two 
year imprisonment and a fine up to €2,065, with the behaviour of anybody, in the 
exercise of a commercial activity, that is an outlet open to the public, delivery to the 
buyer of a wrong asset, or an asset whose origin, production, quality or quantity is 
different from what declared and agreed.  
 
If the products are valuable, the sentence of imprisonment accounts for up to three 
years and the fine is not lower than € 103. 

The offence is committed when carrying out a commercial activity such an outlet 
open to the public, the customer is delivered a different product that what agreed 
in terms of origin, production, quality or quantity. 

e. Sale of non genuine food as genuine (art. 516 of the Italian Criminal 

Code); 

“Whoever sells or possible trades non genuine food as genuine is sentenced up to six 
month imprisonment or with a fine up to maximum €1,032”. 
 
The offence is committed when non genuine food is sold as genuine. 
Anybody can be the active subject and he/she  is sentenced up to six month 
imprisonment or with a fine up to maximum €1,032”. 

f.  Sale of industrial products with wrong identification (art. 517 of the 

Italian Criminal Code); 

“Whoever sells or spread out on the market of copyrights or industrial products with 
names, brands or national or foreign distinctive signs cheating on the origin, 
production or quality of the product or work is subjected to up to two year 
imprisonment and to a fine up to €20,000.” 
The offence consists in the sale or spreading on the market of copyrights or 
industrial products with names, brands or national or foreign distinctive signs 
cheating on the origin, production or quality of the product or work. 

  

g. Production and sales of goods by encroaching of industrial property rights 
(art. 517-ter of the Italian Criminal Code); 

“With no change to the enforcement of articles 473 and 474 whoever, knowing the 
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existence of industrial property rights, manufactures or industrially profits from 
objects or other goods manufactured cheating on the industrial property right or 
violating it is subjected to a sentence, after a lawsuit by the offended person, with up 
to two year imprisonment and a fine up to €20,000. The same sentence applies to 
whoever as to get his/her profit, introduces on the territory of the State, controls the 
sales, sells with a direct offer to consumers or spread out on the market goods 
compliant with what specified in the first paragraph. Provisions in articles 474 bis, 
474 ter, second paragraph, and 517 bis, second paragraph applies. The offences 
forecast by the first and second paragraph are sentenced if compliance is guaranteed 
with the internal regulations, community regulations or International conventions on 
the protection of intellectual or industrial property rights.” 
The offence is committed when knowing the existence of an industrial property 
right, objects are industrially manufactured or used or other goods are 
manufacturing profiting and cheating on their industrial propriety rights or 
violating them, as to get your own profit and then they are introduced on the State 
territory or are sold, if the offence is considered such by articles 473 and 474 of the 
Italian Criminal Code 

h. Counterfeiting on geographical names or name of food and farm product 
origin (art. 517-quater of the Italian Criminal Code);  

“However counterfeits or changes geographical names or name of food and farm 
product origin is subjected to a sentence up to two years and to a fine up to €20,000. 
The same sentence applies to whoever, as to get his/her profit introduced on the 
territory of the State, holds to be sold, sell with an offer directed to the consumers or 
spread out on the market the same products with counterfeited indications or names. 
Provisions in articles 474 bis, 474 ter, second paragraph, and 517 bis, second 
paragraph applies. The forecast offences in the first and second paragraph are 
subjected to sentence on conditions the specific compliance was guaranteed with the 
internal regulations, community regulations and International conventions in terms of 
protection of geographical names and name of foods and farm product origins. 

 

 

F. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

 
The following general behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 
present Model who, at any title whatsoever, are involved directly or indirectly in the 
“sensitive” activities in the case of offences against the industry and trade. 
In general the different subjects are forbidden to enforce, co-operate and implement 
behaviours which individually or collectively supplement or could supplement, 
directly or indirectly offences of crime forecast by article 25-bis 1 of the law decree. 
231/2001.  
 
In general, the subjects are requested what follows: 
 

 For any operation as for the use of the protected intellectual works by 
copyright, forecast the use of a suitable documentary support  which 
controls can be frequently carried out on proving features and operation 
motivations and identify whoever authorized, enforced, registered and 
checked the operation and anyhow the cases and modes of any possible 
cancellation and destruction of any enforced registration are governed in 
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details; 

 Check that the organisation system provides for the application of the 
function separation principle and therefore the authorisation to the 
operation relating to any industrial or intellectual property right is to be 
controlled by a different person than the person operatively enforcing or 
controlling the operation; 

 Check that in the activities relating to the intellectual or industrial property 
rights, the authorisation and signature powers are consistent with the 
assigned organisation and management liabilities, as well as clearly defined 
and known inside the Company; 

 Rigorously comply with any regulations imposed by the law and internal 
company procedures as for limits, conditions and modes to be implemented 
to carry out any economic and commercial activity; 

 Have specific behaviours which provide for the correct and free trade as well 
as the loyal competition in comparison to the public faith; 

 Avoid any commercial behaviour simply focused or anyhow suitable to 
damage the consumer good faith or the legal citizen loyalty; 

 Avoid any behaviour suitable to damage other people industrial and 
intellectual property rights; 

 
More precisely it is absolutely forbidden to: 
 

 Change or counterfeit through any reproduction marks and distinctive signs, 
national and international deposited/registered as well or use modified or 
counterfeited brands and distinctive signs; 

 Change or counterfeit through any reproduction patents, drawings, 
industrial models or use patents, drawings or industrial models which were 
modified or counterfeited; 

 Import to profit, sell or hold to be sold intellectual works or products with 
modified or counterfeited marks, distinctive signs or patents; 

 Enforce violent behaviours or recourse to deceptions or swindles whatsoever 
at to create obstacles to any free commercial or industrial activity by third 
parties, as a peculiar feature of the collective economic interest; 

 Use violence or menace to illegally hinder competition with direct 
intimidations to possible “competitors”; 

 Sell or anyhow spread onto the market though storage as well aiming at the 
distribution and custom clearance works and products with modified or 
counterfeited marks, brands and distinctive signs which could damage the 
industry; 

 Sell or anyhow spread onto the market though storage as well aiming at the 
distribution and custom clearance works and products  with other names 
brands or distinctive signs even though non registered  as to deceive 
customers/consumers; 

 Manufacture or industrially use objects or other assets, made profiting or 
violating other people copyrights or patents; 

 Introduce on the national territory, hold to be sold, spread to be sold and 
anyhow spread out on the market as to get a personal profit, goods/works 
made profiting or violating other people copyrights or patents; 

 
In case of doubts as for the correct enforcement of the ethical or behavioural 
principles as hereinbefore specified during the operating activities, the subject 
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affected is obliged to refer to his/her supervisor (in case of a company employee) or 
to the internal reference (in case of third parties) and to formally enter an opinion 
request to the Supervisory board. 
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SPECIAL PART G 

 

Crimes in terms of violation of the 
copyrights 

 (art. 25 novies of law decree 
231/2001) 
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G.1 THE OFFENCES OF CRIME 
 
Art. 25-novies - (Crimes in terms of violation of the copyright) of the Decree 
forecasts “As for offences forecast by articles 171, first paragraph h, letter a-bis), and 
third paragraph, 171-bis, 171-ter, 171-septies and 171-octies of the law dating back 
to April 22,  1941, n. 633, the company is subjected to a monetary fine up to five 
hundred rates. In case of a sentence for the offences according to paragraph 1, the 
company is subjected to the prohibitive sanctions forecast by article 9, paragraph 2, 
for more than one year. What forecast by article 174-quinquies of the mentioned law 
n. 633 dating back to 1941 applies”. 
 
As for offences with the administrative liability of the company, art. 25-novies of the 
Decree lists the following offences: 

 
a. Availability to the public of a telematic network system through any type of 

connection, of a copyright protected work or part of it, offences forecast by 
art. 171, paragraph 1 committed on third party works non destined to 
publication or with usurping of authorship of work, that is with deformation, 
mutilation or other change of the work itself, should the honour or fame 
should be damaged (art. 171, l. 633/1941 paragraph 1 letter a– bis) and 
paragraph 3) 

 
b. Abusive duplication for a personal profit, of processor programs, import, 

distribution, sale or holding for commercial or entrepreneurial reason or 
location or renting of program on supports not belonging to the Italian 
company of the authors or editors (“SIAE”); setting of any device to remove or 
elude the processor program protection devices(art. 171-bis, c. 1, l. 
633/1941) 

 
c. Reproduction, transfer to a different support, distribution, communication, 

presentation or demo to the public of the content of a databank violating  
provisions in articles 64-quinquies and 64-sexies l. 633/1941; extraction 
and reuse of a databank violating provisions in articles 102-bis e 102-ter l. 
633/1941; distribution,  sale or renting of databanks(art. 171-bis, c. 2, l. 
633/1941) 

 
d. Abusive duplication, reproduction, transmission or spreading to the public 

with any procedure whatsoever, entirely or partially, of any copyright work 
destined to the TV broadcasting, cinema (…), abusive spreading, sale or 
trade, transfer at any title whatsoever or abusive import of more than fifty 

copies or examples of works protected by copyrights or relating rights (…) 
(art. 171-ter l. 633/1941) 

 
e. Missing communication to the SIAE of any support identification information 

which are not identified or misstatement (art. 171-septies l. 633/1941) 
 

f. Fraudulent production, sale, import, promotion, installation, change use in 
the private or public sector of devices or part of devices suitable to decipher 
audiovisual broadcasting transmissions with conditioned accessed live, 
satellite, cable, analogue or digital as well (art. 171-octies l. 633/1941) 
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a. Availability to the public of a telematic network system through any type 
of connection, of a copyright protected work or part of it, offences forecast by 
art. 171, paragraph 1 committed on third party works non destined to 
publication or with usurping of authorship of work, that is with deformation, 
mutilation or other change of the work itself, should the honour or fame 
should be damaged (art. 171, l. 633/1941 paragraph 1 letter a– bis) and 
paragraph 3) 
 
 
According to art. 171 paragraph 1 letter a-bis) of l. 633/1941 and unless specified 
in art. 171-bis and in art. 171-ter of the same law whoever is subjected to a fine 
from €51 to 2,065 that with no right, for any scope and in any shape, provides the 
wider public, introducing it to a telematic network system through any type of 
connections, a protected or part of a protected copyright work. 
Whoever violates what reported in the previous paragraph is subjected to pay, 
before the opening of the debate, that si before issuing the criminal sentence, an 
amount of money consisting of half of the maximum defined sentences in the first 
paragraph for the committed offences besides the legal costs. 
The payment cancels the offence. 
Whenever the offence is committed on a third party work note destined to 
publication, that is usurping the authorship of the work, that is through 
deformation, mutilation or other change to the work itself, the author fame or 
honour be affected, the subject is subjected to a sentence up to one year 
imprisonment or a fine not lower than €516. 
The criminal offences is proven through the evidence by the user, inside the IT 
system memory, of files with the music, film or software protected by intellectual 
property rights which were shared on telematic networks using a suitable program 
(emule, bittorent, kazaa or similar). 
The offence evidence consists of the proof that the IT system user, corresponding to 
a specific IP, shared the whole or part of the work protected by copyright. 
It is therefore necessary to load, through a file sharing program, at least a file or 
part of a file holding its identification  to prove that what was introduced on the 
telematic network available to the wider public is protected by the regulation on the 
copyright or in other words that it is material freely transferable. 
 
 
b. Abusive duplication for a personal profit, of processor programs, import, 
distribution, sale or holding for commercial or entrepreneurial reason or 
location or renting of program on supports not belonging to the Italian 

company of the authors or editors (“SIAE”); setting of any device to remove or 
elude the processor program protection devices(art. 171-bis, c. 1, l. 
633/1941) 
 
Whoever abusively duplicated, to get his/her personal profit, processor programs or 
similarly for the same goal import, distribute, sell, hold for commercial or 
entrepreneurial goals or locate or rent programs held on supports which are not 
identified by the SIAE is subjected to a sentence from six month to three year 
imprisonment and to a fine from €2,582 to €15,493. 
The same sentence applies if the offence concerns any means mainly used to allows 
to ease to arbitrary removal or the functional avoidance of protection devices fitted 
to a processor program. 
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The sentence is not lower than a minimum two year imprisonment and fine up to 
€15,493 if the offence is considered severe. 
 
 
c. Reproduction, transfer to a different support, distribution, communication, 
presentation or demo to the public of the content of a databank violating  
provisions in articles 64-quinquies and 64-sexies l. 633/1941; extraction and 
reuse of a databank violating provisions in articles 102-bis e 102-ter l. 
633/1941; distribution,  sale or renting of databanks(art. 171-bis, c. 2, l. 
633/1941) 
 
Whoever, to get his/her personal profit, on non identified SIAE supports 
reproduces, transfers on a different supports, distributes, communicates, 
introduces or shows to the wider public the content of a databank violating 
provisions in  articles 64-quinquies and 64-sexies l. 633/1941, that is he/she 
extracts or rent a databank, is subjected to a sentence from six month to three year 
imprisonment and to a fine from €2,582 to €15,493. The sentence is not lower than 
a minimum two year imprisonment and fine up to €15,493 if the offence is 
considered severe. 
Such a provision is different from the following in  art. 171-ter, as in the former the 
personal benefit is included while in the latter, the profit and there one widen the 
punishing threshold while the other, intending profit the possibility to get 
consistent money or increase in equity, is different from any cost saving outside en 
economic activity and it can’t be identified with any other possible advantage. 
 

 
d. Abusive duplication, reproduction, transmission or spreading to the public 

with any procedure whatsoever, entirely or partially, of any copyright work 
destined to the TV broadcasting, cinema (…), abusive spreading, sale or trade, 
transfer at any title whatsoever or abusive import of more than fifty copies or 
examples of works protected by copyrights or relating rights (…) (art. 171-ter 
l. 633/1941) 
 
Art. 171-ter includes a wide range of committed offences not for personal use and 
for profit. More precisely if the offence is committed for non personal use, whoever 
is subjected to a sentence from six month to three year imprisonment and with a 
fine from €2,582 to €15,493 in case of profit when he/she: 

a) Abusively duplicates, reproduces, transfers or spared to the wider public 
with any means whatsoever, entirely or partially, a work protected by 
copyright destined to the TV broadcasting, cinema, sale or rending, disks, 

tapes or analogue supports or any support holding phono or videograms of 
music, cinema or audiovisual works or moving image sequences; 

b) Abusively reproduces, transfers or spread to the wider public, with any 
possible procedure, works or parts of literary, drama, scientific or didactic, 
music or drama-music works, that is multimedia, inside collective or 
composite works or databanks. 

c) Even through not taking part to the duplication or reproduction, he/she 
introduces to the State territory, holds for sale or distribution, distributes, 
sale, rent or however transfer at any title, projects in public, broadcasts on 
TV with any procedure, transmits through the radio, has the public listening 
to abusive duplications or reproductions as specified in letters 1) and 2); 

d) Holds for sale and distribution, introduces to the market, sells, rents, 
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transfers at any title, transmits through the radio or broadcasts on TV with 
any procedure whatsoever videotapes, music tapes, any support holding 
phono or videograms of music, cinema or audiovisual works or sequences of 
moving images or other support which according to the regulations in force 
are to be fitted the SIAE mark, with no mark o with a counterfeited or 
modified mark; 

e) In the absence of a legitimate distributor, he/she retransmits or spreads out 
with any codified service means received through devices or parts of devices 
suitable foe decoding transmissions with conditioned access; 

f) He/she introduces on the State territory, holds for sale and distribution, 
distributes, sells, rents, transfers at any title, commercially promotes, 
installs devices or special decoding devices which allows to access a codified 
service without paying the due fee. 

f-bis) produces, imports, distributes, sells, rents, transfers at any title, advertises 
for sale or renting or holds for commercial goals equipment, products or 
parts or offers services which mainly aim at the commercial use or scope to 
deceive the effective technological measures defined in article 102-quater l. 
633/1941 that is are mainly designed, manufactured, adjusted or made 
aiming at easing or supporting the deception of such measures. Among the 
technological measures, there are any applied or residual technology 
following the removal of any measure voluntarily by the right owners or 
through any agreement between  the holders and the exception beneficiaries, 
that is following the enforcement of any measures by the administration or 
legal authority; 

g) Abusively removes or changes electronic information according to article 
102-quinquies l. 633/1941, that is he/she distributes, imports for 
distribution, broadcasts through the radio or TV, communicates or provides 
to the wider public works or other materials protected whose electronic 
information were removed or changes. 

Whoever is subjected to a sentence from one to four year imprisonment and with a 
fine from €2,582 to €15,493 in case of profit: 
a) reproduces, duplicates, abusively transmits or spreads out, sells or introduces to 
the market, sells at any title whatsoever or abusively imports more than fifty copies 
or examples of copies protected by copyrights or similar rights; 
a-bis) in violation of article 16 l. 633/1941, to his/her profit, he/she communicates 
to the public through its introduction to a telematic network system, through any 
possible connection, a work or part of a work protected by the copyright; 
b) entrepreneurially exercising any reproduction, distribution, sale or trade, import 
of works protected by copyrights or similar rights, he/she is sentenced for the 
offences forecast by paragraph 1; 

c) he/she promotes or organised illegal activities according to paragraph 1. 
The sentence is reduced if it is not considered severe. 
The sentence for one of the offences specified in paragraph 1 includes: 

a) The enforcement of additional sentences according to articles 30 and 32-bis 
of the Italian criminal code; 

b) The publication of the sentence on one or more newspapers, one of which 
nationwide and on one or more specialized magazines; 

c) Suspension for one year of the concession or authorization for radio and 
television broadcasting of the production and commercial activity. 

The amounts coming from the monetary sanctions forecast in the previous 
paragraphs are paid to the Ente nazionale di previdenza ed assistenza per i pittori e 
scultori, musicisti, scrittori ed autori drammatici. 
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e. Missing communication to the SIAE of any support identification 
information which are not identified or misstatement (art. 171-septies l. 
633/1941) 
 
The sentence according to article 171-ter, paragraph 1, l. 633/1941 applies to: 

a) manufacturers or importers of supports not subject to any mark according 
to article 181-bis l. 633/1941,  who do not inform the SIAE within thirty 
days from the introduction on the national market or importing data 
required for the single identification of the supports; 

b) unless it is considered a severe offence, whoever falsely declares that he/she 
complied with obligations forecast by article 181-bis, paragraph 2, l. 
633/1941. 

 
 

f. Fraudulent production, sale, import, promotion, installation, change use in 
the private or public sector of devices or part of devices suitable to decipher 
audiovisual broadcasting transmissions with conditioned accessed live, 
satellite, cable, analogue or digital as well (art. 171-octies l. 633/1941 
 
Whenever the fact does not represent a severe offence, it is subjected to a sentence 
from six to three month imprisonment and with a file from €2,582 to 25,822 
whoever fraudulently produces, sells, imports, promotes, installs, changes, publicly 
or privately uses devices or part of devices suitable do decipher any audiovisual 
broadcasting transmission with conditioned accessed live, satellite, cable, analogue 
or digital as well. All audiovisual signals transmitted by Italian or foreign network 
are considered conditioned access, in a shape as to make them visible only to 
selected closed groups of users by the subject liable for the signal broadcasting, 
independently from the fee to be paid to profit from the service. 
The sentence is not lower than two year imprisonment or a fine up to €15,493 if the 
offences is severe. 
In general the regulation protects the technological tangible asset of the original 
and real smart card, whose single destination is the access, which shouldn’t be 
eluded or reached through cloning. The jurisprudence faces the issue relating to 
the relation between art. 171-octies l. 633/1941 and art. 615-quater of the Italian 
Criminal Code denying any speciality relation between the two, as the first 
regulation protects the intellectual property and includes a fraudulent scope while 
the second protects the virtual domicile, sanctioning the abusive acquisition of 
necessary means to access third party IT systems or provide for profits such means 
to third parties to crash any access protection barrier to the electronic processor. 
 

G. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

 
The following general behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 
present Model who, at any title whatsoever, are involved directly or indirectly in the 
“sensitive” activities in the case of offences against the violation of the copyright. 
The following behaviour principles apply to the receivers of the Model who at any 
title whatsoever have relationships with third parties during negotiations as well on 
behalf and in the interest of the company. 
In general such subjects are forbidden to enforce, co-operate or implement 
behaviours which individually or collectively supplement or can supplement, 
directly or indirectly the offences of crime forecast by article 25-novies of law decree 
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231/2001.  
 
Such a special part is strictly connected to the IT crime offences and it is important 
that the mentioned subjects enforce the following behaviours: 

 inform the IT system users that their assigned software is protected by the 

existing regulations on the copyright and therefore it is entirely forbidden to 

duplicate, distribute, sell or hold it for commercial or entrepreneurial use; 

 enforce any company conduct rules for the entire company staff as well as 

for third parties working on its behalf; 

 supply receivers with a suitable information on the copyright protected 

works and on the risk of such an offence. 

As to prevent copyright violation offences, the organisation/control and the 
hereinafter listed behaviours stand out. 
As for the organisation/control, the company should forecast: 

 a periodical control of the software in the company as to check the presence 

of program with no licence or a higher number of user than the authorised 

licences; 

 a suitable authorisation level for publishing contents for the general public 

on the company website; 

 a control that the published contents comply with the regulations on the 

copyright; 

 protection of the copyright on data, images and/or software devolved by the 

company and with a strategic value for the company through the industrial 

secrete when and where legally possible and/or (for Italy only), SIAE 

registrations; 

 forbid the use/implementation/installation on IT tools the company is 

provided with of copied/non-identified/non-authorised material; 

 forbid the download of software covered by copyright. 

For the present “sensitive” offence, in line with law decree 231/01, the Supervisory 
board is provided with information flow for a systemic and formal monitoring. 
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SPECIAL PART H 

 

Crimes against the environment 

(art. 25 undecies of law decree 

231/2001) 
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H.1 THE OFFENCES OF CRIME 
 
On August 16, 2011 the Law decree 121/2011 was implemented “Implementation 
of the directive 2008/99/EC on the criminal protection of the environment and the 
directive 2009/123/EC modifying directive 2005/35/EC relating to the pollution 
provoked by ships and the introduction of sanction in case of violations” 
(hereinafter “Law decree 121/2011”). Law decree 121/2011 introduced art. 25-
undecies to Law decree 231/01, thus extending the entity liability for 
environmental offences. The law dating back to May 22, 2015 n. 68 relating to 
“Provisions in terms of offences against the environment” (published on the official 
gazette Series General n. 122 del 28.05.2015), significantly change  Law decree 
152/06, that is the Environmental code and introduced inside the criminal code a 
long list of environmental offences (at the level of the new Title VI-bis “Offences 

against the environment”), which in the great majority of cases the company is 
liable for. It is an important change and supplement to art. 25-undecies of law 
decree 231/01, in force since 29.05.2015. 
  
Hereinafter annexed a short description of the offences of crime, the alleged 
administration liability of the company: 
 

a. Environmental pollution (art. 452-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 
b. Environmental disaster (art. 452-quater of the Italian Criminal Code) 
c. Crimes committed against the environment (art. 452-quinquies of the 

Italian Criminal Code) 
d. Aggravating circumstances (art. 452-octies of the Italian Criminal Code) 
e. Traffic and abandon of highly radioactive material (art. 452-sexies of the 

Italian Criminal Code) 
f. Killing, destruction, capture, collection, imprisonment of protected animal or 

vegetal species (art. 727-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 
g. Destruction or deterioration inside a protected site (art. 733-bis of the 

Italian Criminal Code) 
h. Penal sanctions as for waste water discharges (art. 137 Law decree 

152/06) 
i. Crimes in terms of non authorised waste management (art. 256 Law decree 

152/06) 
j. Crimes in terms of site reclamation (art. 257 Law decree 152/06) 
k. Violation of communication, log drafting and form duties (art. 258 Law 

decree 152/06) 
l. Illegal waste traffic (art. 259 Law decree 152/06) 
m. Organised activities for the illegal waste traffic (art. 260 Law decree 

152/06) 
n. IT control system on the waste traceability (art. 260-bis Law decree 

152/06) 
o. Crimes in terms of protection of the air and reduction of discharges into the 

atmosphere (art. 279 Law decree 152/06) 
p. Crimes in terms of protection of extinguishing animal and vegetal species 

(articles 1 and 3-bis, 6 L. 150/92) 
q. Crimes in terms of ozone and atmosphere pollution (art. 3 L. 549/93) 
r. Intentional pollution provoked by ships (articles 8 and 9 Law decree 

202/07) 
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a. Environmental pollution (art. 452-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Imprisonment from two to six years and a fine from €10,000 to €100,000 for 
whoever significantly compromises or deteriorates 1) the water and air, extended or 
significant portions or soils and underground soil; 2) the ecosystem, farm 
biodiversity, flora and fauna. Whenever pollution is provoked in a natural protected 
area or in an area under a conservation, environmental, historical, artistic, 
architectural or archaeological order that is in case of damage to protected animal or 
vegetal species, the sentence is increased.”  

In compliance with 231, the fine to the company varies from 250 to 600 rates. The 
prohibition sanctions as well are expressly applied listed in art. 9 of law decree 
231/01 per to a company for a time period of no more than one year. 
 

b. Environmental disaster (art. 452-quater of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“Outside the cases forecast by article 434, whoever abusively provokes a damage to 
the environment is subjected to a sentence from five to fifteen year imprisonment. An 
environmental disaster is: 1) irreversible change of the ecosystem balance; 2) the 
ecosystem balance change which is expensive and difficult to solve unless with 
exceptional measures; 3) offence to the public safety due to the consistent extension 
of the damage and its harmful effects that is the number of people affected or 
exposed to the danger. Whenever pollution is provoked in a natural protected area or 
in an area under a conservation, environmental, historical, artistic, architectural or 
archaeological order that is in case of damage to protected animal or vegetal species, 
the sentence is increased.”   

In compliance with 231, the fine to the company varies from 400 to 800 rates. The 
prohibition sanctions as well are expressly applied listed in art. 9 of law decree 
231/01 per to a company. 
 
c. Crimes committed against the environment (art. 452-quinquies of the 
Italian Criminal Code) 
“If one of the events according to articles 452-bis and 452-quater depends on a 
misconduct, the sentences in the same articles are reduced from one to two thirds. If 
the facts committed according to the previous paragraph leads to an environmental 
pollution or environmental disaster danger, the sanction are furthermore reduced by 
a third.”  

In compliance with 231, the fine to the company varies from 200 to 500 rates 
 
d. Aggravating circumstances (art. 452-octies of the Italian Criminal Code) 
“When the association according to article 416 is direct, exclusively or competitively, 
in the case of one of the offences in the present title, the offences of the same article 
416 are increased. When the association according to  article 416-bis aims at 
committing one of the offences included in the present title, that is at the acquisition 
of the economic activity management or anyhow control, concession, authorisations, 
bids, public services at the environmental level, the offences forecast in  article 416- 
bis are increased. The offences in the first and second paragraph are increased from 
one third to half if  the crime is committed by public official or people liable for a 
public service carrying out environmental offices or services as well. 

In compliance with 231, the fine to the company varies from 300 to 1000 rates 
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e. Traffic and abandon of highly radioactive material (art. 452-sexies of 
the Italian Criminal Code) 

 
“Unless the offence is not considered severe, it is subjected to two to six year 
imprisonment and to a fine from €10,000 to €50,000 whoever abusively sells, 
purchases, receives, transports, imports, exports, provides to others, holds, transfers, 
abandons or illegally dispose of highly radioactive material. The offence according to 
the first paragraph is increased if the event leads to a further danger to safety or 
deterioration of ) the water and air, extended or significant portions or soils and 
underground soil; 2) the ecosystem, farm biodiversity, flora and fauna. If the offence 
lead to a danger for survival or safety of people, the offence is increased by half.”  

In compliance with 231, a fine to the company varies from 250 to 600 rates 

 
f. and g. Killing, destruction, capture, collection, imprisonment of protected 
animal or vegetal species (art. 727-bis of the Italian Criminal Code) and 
Destruction or deterioration inside a protected site (art. 733-bis of the 
Italian Criminal Code) 

 
The examined offences of crime mainly refer to killing destruction, capture, 
collection, imprisonment of protected savage animal or vegetal species or to the 
destruction or deterioration inside a protected site. 
 
h. Penal sanctions as for waste water discharges (art. 137 Law decree 
152/06) 

 
The examined offences of crime refer to the non compliance with some legislation 
provisions on the activities leading to industrial waste water discharges. More 
precisely the company is administratively liable in the case of the following 
environmental offences: 
- discharge of industrial waste waters holding dangerous substances violating the 
authorisation or authority prescriptions (art. 137, paragraph 3); 
- discharge of industrial waste waters holding dangerous substances violating  the  
limit emission values (in terms of concentration)(art. 137, paragraph 5, primo 
period); 
- opening or management of waste water discharges holding dangerous substances 
with no authorisation or with suspended or revoke authorisation (art. 137 
paragraph 2); 
- discharge of industrial waste waters holding dangerous substances violating 
overcoming the value limits in terms of mass emissions (art. 137, paragraph 5, 

second period); 
- non compliance with discharge bans into the soil, underground soil and 
underground waters (art. 137, paragraph 11); 
- sea discharge from ships or cars (art 137, paragraph 13). 

 
i-k-l-n. Crimes in terms of non authorised waste management (art. 256 Law 
decree 152/06) 

 
The examined offences of crime refer to the non compliance with a few regulation 
provisions as for activities gene rating wastes or in the sector of waste 
management. More precisely the company is administratively liable in the case of 
the following environmental offences: 
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- collection, transportation, recovery, disposal, sale and brokerage of non 
dangerous wastes when missing a prescribed authorisation, registration or 
communication (art. 256, paragraph 1, letter a); 
- temporary deposit by a dangerous healthcare waste production site (art. 256, 
paragraph 6 prim period); 
- collection, transportation, recovery, disposal, sale and brokerage of  dangerous 
wastes when missing a prescribed authorisation, registration or communication  
(art. 256., paragraph 1 letter b); 
- build-up and/or management of an abusive landfill destined to the non 
dangerous waste disposal (art. 256, paragraph 3, first period); 
- build-up and/or management of an abusive landfill destined to the non 
dangerous waste disposal (art. 256, paragraph 3, second period); 
- violation of the mixing ban of dangerous wastes (art. 256, paragraph 5); 
- non compliance with procedures defined or recalled in the authorisation as well 
as missing requirements or conditions demanded for registrations and 
communications (art. 256 paragraph 4); 
- drafting or use of a waste analysis certificate  including misstatements on the 
nature, composition of chemical or physical waste features (art. 258 paragraph 4, 
second period) – it applies only to companies members of SISTRI; 
- cross-border illegal shipping or wastes according to regulation 259/93 EEC 
 (art. 259, paragraph 1); 
- drafting of a waste certificate of analysis holding false information or registration 
in the  SISTRI system of a certificate with false information (art. 260-bis, paragraph 
6); 
- transportation of dangerous wastes without a paper copy of the SISTRI 
information – Handling area (art. 260-bis, paragraph 7, second period); 
- transportation of wastes with a waste certificate of analysis including false 
information (art. 260-bis, paragraph 7, third period); 
- waste transportation with a paper copy of the  SISTRI information – Handling area 
deceptively changed (art. 260-bis, paragraph 8). 
 
 
j. Crimes in terms of site reclamation (art. 257 Law decree 152/06) 
The examined offences of crime refer to the missing communication to the 
appointed entities of a potentially dangerous event leading to the site 
contamination or in case of identification of historical contaminations, no 
compliance with the project approved by the competent authority when enforcing 
reclamation projects in case of soil, underground soil, surface water or 
underground water pollution. 
 

m. Illegal waste traffic (art. 260 Law decree 152/06) 
The examined offences of crime include the  sale, reception, transportation, export, 
import, abusive and organised management of consistent quantities of wastes and 
organised activities leading to the illegal traffic of highly radioactive wastes. 
 
o. Crimes in terms of protection of the air and reduction of discharges into 
the atmosphere (art. 279 Law decree 152/06) 
The examined offences of crime refer to the overcoming air quality limits depending 
on the non compliance with the emission limits to the atmosphere. 
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p. Crimes in terms of protection of extinguishing animal and vegetal species 
(articles 1 and 3-bis, paragraph 6 L. 150/92) 
The examined offences of crime refer to the import, export, sale, holding and 
transportation of protected animal and vegetal species in compliance with 
regulation 338/97 CE and following changes, holding of mammals or reptiles 
dangerous for the public health or security and changes or certificate to import 
protected species inside the European Union. 
 
q. Crime in terms of ozone and atmosphere pollution (art. 3 L. 549/93) 
The examined offences of crime refer to the violation of prescriptions as for the use, 
production, consumption, import, export, holding and sale of dangerous 
substances for the stratosphere ozone layer. 
 
r. Intentional pollution provoked by ships (articles 8 and 9 Law decree 
202/07) 
The examined offences of crime refer to the intentional pollution provoked by 
substances released by ships. 

 

H. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

The following general behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 
present Model who, at any title whatsoever, are involved directly or indirectly in the 
“sensitive” activities in the case of environmental offences. 
More precisely the principles apply to any resources which profiting to its working 
activity to the benefit of the company, differently take part to activities and 
processes leading to the environmental pollution. 
  
In general subjects are requested to: 

 Rigorously comply with any regulations imposed by the law and internal 
company procedures in terms of installation and system safety used by the 
company as to provide for the best environmental protection; 

 Avoid enforcing, co-operating or leading to behaviours which could, if 
individually or collectively considered, while directly or indirectly 
supplementing the forecast environmental offences (art. 25-undecies of law 
decree 231/01). 

 
What is more the above-mentioned subjects are formally forbidden to:  

 Open or discharge industrial waste waters holding dangerous substances 
identified in tables 3, A3, 4 and 5  according to the Enclosure 5, first part of 
law decree 152/2006 and following changes with no authorization or in case 
the authorization is suspended or revoked or in case of violation of the 
prescriptions reported in the authorization or in other prescriptions by the 
competent authorities; 

 Avoid discharging industrial waste waters holding the above-mentioned 
dangerous substances after overcoming the limits imposed by  Law decree 
152/2006 and following changes or more restrictive limits imposed by 
independent regions or provinces or by the competent authorities; 

 Avoid discharging industrial waste waters  in the soil underground soil and 
waters outside the cases generally forecast by the regulations in force; 

 Avoid collecting, transporting, recovering, disposing, selling or brokering 
wastes in case the prescribed authorisation is missing as well as the relating 
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registration or communication that is violating some of the requirements 
imposed by the regulations in force to carry out similar activities; 

 Carry out any non authorisation waste mixing or waste landfill activities; 

 Continuously or repeatedly discharge wastes with a different nature and 
origin without  later move them to suitable disposal or recovery; 

 Avoid any reclamation intervention or violate the prescriptions in terms of 
the approved reclamation project by the competent authority in case of 
pollution to the soil, underground soil, surface waters and underground 
waters as well including overcoming the risk threshold concentrations 
violating what forecast by article 242 of law decree 152/2006 and following 
changes; 

 Avoid communicating a pollution event to the competent authorities, 
according to the regulation mentioned in the previous paragraph; 

 Set or use during transportation a waste certificate of analysis including 
false information on the nature, composition and chemical-physical features 
of the wastes; 

 Receive or transport wastes from one or more member states that is from or 
to an European Union areas with no information forwarded to the competent 
authorities that is their authorisation or false authorisation and in all the 
other cases consisting of illegal traffic according to the EEC regulation 
259/1993 and following changes; 

 Sell, receive, transport, export, import or anyhow abusively manage 
consistent waste quantities, in more operations or with continuous 
organised means or activities, as to get the best profit; 

 Draft a waste certificate of analysis including misstatements on the nature, 
composition and chemical-physical features of the wastes or implement a 
false certificate to the date to be supplied in case of the waste traceability; 

 Use during transportation a certificate of analysis holding misstatements on 
the nature, composition and chemical-physical features of the transported 
wastes or an illegally changed SISTRI information on paper (when available). 

 
In case of doubts on how to correctly implement the ethical-behavioural principles 
during the operating activities, the affected subject should turn to his/her 
supervision (in case of a company employee) or an internal reference (third 
subjects) and formally forward an opinion request to the Supervisory board. 
 
The affected subjects should immediately inform the Supervisory board in case it is 
impossible to comply with duties imposed duly putting forward any reason and 
significant reported failure as well as any event which could affect the activity 
operation and efficacy (ex. Legislative and regulation changes, non disciplined 

events, discipline activity changes, changes to the affected company structure or 
involved offices, etc.). 
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SPECIAL PART I 

 

Use of citizens from developing 
country with no work permit 

(art. 25 duodecies of law decree 

231/2001) 
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I.1 THE OFFENCES OF CRIME 
 
On August 9, 2012 Law decree 109/2012 was enforced, widening crimes relating to 
the administration liability of legal people forecast by law decree 231/2001, 
enforcing directive 2009/52/CE, which finally implemented sanctions and 
measures against employers profiting from developing country citizens without a 
work permit or whose stay is illegal. It is a crime, with a consistent liability for the 
company in the simple hypothesis worsen by  paragraph 12 - bis. 
 
As for the crime with an administration liability for the company, article 25-
duodecies of the Decree includes the following crimes: 

 
a. Wage part-time or fixed time labour (art. 22 Law Decree dating back to 

July 25, 1998, n. 286 and following changes introduced and mainly Law 
Decree dating back to July 16,  2012, n. 109) 

b. Illegal brokerage and exploitation of labour (art. 603-bis of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 

 
 

a. Wage part-time or fixed-time labour (art. 22 Law Decree dating back to July 
25, 1998, n. 286 and following changes introduced and mainly Law Decree 
dating back to July 16,  2012, n. 109) 
Art. 22 paragraph 12 of Law Decree dating back to July 25, 1998, n. 286  forecasts 
that the “employer hiring foreign workers with no correct work or residence permit 
as forecast in the present article or whose permit is expired or was never requested 
according to the law, renewed, revoked or cancelled, is subjected to a sentence from 
six months to three year imprisonment and €5,000 fine for each employed worker”. 
The new measures introduced by law decree dating back to July 16, 2012 n. 109  
(art 22 paragraph 12-bis)  forecasts a few aggravating circumstances with a 
administration liability for the company, in case of hiring foreign workers with no 
regular residence permit (a crime forecast by article 22, paragraph 12 of Law decree 
dating back to July 25; 1998, n. 286) and more precisely in case it is characterized 
by a “specific exploitation” that is: 
- “if the hired workers are more than three; 
- if the hired workers are not full age for work; 
- if the hired workers are exploited during their working activity as specified in 
third paragraph of article 603 bis of the Italian Criminal Code”. 
Under such conditions, the “sanctions for what forecast in paragraph 12 are 
increased from 1/3 to half”. 

 
b. Illegal brokerage and exploitation of labour  (art. 603-bis of the Italian 
Criminal Code) 
Art. 603-bis of the Italian Criminal Code introduces the illegal brokerage and 
exploitation of labour forecasting in paragraph 1: “Unless the fact is not a crime, 
whoever carries out an organised brokerage activity, hiring labour or organising their 
working activity based on exploitation, through violence, menaces or intimidation, 
profiting from the worker requirement and needs to work, is subjected to sentence 
from five to nine year imprisonment and a fine from 1,000 to 2,000 euro per each 
hired worker.” 
What is more, paragraph 3 of art. 603-bis (recalled by article 22, paragraph 12-bis 
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of law decree dating back to July 16, 2012 n. 109, among the aggravating 
circumstances implying the administration liability of the company as well in case 
of hiring foreign workers whose residence is irregular) forecasts what follows: 
“The following circumstances are aggravating and increase the sanction from one 
third to half of what forecast: 
- the simple fact that the hired number of workers is higher than three; 
- the fact that the hired workers are not full age of work; 
- committing the crime while exposing workers to severe dangers in terms of activities 
to be enforced and guaranteed working conditions”. 

 
I. 2 BEHAVIOUR RULES AND PRINCIPLES 

The following general behaviour rules and principles apply to the receivers of the 

present Model who, at any title whatsoever, are involved directly or indirectly in the 
“sensitive” activities in terms of immigration and conditions of foreign workers. 
In general the affected subjects are requested to:  
 

 Comply and guarantee the compliance within the company of any regulation 
and protection measure for workers and in terms of immigration; 

 Avoid enforcing, co-operating or supporting and driving behaviours which 
could individually or collectively lead to crimes according to art. 25-
duodecies. 

   
It is furthermore forecast and forbidden for such subjects to: 
 

 Support and/or promote the use, hired by the company, of foreign workers 
with no residence permit or expired permit which no renewal was even asked 
in compliance with the regulations in force or in case the permit was revoked 
or cancelled; 

 Reduce or keep the workers under dependence conditions; 

 Exploit the workers then exposed to severe dangers during their working 
activities. 

 
It is furthermore forbidden to work with suppliers or third parties in case the 
company was informed, even though theoretically, that the supplier is not 
complying with any worker safety protection measure or with the immigration rules 
as well. 
 
Thus the company in case of supplying activities in sensitive areas (geographic 
areas where there is a strong concentration of irregular workers or activity sectors 

historically exposed to such risks), must make their supplier sensitive, through 
contract provisions as well, as for the real principles any working activity should be 
inspired by, in terms of co-operation with Azzini S.p.A., as for legal and moral 
guarantees to workers (compliance with the regulations in force, non 
discrimination, no children labour, compliance with safety, security, hygiene and 
health regulations on the workplace, compliance with minimum salary and correct 
working times, compliance with association and trade union rights, respect and 
protection of the environment, etc.). 

 


